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CMOS VLSI circuit reliability modeling and simulation have attracted intense

research interest in the last two decades, and as a result almost all IC Design For

Reliability (DFR) tools now try to incrementally simulate device wearout mecha-

nisms in iterative ways. These DFR tools are capable of accurately characterizing

the device wearout process and predicting its impact on circuit performance. Never-

theless, excessive simulation time and tedious parameter testing process often limit

popularity of these tools in product design and fabrication.

This work develops a new SPICE reliability simulation method that shifts the

focus of reliability analysis from device wearout to circuit functionality. A set of

accelerated lifetime models and failure equivalent circuit models are proposed for

the most common MOSFET intrinsic wearout mechanisms, including Hot Carrier

Injection (HCI), Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB), and Negative Bias

Temperature Instability (NBTI). The accelerated lifetime models help to identify

the most degraded transistors in a circuit in terms of the device’s terminal voltage



and current waveforms. Then corresponding failure equivalent circuit models are in-

corporated into the circuit to substitute these identified transistors. Finally, SPICE

simulation is performed again to check circuit functionality and analyze the impact

of device wearout on circuit operation. Device wearout effects are lumped into a

very limited number of failure equivalent circuit model parameters, and circuit per-

formance degradation and functionality are determined by the magnitude of these

parameters.

In this new method, it is unnecessary to perform a large number of small-step

SPICE simulation iterations. Therefore, simulation time is obviously shortened in

comparison to other tools. In addition, a reduced set of failure equivalent circuit

model parameters, rather than a large number of device SPICE model parameters,

need to be accurately characterized at each interim wearout process. Thus device

testing and parameter extraction work are also significantly simplified. These ad-

vantages will allow circuit designers to perform quick and efficient circuit reliability

analyses and to develop practical guidelines for reliable electronic designs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 CMOS Scaling and New Reliability Challenges

The scaling of CMOS technology into deep submicron regimes has brought

about new reliability challenges, which are forcing dramatic changes in approaches

to integrated circuit reliability assurance. Product cost and performance require-

ments will be substantially affected, or even superseded, by reliability constraints

[1]. The traditional reliability assurance methods, which relied on failure detection

and analysis at the end of a lengthy product development process, are rapidly losing

efficiency due to the reliability trends predicted by 2003 International Technology

Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS’03) [2].

For most applications, current overall chip reliability levels need to be main-

tained over the next fifteen years, despite the possible risks induced by multiple

major technology breakthroughs. This constraint requires continuous improvement

in reliability per transistor and per unit length of metal interconnect due to the

continuous shrinkage of device dimensions. Scaling pushes device performance to

the limits of technology and gradually eats up circuit reliability margins. Therefore,

the accurate tradeoffs between performance and reliability must be addressed before

1



committing design to production.

The projected failure in time (FIT) of technology nodes from 90nm to 65nm in

ITRS’03 is on the order of 10 to 100. However, experimentally determining FIT val-

ues this low by traditional reliability qualification methods requires a huge number

of device-hours of Accelerated Life Testing (ALT). Approximately 9 × 107 device-

hours of testing are required to prove a failure rate of 10 FITs at 60% confidence

level if no failures occur during the testing [3]. The increased cost and excessive

time consumed by testing work demand that accurate lifetime models and efficient

reliability simulation tools must be available in product design stages.

The validity of the voltage and temperature acceleration methods that have

been utilized in reliability screening and qualification processes, such as burn-in and

ALT, becomes questionable due to the diminished margins for proper acceleration

of these stress factors. The traditional FIT and acceleration factor determination

methods that rely on the multiplication of individual acceleration factors need to

be revisited, and the correlation of these factors must be explored and modeled for

the purpose of accurate failure rate prediction.

Finally, as circuits become increasingly complex, two irreversible trends can be

noted: First, a given device within a chip is stressed for a decreasing fraction of the

reliability testing time; Second, a longer delay is required to correct the reliability

problem by process and design iterations [4].

All of the above trends demand that device lifetime and circuit reliability be

accurately characterized and predicted during the product design process. This can

only be fulfilled by effective IC reliability simulation tools.
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CMOS circuit reliability simulation has attracted intense research interest

in the last two decades. Significant progress in modeling device wearout mecha-

nisms has led to the emergence of quite a few successful reliability simulation tools

[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The simulation algorithms adopted by these tools physically charac-

terize the device wearout process under real circuit stress environments and incre-

mentally simulate circuit performance degradation in iterative ways. This physics-

of-failure based iterative simulation algorithm often produces accurate simulation

results with the disadvantage of excessive computational and experimental work.

Some attempts have been made to improve simulation efficiency by employing the

fast timing simulation method [10, 11] or by performing gate-level circuit simula-

tion [12]. However, the device wearout-based simulation and testing philosophy is

preserved. As a result, even though reliability simulation is generally regarded as

an essential step in deep submicron CMOS circuit designs, the tedious device ag-

ing test and model parameter extraction work often discourage chip designers from

exercising IC reliability simulation in their everyday work.

In review of reliability simulation practice in industrial and academic com-

munities, it is obvious that some fundamental concepts and techniques have been

universally adopted that not only form the common foundation of legacy reliability

simulation tools but also nurture new ideas in some previously unresearched ar-

eas. These new ideas will give rise to developments and breakthroughs of new IC

reliability simulation methods, which are both efficient and effective.
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1.2 Purpose of the Dissertation

This dissertation focuses on developing a new Maryland C ircuit Reliability

– Oriented (MaCRO) SPICE simulation method, which is built upon the constant

failure rate concept and equivalent circuit modeling techniques. MaCRO consists of

a series of accelerated lifetime models and failure equivalent circuit models for com-

mon silicon intrinsic wearout mechanisms, including Hot Carrier Injection (HCI),

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB), and Negative Bias Temperature

Instability (NBTI), respectively. In this new method, the overall simulation flow is

straightforward, and SPICE engine is only initiated for very limited times to sim-

ulate the impact of device wearout on circuit functionality. Therefore, simulation

time is obviously shortened. Also, a reduced set of failure equivalent circuit model

parameters at each interim wearout process, rather than a large number of device

SPICE model parameters, need to be accurately characterized. Thus, device testing

and parameter extraction processes are also significantly simplified. These advan-

tages allow circuit designers to perform quick and efficient circuit reliability analyses

and to develop practical guidelines for reliable electronic designs.

1.3 Dissertation Organization and Chapter Overviews

This dissertation is organized into nine chapters, moving from MaCRO simu-

lation algorithms to model developments to application examples. The overall struc-

ture follows a top-down-then-bottom-up presentation style: The first two chapters

are a top-level overview of MaCRO simulation method and some other state-of-
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the-art DFR tools; The middle four chapters present detailed developments of all

MaCRO models and equations, which are basic ingredients of the MaCRO simula-

tion algorithms; The following two chapters discuss two different kinds of top-level

applications of MaCRO models by circuit simulation examples; Finally, the last

chapter concludes the dissertation with a summary of contributions of this disser-

tation and suggestions for future work.

A brief overview of each chapter is given below to quickly walk readers through

the overall dissertation. Note that for brevity, starting from the following paragraph,

the term “accelerated lifetime model” is abbreviated to “lifetime model”, and the

term “failure equivalent circuit model” is abbreviated to “circuit model”.

Chapter 2 provides readers a taste of the primary MaCRO models as well

as overall simulation algorithms. First, two commercial state-of-the-art reliability

simulation tools are reviewed, followed by a discussion of their limitations and pos-

sible improvements. Then, a set of MaCRO lifetime models and circuit models for

each wearout mechanism are summarized. Finally, the overall MaCRO simulation

algorithms, tailored for two distinct application purposes, are presented.

Chapters 3 to 5 introduce the detailed development of the lifetime and circuit

models for HCI, TDDB and NBTI, respectively. Chapter 3 is dedicated to HCI

effect and discusses the modeling process for this somewhat “old” wearout mecha-

nism. In this chapter, the ∆Rd model proposed elsewhere is improved to include

the contributions of both interface trap generation and oxide charge trapping ef-

fects, the latter one being neglected in the original ∆Rd model. This improvement,

although complicating parameter extraction work, is physically more comprehensive
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and accurate in characterizing hot carrier damages.

Chapter 4 focuses on TDDB effect and presents detailed development of life-

time and failure circuit models for this important wearout mechanism. This chapter

proposes an advanced TDDB lifetime model that combines many important ex-

perimental observations, including power law voltage acceleration, non-Arrhenius

temperature acceleration, Poisson area scaling statistics, and cumulative failure per-

centile scaling effects. Before introducing the new MaCRO circuit model, a thorough

review of existing TDDB circuit models is presented for the sake of compensating

for the obvious absence of overview papers of this kind in this area. From this

careful review, an important error in the most frequently used TDDB SPICE cir-

cuit model is identified. Finally, a new TDDB circuit model is proposed and the

number of model parameters is reduced to only one, which significantly simplifies

its application process in circuit reliability analysis.

Chapter 5 covers NBTI effect and introduces lifetime and circuit models for

this relatively new wearout mechanism. Based on an existing physics and statistics

based model, a new NBTI lifetime model is developed that explains most experi-

mental observations on NBTI-induced threshold voltage variations, including frac-

tional power law dependence, saturation phenomenon, and dynamic recovery effects.

Weibull statistics is included in explaining this NBTI lifetime model, thereby pro-

viding a new understanding of NBTI degradation behaviors. Starting from this new

lifetime model, a physics-of-failure based NBTI circuit model, which is both simple

and expandable, is developed. It is presumed to be the first NBTI damaged circuit

model in literature.
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Besides the aforementioned MOSFET-related wearout mechanisms, another

important failure type intrinsic to Silicon chips is Electromigration (EM). Distinct

from other mechanisms, EM is a metallization-related wearout process. For simplic-

ity, MaCRO does not consider the impact of EM on circuit functionality. However,

it includes the contribution of EM in circuit failure rate prediction and product

derating behavior analysis. Chapter 6 focuses on EM failure physics and lifetime

modeling, and provides practical guidelines in extrapolation of current density and

activation energy to estimate EM failure rates. The EM models are integrated into

MaCRO and combined with other lifetime models to help designers properly derate

device and circuit operating parameters for reliability improvement and to predict

reliability trends in future technologies.

The MaCRO models can be used for various application purposes depend-

ing on different data availability. If all lifetime model parameters can be obtained

from experimental work, then MaCRO can accurately calculate the circuit lifetimes

and failure rates. If process parameters of future technologies are projected, then

MaCRO can predict reliability trends over generations and identify critical fail-

ure mechanisms. Based on the previous two applications, MaCRO can be further

used in derating product voltage and temperature for reliability enhancement. If

circuit functionality is of primary interest, MaCRO can quickly identify more dam-

aged transistors in circuit in terms of the device’s terminal voltage and current

stress profiles, then MaCRO can include corresponding circuit models in the second

round of SPICE simulation, which will reveal whether or not circuit functionality is

maintained. Among these different applications, derating for reliability and circuit
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reliability simulation are of primary importance and more difficult to implement.

Chapter 7 addresses the derating method while chapter 8 shows a circuit example

for reliability simulation with failure models.

Chapter 7 explores how device and circuit operating parameters, such as

switching speed and power dissipation, scale with voltage and temperature. A 17-

stage CMOS ring oscillator is simulated under different stress conditions to charac-

terize the accurate derating relations and trends. Reduced voltage, frequency and

temperature will reduce internal stresses in devices, thereby improving the devices’

reliability. Since all these variations for a single device are proportional, the ratios

can be applied to a full circuit with the help of a simple derating model. From

the ring oscillator simulation, some practical design guidelines are formulated for

developers to correctly derate devices for long-life applications.

In Chapter 8, a simple SRAM circuit is designed and simulated to demon-

strate how to apply MaCRO to circuit reliability modeling, simulation, analysis and

design. The SRAM circuit, implemented with a commercial 0.25µm technology,

consists of functional blocks of one bit 6-transistor (6-T) cell, precharge, read/write

control and sense amplifier. The SRAM operation sequence of “write 0, read 0,

write 1, read 1” is first simulated in SPICE to obtain terminal voltage and current

stress profiles of each transistor. Then, normalized lifetimes of all transistors, in

terms of each wearout mechanism, are calculated with the corresponding lifetime

models. These lifetime values are sorted to single out the most damaged transis-

tors. Finally, the selected transistors are substituted with circuit models, and SPICE

simulation is performed again to characterize circuit performance, functionality, and
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failure behaviors. Simulation shows that for the 0.25µm technology, HCI and TDDB

have significant effects on SRAM cell stability and Voltage Transfer Characteris-

tics (VTC) while NBTI mainly degrades cell transition speed when the cell state

flips. The illustrative SRAM simulation work proves by using MaCRO models that

circuit designers can better understand the damage effects of HCI/TDDB/NBTI

on circuit operation, quickly estimate circuit functional lifetime, make appropriate

performance and reliability tradeoffs, and formulate practical design guidelines to

improve circuit resistance to failures.

Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation. The main contributions of this work

are summarized and some suggestions for future work are proposed.
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Chapter 2

Simulation Models and Algorithms

2.1 Overview

The advent of deep submicron technologies and the continuing shrinkage of

MOSFET physical geometries have raised many new challenges in predicting circuit

lifetimes and securing sufficient reliability margins. One of the essentials of reliable

IC production is consistently fabricating a product that is capable of sustaining its

intended functionality for specified time under stated operating conditions. The

established practice has been to incrementally improve reliability through a lengthy

design-manufacture-test cycle, however, this method is proved to be prohibitively

expensive in most small-volume productions. Furthermore, some of the long-term

wearout mechanisms cannot be identified and properly weeded out only by accel-

erated burn-in tests [13]. These considerations, in addition to fierce competition

and higher pressure in achieving a shorter time-to-market objective, have impelled

product reliability analysis to be addressed in advance at the initial design stage.

The development and use of effective reliability simulation methods are one

of promising solutions for this early analysis and assessment. Once the reliability

factors of the circuit are calibrated through simulation, the results can be compared
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with initial specifications or limits. If the predicted reliability falls short of the

requirements, new design iterations will be performed to improve the circuit robust-

ness to failures. This cycle may be repeated for several times until the simulated

reliability is satisfied. The ultimate goal of circuit reliability simulation, i.e. DFR,

is toward Built-In-Reliability (BIR) allowing designers properly weigh performance

and reliability tradeoffs and fully explore potentials of deep submicron technologies.

There are three distinct design levels at which DFR strategies are applicable:

(a) at technology-level, where various material and structural failure mechanisms

can be simulated with Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) tools; (b) at

circuit-level, where the reliability of overall circuits and the impact of failure mecha-

nisms on circuit operations can be characterized; (c) at package-level, where circuits

as one entity are stressed mechanically, electrically and thermally for reliability

qualification [14]. The focus of this dissertation work is on the circuit-level DFR

implementation.

There are very few simulation tools built from scratch, and MaCRO is unex-

ceptional. The best way to understand the similarity and differentiation between

MaCRO and other simulation methods is reviewing them side by side in the same

framework. In this chapter, first, two commercial state-of-the-art reliability sim-

ulation tools are reviewed. What follows is a discussion of their limitations and

possible improvements. Finally, a snapshot of the MaCRO models and simulation

algorithms is given. The subsequent chapters zoom into each of these models and

present their development and applications in details.
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2.2 Review of Reliability Simulation Tools

Hot carrier induced MOS device wearout is one of the most critical reliability

issues for deep submicron CMOS integrated circuits. Hot carrier reliability models

and simulation methods have been proposed and widely implemented in the semi-

conductor industry for many years. To some extent, the accuracy of hot carrier

reliability simulation represents the robustness and efficiency of an entire reliability

simulator, therefore, for simplicity, HCI simulation is employed here as the vehicle

to deliver the basic concepts, modeling techniques and simulation flows realized in

some commercial state-of-the-art reliability tools.

2.2.1 Reliability Simulation in Virtuoso UltraSim

Virtuoso UltraSim is the Cadence FastSPICE circuit simulator capable of pre-

dicting and validating timing, power and reliability of mixed-signal, complex digital

and System-on-Chip (SoC) designs in advanced technology of 0.13µm and below. It

has a set of specialized reliability models (AgeMos) for HCI and NBTI simulation

[15]. In the simulation, an Age parameter is calculated for each nMOSFET with

the following formula:

Age(τ) =
∫ t=τ

t=0
[
Isub

Ids

]m
Ids

W ·H dt (2.1)

where W refers to the channel width of the transistor, m and H are technology de-

pendent parameters and determined from experiments, Isub is the substrate current,

Ids is the drain-to-source current, τ is the stress time. For pMOSFETs, the gate

current Igate instead of Isub is used to determine the Age parameter. The degree of
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device wearout has been experimentally found to be a function of this Age param-

eter for wide ranges of channel lengths and stress conditions, and the relationship

has a plausible theoretical basis [16].

The simulation starts with device parameter extraction and modeling. From

the SPICE model parameters of fresh devices, some other device parameters are

added to accurately model Isub. The next step is AgeMos extraction. Based on

the Age parameter calculated from the fresh simulation, the AgeMos applies the

degradation models, which can communicate with most SPICE-like simulators, to

the aged circuit simulation. Reliability simulation with Virtuoso UltraSim is an

iterative process, in which a large number of iterations are often needed in order

to obtain accurate modeling results. The simulator can calculate and output the

degradation results to predict the lifetime of each MOSFET within a circuit [17].

The overall simulation flow is illustrated in Fig.2.1.

Figure 2.1: Hot carrier reliability simulation flowchart in Virtuoso UltraSim. Device

wearout modeling is the focus of the reliability analysis [17].
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The fundamental models and algorithms of reliability simulation realized in

Virtuoso UltraSim found their origins in Berkeley Reliability Tool (BERT) which

gives rise to many other reliability simulation tools. Most of these descendent tools

are based on the same Age parameter modeling concept. The main advantages of

these BERT-like tools are accuracy and SPICE compatibility, however, they also

impose a burden on designers to correctly extract device’s fresh and degraded pa-

rameters and may lead to nonphysical trends, which prevents their popularity in

reliability design process.

2.2.2 Reliability Simulation in Eldo

Eldo is a circuit simulator developed by Mentor Graphics which delivers all

the capability and accuracy of SPICE-level simulation for complex analog circuits

and SoC designs. In Eldo, the substrate current Isub is not selected as the primary

reliability parameter. In general, drain current Id, threshold voltage Vt or transcon-

ductance gm is often used as a degradation monitoring parameter, and the stress

time resulting in 10% decrease of one of these monitoring parameters is arbitrarily

set to the device lifetime. Degradation of Id is a good monitor for digital circuits,

while Vt shift is suitable for analog applications. Hot carrier reliability simulation

in Eldo adopts Id as degradation monitoring parameter and characterizes it with a

compact 4Id model, which directly models the difference of drain currents between

fresh and aged devices.

There exist two competing mechanisms which lead to the obvious hot carrier
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induced drain current variations between fresh and degraded devices: the deviation

of Id from its linear dependency of Vds due to velocity saturation effects and the

decreasing of 4Id/Id due to the reduction of charged interface states [18]. In Eldo,

the 4Id is modeled with equ.(2.2) to (2.5), which unify the subthreshold, linear and

saturation regions with a simple relation for both forward and reverse operation

modes [19]:

4Id

Id

=
B6(1− e−B1Vgs) + B2

1 + B5(Vgs −B3Vt)
× NitLit

Leff

× 1

1 + α(Vds − Vlow) + βVds

(2.2)

Vlow = A3Vdsat (2.3)

α =
A1

1 + A4(Vgs − Vt)A2
(2.4)

β = A5Vgs + A6 (2.5)

where Nit is the interface trap density, Lit is the extension of the damage within the

channel, Leff is the effective channel length, Vgs is the gate-to-source voltage, Vt is

the threshold voltage, Vds is the drain-to-source voltage, Vdsat is the drain saturation

voltage, A1 to A6 and B1 to B6 are model fitting parameters.

The same Age parameter defined by equ.(2.1) is incorporated to model the

“age” of each transistor. The HCI aging process is simulated in an iterative way as

depicted in Fig.2.2.

The period Tage at which the circuit performance is to be tested is divided

into smaller time intervals T1. The Age table is calculated at the end of each time

interval and a new simulation with Eldo is carried forward. This process is repeated
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Figure 2.2: HCI reliability simulation in Eldo [19]. A large number of SPICE

simulation iterations have to be carried out to obtain accuracy.

until Tage is reached. This iterative scheme can account for the gradual change of

bias conditions as a result of device wearout.

The 4Id modeling approach provides the possibility to have a relatively sim-

pler parameter extraction process. It is suitable to model bi-directional stress and

asymmetrical drain current behavior. However, because this approach also adopts

both Age parameter and small-step iterative algorithm in the degradation simula-

tion process, it inherits the same limitations of the BERT-like tools as discussed

before.
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2.3 Limitations and Improvements

Although the previous brief review reveals both the advantages and limitations

of the contemporary reliability simulation tools, a further discussion is necessary for

the sake of identifying the fundamental reasons for these limitations and under-

standing how MaCRO models and simulation algorithms overcome some of these

limitations.

In reliability qualification practice, device lifetime or failure definition due to

wearout mechanisms is quite arbitrary. A predefined shift in certain device param-

eter is often selected as the criterion for failure. Some examples are 10% reduction

in Ids, 10% decrease in gm, or 50mV shift in Vt. While these parameters’ drift gen-

erally reflects device wearout degree, in real circuit applications, this treatment of

device failures may not necessarily result in circuit failures. In order to establish

a more realistic failure definition, Li et al at UIUC [20] proposed a new criterion

which includes the estimation of both device local damage and circuit global degra-

dation. Jiang et al at MIT [21] further used a 3% reduction in the critical path delay

as the circuit-level failure criterion in the ripper-carry adder case study. Although

significant improvement has been made in device failure modeling, no universally

accepted method yet exists as what is device lifetime and how to assess impact of

device failure on circuit-level reliability.

If device lifetime is defined as percentage or absolute drift in device parame-

ters, then accurate calibration of the difference between fresh and degraded device

parameters is indispensable for accurate circuit reliability simulation. However, pa-
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rameter extraction for modeling individual device wearout to a satisfied accuracy

is extremely tedious and difficult. In MaCRO, the focus of reliability analysis is

circuit functionality rather than device wearout process, therefore, accurate char-

acterization of each device parameter degradation is not necessary. A set of life-

time models for various wearout mechanisms are developed to identify those most

degraded transistors in a circuit based on their terminal voltage and current wave-

forms. In this approach, normalize device lifetime values instead of absolute ones

need to be predicted, as a result, device testing work and parameter extraction work

are significantly alleviated.

Device wearout-focused reliability simulation tools treat various device wearout

mechanisms with divide-and-conquer algorithm. Even though some of them like

BERT have the capability to deal with EM, HCI and TDDB in the same environ-

ment [16, 22], each of these mechanisms is handled by a dedicated module with an

assumption that every mechanism is independent from others. In reality, transis-

tors in circuit expose to all kinds of stresses simultaneously and suffer from various

wearout mechanisms which may interact with each other, as a result, the net ef-

fect of these combined mechanisms often leads to a precipitous degradation process.

Another problem is some wearout processes are the synergic effects of two or more

wearout mechanisms which have to be decoupled from each other in order to ac-

curately characterize them individually. For example, both Channel Hot Carrier

(CHC) injection and Biased Temperature Instability (BTI) mechanisms will con-

tribute to interface trap generation which is the main reliability culprit in wearout

process. Recently, some work has been done to uncover this interrelationship of
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different wearout mechanisms. La Rosa et al at IBM [23] investigated the impact of

both NBTI and CHC contributions to the device damage and proposed a method-

ology to decouple their effect. Yu et al at UCF [24] experimentally examined the

interaction of NBTI with TDDB and HCI, and developed a transistor model to eval-

uate their combined effects on RF circuit performance degradation. Even with this

progress, generally speaking, device wearout-focused reliability simulation methods

cannot effectively deal with the combined effects of various mechanisms. In MaCRO,

a set of circuit models are developed to characterize circuit failures due to multiple

wearout mechanisms. This failure circuit modeling concept is not brand-new, some

equivalent models have been explicitly proposed in literature (e.g. [24]). A thor-

ough review of available circuit models for HCI, TDDB and NBTI is presented in

the following chapters. Although these models are more or less rudimentary, to some

extent they laid the foundation for further development of any advanced models.

In MaCRO, the improved circuit models will be imported into SPICE netlists to

substitute the most degraded transistors in the circuit. The SPICE simulation with

these circuit models will reveal whether the circuit can survive from device wearout

at any specific time.

Device wearout-focused reliability simulation tools only treat transistors suf-

fering wearout mechanisms one by one in circuit. This is not accurate because

neighboring devices also degrade at the same time and therefore influence terminal

waveforms of the transistor under consideration. The effects of HCI on the operation

of neighboring devices and circuits have been explored in [25]. For an nMOS tran-

sistor in a circuit, its threshold voltage will decrease and its subthreshold current
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will increase due to excess substrate currents flowing in the neighboring MOS tran-

sistors and resulting from HCI and impact ionization effects. Some researchers have

realized the problem of neglecting neighboring effects, but they turned to the other

extreme case by taking into account all transistors’ wearout effects at the same time.

Obviously, these two cases are either inaccurate or inefficient. In a real circuit, differ-

ent transistors operate at different biased points and therefore experience different

stresses. Device lifetime is roughly exponentially dependent on these stress factors,

which may lead to significant difference (sometimes even several orders of magni-

tude in difference, refer to Fig.1 in [26]) in device lifetime values. With MaCRO,

by sorting normalized device lifetime values and only considering those transistors

whose lifetimes are significantly smaller than others, designers may simultaneously

obtain modeling accuracy and computational efficiency in addressing neighboring

effects.

It is proved from IC reliability analysis that device DC lifetime is not suf-

ficient to characterize circuit performance degradation. Therefore much work has

been done to model device AC lifetime in circuits from static stress tests. Even

though significant progress has been achieved in this field, due to the extreme com-

plexity of device terminal waveforms in real circuits, there is still no convincing

model available which is able to quantitatively predict device lifetime to a satisfied

accuracy. Accurate and absolute value of device lifetime is theoretically important

in reliability qualification, however, in engineering field, because of the statistical

characteristics of device failure, an order of magnitude variation in predicted lifetime

values is frequent and often tolerable. Compared with device wearout life, device
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or circuit service life is extremely short, which makes the commonly adopted end-

of-life characterization method rather ineffective in reliability analysis. End-of-life

methods try to model the rising tail of bathtub curve, but more important and

useful information is the level of failure rate in the middle part. An identifiable

trend in reliability community is that hockey stick curve is gradually preempting

bathtub curve in reliability analysis. With circuit complexity ever-increasing and

the assumption that no wearout mechanism dominates in device, circuit failure dis-

tribution becomes more and more randomized. In this situation, circuit failure can

be well approximated with an exponential distribution, and the failure rate (λ) pa-

rameter solely characterizes the overall rate-of-failure process and reflects the level

of reliability. This rate-of-failure concept is adopted in MaCRO to help develop

lifetime models and predict circuit derating behaviors [27]. In developing lifetime

models and determining add-on elements for circuit models, a quasi-static operation

assumption is made which trades accuracy for simulation speed. This assumption

conforms to the primary purpose of MaCRO: providing a simple tool for designers

to make quick circuit performance and reliability evaluation. In literature, some ad-

vanced algorithms have been developed to address AC lifetime problem [28, 29, 30]

which will be incorporated in MaCRO in future work.

In summary, the value of IC reliability simulation is not on determination of

device and circuit absolute lifetime values, it should be able to provide chip designers

simple guidelines to perform a quick circuit reliability evaluation, make appropriate

tradeoffs between performance and reliability, and reduce product development cost

and time. Reliability is unanimously regarded as a vital factor in successful prod-
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uct development, however, reliability simulation has not been actively practiced in

industry due to the reasons having been discussed. Most of the aforementioned

limitations have been addressed in MaCRO, which treats circuit reliability from a

different perspective by elevating reliability analysis from device wearout to circuit

functionality. This circuit functionality-centered method integrates rate-of-failure

concept, lifetime and circuit modeling techniques into a unified framework and pro-

vides designers an alternative in performing efficient circuit reliability simulation

and analysis.

2.4 Assumptions and Justification

This section briefly explains the assumptions made in MaCRO. They are very

important for people to understand the advantages of MaCRO models and simula-

tion algorithms.

(1) Constant failure rate assumption. For the four wearout mechanisms being

investigated (EM, HCI, TDDB and NBTI), even though they may not all follow

exponential distribution, it has been justified that for a complex electronic system

with multiple failure mechanisms, exponential distribution can be used to approxi-

mate overall failure rate. It is also proved that in the constant rate-based reliability

analysis method, distribution of each failure mechanism is not absolutely necessary

for predicting levels of system failure rate. Different trends and distributions of

different mechanisms will be averaged out to a constant level of failure rate.

State-of-the-art VLSI devices are complex systems with millions of individual
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transistors. Each transistor has at least a dozen of failure modes associated with it.

Simulation shows that as the number of failure modes in a VLSI device increases

to five or more, the Weibull shape parameter will shift toward unity unless all the

modes have the same shape parameter and similar characteristic life. This simple

observation implies that the failure rate of a VLSI approaches constant level as it

becomes increasingly complex. With the further increase in complexity of a device,

it will be difficult to distinguish any specific failure from others.

A good example of how increasing complexity results in a constant failure rate

is the observation of the decrease in Weibull slope as the number of possible EM

failure links in a device increases. EM is one of the most significant wearout failure

mechanisms in electronic components. Each of those EM failure links has a strength

associated with it which will vary with some distribution based on variables from

design and process. The stress for each link is also a random variable. This series

of random strengths, stresses, and the possibility of some lower strength links lead

to a large spread of the probability distribution of the weakest link. With enough

links the probability distribution function looks constant.

All these pieces of evidence prompt us to make the constant failure rate as-

sumption. Constant failure rate-based reliability method for electronic components

allows the VLSI manufacturers test parts under accelerated conditions assuming all

failure mechanisms can be accelerated in approximately the same proportion. The

resulting failure rate could then be extrapolated to operating conditions considering

temperature, frequency and applied voltage. This extrapolation is the main consid-

eration for product reliability engineers. Reliability design should be supported by
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proper acceleration models, which can be verified through experimentally extracted

values. Constant failure rate assumption not only leads to a simple system reliability

model, but also inspires us to reevaluate the accelerated life test models currently

used in industry.

(2) Equal contribution assumption. This means devices are properly designed

with no dominant failure mechanism. As a result of improved knowledge of device

failure mechanisms, electronic components are designed at the edge of “reasonable”

life under tightly controlled specifications. Therefore, if any failure mechanism is

more significant than others, specific design and manufacturing techniques will be

developed to suppress this dominant failure. This assumption is the extension of

the constant failure rate assumption. When no one failure mechanism dominates,

all mechanisms are equally likely and the resulting failure distributions resemble

constant rate processes.

(3) Linear superposition assumption. System failure rate is modeled as the

sum of individual failure mechanisms. The result of this assumption is the Sum-

Of-Failure-Rate (SOFR) system model. SOFR has been widely used in industry to

model system and circuit reliability.

2.5 Summary of Lifetime and Circuit Models

The primary lifetime models and failure circuit models for each wearout mech-

anism are summarized in this section, detailed processes of developing these models

are given in the following several chapters.
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2.5.1 Hot Carrier Injection

The HCI lifetime model equation for nMOSFET is given by equ.(2.6):

tf = AHCI(
Isub

W
)−n exp(

EaHCI

κT
) (2.6)

where Isub is substrate leakage current, EaHCI is the activation energy, W is the

channel width, κ is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, n is a process related

constant, AHCI is the model prefactor. For pMOSFET HCI lifetime model, the gate

leakage current Igate replaces Isub in equ.(2.6).

The HCI circuit model for nMOSFET is illustrated in Fig.2.3, which is based

on the ∆Rd model [31] with some improvements. The inclusion of ∆Rd emulates the

degradation of drain-to-source current Ids. Both interface trap generation and oxide

charge trapping contribute to the increase in ∆Rd value. The contribution of oxide

charge trapping to device wearout is neglected in the original ∆Rd model [31], but

recent experimental work and the SRAM simulation results presented in Chapter 8

prove that oxide trapped charge is also a major contributor to device wearout.

2.5.2 Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

The TDDB lifetime model equation for nMOSFET is based on the work by

Wu et al at IBM [32, 33, 34, 35] and given by equ.(2.7):

tf = ATDDB(
1

A
)

1
β F

1
β V a+bT

gs exp(
c

T
+

d

T 2
) (2.7)

where A = W × L is the device gate oxide area, β is Weibull slope parameter, F

is cumulative failure percentile at use condition, Vgs is gate-to-source voltage, T is
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Figure 2.3: HCI circuit model in MaCRO. In the model: Vgdx = Vgs − Vt − Vds and

VRd = Ids∆Rd. Vt is threshold voltage and Ids is the current from node D to S.

temperature, a, b, c, and d are model fitting parameters determined from experi-

mental work, ATDDB is the model prefactor. Note that a + bT is always negative.

Equ.(2.7) is the result of various TDDB experimental observations including power

law voltage acceleration, non-Arrhenius temperature acceleration, weakest-link area

scaling law and so on.

The TDDB circuit model for nMOSFET is illustrated in Fig.2.4, in which two

split transistors imitate the channel separation by oxide breakdown path, and the

voltage-dependent current source IOX physically represents the conduction mech-

anism of hard breakdown path across the oxide. Fig.2.4 is the model for gate-

to-channel breakdown scenario, which is a much more frequent statistical event

than gate-to-diffusion breakdowns. Gate-to-diffusion breakdowns have more severe

damages on device operation. A simple gate-to-source or gate-to-drain parasitic

resistance is used for modeling gate-to-diffusion breakdown effects.
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Figure 2.4: TDDB circuit model in MaCRO. IOX = IS − ID is a voltage-dependent

current source representing breakdown path current injection effect. RD and RS

characterize the resistance in the source and the drain extensions, respectively. L1

represents breakdown location in terms of the source edge.

2.5.3 Negative Bias Temperature Instability

The NBTI lifetime model equation for pMOSFET is based on the physics and

statistics model proposed by Zafar et al at IBM [36, 37] and shown as equ.(2.8):

tf = ANBTIV
− 1

β
gs [

1

1 + 2 exp(−E1

κT
)

+
1

1 + 2 exp(−E2

κT
)
]−

1
β (2.8)

where β is model fitting parameter, E1 is a material related constant, E2 is a material

and oxide field dependent parameter, Vgs is gate-to-source voltage, ANBTI is the

model prefactor.

The NBTI circuit model for pMOSFET is illustrated in Fig.2.5, in which

NBTI-induced pMOSFET threshold voltage increase is modeled as absolute gate-to-
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source voltage decrease. Gate tunneling current flowing through the gate resistance

RG leads to the increase of voltage at point G
′
. This corresponds to the decrease

of pMOSFET absolute gate-to-source voltage and therefore mimics the threshold

voltage degradation effect. Gate tunneling current is modeled with two voltage

controlled current sources following a simple formula: I = KV P , which is actually

a power-law leakage current model for TDDB effect. The exponent p varies from

5 to 2 as the degradation level increases, and K reflects the “size” of the oxide

breakdown spot.

R
GG

S

D

I
GS

I
GD

pMOS
G'

( )P
GDGD
VKI =

( )P
GSGS
VKI =

Figure 2.5: NBTI circuit model in MaCRO. The inclusion of IGD and IGS inherently

accounts for oxide breakdown effects and also supplies leakage currents for RG whose

voltage drop is equivalent to pMOSFET threshold voltage degradation.
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2.6 Reliability Prediction and Simulation Algorithms

The MaCRO lifetime and circuit models can be tailored for different purposes

of reliability analyses: if the circuit lifetime is of primary interest, designers can

manipulate the lifetime models to accurately predict device and circuit lifetimes

after properly extracting all model parameters; if the circuit functionality is of pri-

mary interest, they can quickly identify weakest devices with normalized lifetime

calculation and incorporate the circuit models to simulate circuit operations and

check functionality at any interested time. The first kind of above analyses, i.e.

lifetime prediction, can be further diversified into three different categories: when

all lifetime model parameters are obtained from experimental work, MaCRO can es-

timate circuit lifetime and failure rate; if process parameters of future technologies

are projected, MaCRO can predict reliability trends over generations and identify

potential reliability showstopper; if all derating factor model parameters are cali-

brated, MaCRO can be used in voltage and temperature derating analysis aiming at

reliability enhancement. Except for derating modeling which is addressed in Chap-

ter 7, the MaCRO flowcharts and simulation algorithms for other reliability analysis

methods are presented in this section.

2.6.1 Circuit Lifetime and Failure Rate Prediction

The lifetimes of each transistor in a circuit with respect to different wearout

mechanisms have been given by equ.(2.6), (2.7), and (2.8). To obtain the lifetime of

the entire circuit, one need to combine the effects of different mechanisms across dif-
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ferent structures. This requires information of time-dependent lifetime distribution

for each mechanism. In engineering applications, the FIT value is normally used to

quantify product reliability, which represents the number of failures per 109 device-

hours of stress testing. Most FIT calculation methods only apply to systems with

constant failure rate for each failure mechanism, so special treatment is required for

other systems having failures with time-variant characteristics [38].

With further development of deep submicron technologies, integrated circuits

become increasingly complex, and both the physical dimensions and logic functions

of each unit are being exploited to their limits. Every unit is prone to fail in a

shorter time, and if it does fail, the system will be greatly impaired or even fails at

the same time. Therefore a complex integrated circuit can be approximated with

a competing failure system, i.e. a series failure system. The main feature of a

series failure system is that the first failure of individual unit will lead to the failure

of the whole system, therefore, system reliability function is the multiplication of

individual reliability functions. Another practical approximation is that each failure

mechanism could be treated with exponential distribution. In this way, the failure

rate of each failure mechanism is approximated as a constant. With these two

assumptions, one can apply the standard Sum-Of-Failure-Rates (SOFR) model to

system failure rate calculation from its individual failure mechanisms [39].

According to SOFR model, the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) of a circuit

composed of n units can be related to the lifetime of each unit (MTTFij) due to
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each of the m individual failure mechanisms with equ.(2.9):

1

MTTF
=

m∑

i=1

n∑

j=1

1

MTTFij

(2.9)

The FIT is interchangeable with MTTF according to its definition for a con-

stant failure rate system:

FIT =
109

MTTF
(2.10)

If all the parameters of the lifetime models presented in the above section have

been extrapolated from device testing work, from equ.(2.6) to (2.10), the MTTF and

FIT of the circuit can be obtained.

The MaCRO flowchart of the circuit lifetime and failure rate prediction pro-

cess is depicted in Fig.2.6. With minor modifications, Fig.2.6 is also applicable to

reliability trends analysis for future technologies. For example, if device SPICE

model parameters and MaCRO model fitting parameters of future technologies are

reasonably projected, designers can predict the reliability trend of 65nm process and

beyond in light of the wearout mechanisms being discussed. This kind of reliability

analysis is very important for any further CMOS scaling.

A more detailed version of MaCRO flow for lifetime and failure rate prediction

is attached in Appendix B.

A natural derivative of the above circuit lifetime and failure rate prediction

algorithm is on derating stress factors, i.e. voltage and temperature, for higher reli-

ability. The derating methods with MaCRO lifetime models is discussed in Chapter

7 where EM effect is also included after EM lifetime model being given in Chapter

6.
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Figure 2.6: Flowchart of device and circuit lifetime and failure rate prediction pro-

cess with MaCRO lifetime models. SPICE simulation predicts device terminal volt-

age and current stress profiles, and model fitting parameters are determined from

device testing work.

The last point deserving special attention in lifetime prediction is the accu-

racy problem limited by quasi-static assumption which neglects HCI and TDDB

AC acceleration effects and NBTI dynamic recovery effects. In estimating device

terminal voltage and current stress profiles with SPICE, even though device opera-

tion is dynamic, for simplicity only time average values of these terminal waveforms

are calculated. If terminal waveforms are clean and regular, duty cycle instead of

time averaging method can be applied to improve accuracy. The waveform averag-

ing method based on duty cycles is used in the SRAM reliability simulation work

which is presented in Chapter 8. In general, there is no accurate model for dynamic
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stress analysis, this, plus the complexity in extracting all model parameters, limits

the applicability of MaCRO in lifetime prediction. In order to overcome this limi-

tation, MaCRO shifts focus of reliability analysis from absolute lifetime prediction

and device wearout to normalized lifetime calculation and circuit functionality.

2.6.2 Circuit Reliability Simulation Algorithm

MaCRO circuit reliability simulation algorithm is fundamentally a two-step

SPICE simulation process. First, SPICE simulation is performed without consider-

ing any wearout mechanisms. From the first simulation run, terminal voltage and

current stress profiles for each transistor can be obtained. Then, the lifetime models

for HCI, TDDB and NBTI are called to compute every device’s normalized lifetime

for each mechanism, and a set of device tables, ranked by normalized lifetime values,

are generated for designers to identify the most degraded transistors.

After identifying the most degraded transistors, MaCRO calls SPICE engine

again. The second round SPICE simulation is performed by substituting those iden-

tified transistors with corresponding circuit models individually or jointly depending

on whether a specific transistor experiences single or multiple wearout mechanisms.

The model parameters for each circuit are calculated with a dedicated Matlab rou-

tine which contains both predefined device and process parameters as well as user-

input parameters. These Matlab programs are listed in Appendix A.

From the second SPICE simulation run, circuit performance and functionality

are expected to change due to the incorporation of the circuit models which may have
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changed circuit internal connections, biasing networks and local topology. The cir-

cuit functionality may or may not be preserved depending on the magnitude of these

additional circuit elements. After very limited times of SPICE simulation, circuit

functional lifetime and failure behaviors can be easily predicted and characterized.

With this information, circuit designers can quickly perform design iterations to

improve circuit reliability if circuit functional lifetime falls short of specifications.

They can also work on specific devices in circuit, sweep their circuit model param-

eters, and find the critical values corresponding to specific device wearout level at

which circuit function fails. From this kind of analysis, designers can explore circuit

reliability margins, and make appropriate performance and reliability tradeoffs. The

pseudocode of the above process is illustrated in Fig.2.7.
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MaCRO Circuit Reliability Simulation Algorithm 

 

Inputs: Model fitting parameters; 

SPICE model parameters; 

Circuit schematic/netlist; 

Start: Fresh SPICE simulation; 

Calculate average values of device’s operating parameters; 

Weakest Devices Identification: 

For HCI: 

     Call HCI accelerated lifetime model; 

     Sort normalized lifetimes and identify weakest devices; 

For TDDB: 

     Call TDDB accelerated lifetime model; 

     Sort normalized lifetimes and identify weakest devices; 

For NBTI: 

Call NBTI accelerated lifetime model; 

Sort normalized lifetimes and identify weakest devices; 

Simulation with Failure Models: 

HCI effects: (1) Initialize: Tr = 0, Tw = large value, t = (Tw –Tr)/2; 

(2) Calculate HCI circuit model parameters at time t; 

(3) Insert HCI circuit models in netlist and perform SPICE simulation; 

(4) if (Tw – Tr) < ∆, go to (5);    ∆ is a predefined small value. 

else check circuit functionality: 

if correct, set Tr = t, and t = Tr + (Tw – Tr)/2, then repeat (2) to (4); 

if failed, set Tw = t, and t = Tr + (Tw – Tr)/2, then repeat (2) to (4); 

(5) Set Ta = t;                 Ta is circuit HCI lifetime. 

TDDB+HCI: (6) Initialize: Tr = 0, Tw = Ta, t = (Tw –Tr)/2; 

(7) Calculate TDDB+HCI circuit model parameters at time t; 

(8) Insert TDDB+HCI models in netlist and perform SPICE simulation; 

(9) Repeat step (4) with inclusion of TDDB models; 

(10) Set Tb = t;                Tb is circuit TDDB+HCI lifetime. 

NBTI+TDDB+HCI: (11) Initialize: Tr = 0, Tw = Tb, t = (Tw –Tr)/2; 

(12) Calculate NBTI+TDDB+HCI model parameters at time t; 

(13) Perform SPICE simulation with NBTI+TDDB+HCI models; 

(14) Repeat step (4) with inclusion of NBTI+TDDB models; 

(15) Set Tc = t;        Tc is circuit NBTI+TDDB+HCI lifetime. 

 Result: circuit functions until Tc, and fails at times beyond it. 

Circuit Reliability Analysis: 

 SPICE DC analysis at time Tc; 

    SPICE AC analysis at time Tc; 

    SPICE XF analysis at time Tc; 

 … 

Figure 2.7: MaCRO circuit reliability simulation algorithm.
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Chapter 3

Hot Carrier Injection Effect and Models

3.1 Introduction

Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) is the phenomenon that carriers at MOSFET’s

drain end gain sufficient energy to inject into the gate oxide and cause degradation

of some device parameters. Channel carriers become “hot” as they shoot out from

the source of a MOSFET, accelerate in the channel, and experience impact ioniza-

tion near the drain junction due to high lateral electric field [40]. Under favorable

conditions, some high energy electrons and/or holes produced by the impact ioniza-

tion are re-directed and accelerated toward the interface of oxide and silicon surface.

A few “lucky” carriers overcome the surface energy barrier, inject into the oxide,

and generate interface states and oxide charges, which are the main mechanisms for

degradation of some MOSFET parameters such as channel mobility, threshold volt-

age, transconductance and drain saturation current. The shifts in threshold voltage

and transconductance are proportional to the average trap density, which in turn

is inversely proportional to the effective channel length [41]. Therefore, reducing

the channel length will exacerbate hot carrier effect. For future CMOS technolo-

gies, even the power supply voltage will be reduced to 1V or below, HCI is still
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a significant reliability concern due to continuous scaling of device channel lengths

[42].

Among the three wearout mechanisms considered in MaCRO, HCI is the most

thoroughly investigated one, and quite a few hot carrier lifetime models and SPICE

failure macro models have been proposed in the past two decades. While some of

the HCI lifetime models are based on the simple drain voltage accelerating law,

most other successful lifetime models characterize HCI effect with peak substrate

current for nMOSFETs and peak gate current for pMOSFETs. These semi-empirical

models are valid at least down to 0.25µm technology. In the generations beyond

(0.25µm ∼ 0.07µm), research has shown that existing lifetime models remain more

or less applicable at low voltages [43]. In order to characterize HCI effects in circuit

environment, many HCI SPICE macro models have been proposed and integrated

into reliability simulation tools. Some of these SPICE macro models are reviewed

in this chapter before introducing the improved ∆Rd HCI circuit model adopted in

MaCRO.

3.2 Accelerated Lifetime Model

Most HCI lifetime models are based on the “lucky electron” model, upon which

the hot carrier stress on an nMOSFET, in terms of generated interface traps ∆Nit,

can be related to the electric field Em at the drain, the drain-to-source current Ids

and stress time t in a simple power-law relation [44]:

∆Nit = C1[
Ids

W
exp(− Φit,e

qλeEm

)t]n (3.1)
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where W is the channel width, Φit,e is the critical energy for electrons to create an

interface trap (Φit,e = 3.7eV [45]), λe is the hot-electron mean-free path (λe = 6.7nm

[46]), C1 is a process constant. The dynamics of interface trap generation is similar

to the rate of thermal oxide growth: at initial stage, interface trap generation rate

is reaction limited, therefore, ∆Nit ∝ t and n = 1; at later stage, the generation

is diffusion limited, then ∆Nit ∝ t1/2 and n = 0.5. The overall process is the

compromised result of these two competing processes and as a result the parameter

n falls within the range between 0.5 and 1 [45]. In MaCRO, the typical value of n

is set to 0.65.

The most important parameter in equ.(3.1) is the electric field Em which can-

not be determined accurately by simple calculation. A semi-quantitative analytical

Em model has been given in [45]:

Em =
Vds − Vdsat√

3toxxj

(3.2)

where tox is the gate oxide thickness, xj is the drain junction depth.
√

3toxxj is the

characteristic length which models the effective thickness of the channel “pinchoff”

region whose typical values are within
√

100nm to
√

300nm. The factor 3 in
√

3toxxj

derives from the ratio of εsi
/εsio2 [47]. In MaCRO, the default value of

√
3toxxj is

10nm.

In equ.(3.2), Vdsat is the potential at the channel “pinchoff” point. There are

many models for Vdsat, among which the simplest one is Vdsat = Vgs − Vt, where Vgs

is gate-to-source voltage and Vt is the threshold voltage. For short channel devices,
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Vdsat is channel length (L) dependent, and the relation is often modeled as [45]:

Vdsat =
(Vgs − Vt)LEcr

Vgs − Vt + LEcr

(3.3)

where Ecr is the critical field for velocity saturation and its value is about 5 ×

104V/cm.

In the above discussion, the only unknown parameter in equ.(3.1) is the coeffi-

cient C1 which is a process determined constant. For each technology, it only needs

to be characterized once. The typical values of C1 are within 1.9 ∼ 2 according to

[46] (on pp.67).

Besides the interface trap generation model given by equ.(3.1), the other two

important models for hot carrier effects are substrate current (Isub) model and gate

current (Igate) model:

Isub = C2Ids exp(− Φi

qλeEm

) (3.4)

and

Igate = C3Ids exp(− Φb

qλeEm

) (3.5)

where Φi is the minimum energy (in electronvolt) for a hot electron to create an

impact ionization (Φi = 1.3eV ), Φb is the barrier energy (also in electronvolt) at the

Si–SiO2 interface. The formula for Φb is given by equ. (3.9) in [46] (on pp.61). The

constants C2 and C3 are given in [45] as C2 = 2 and C3 = 2× 10−3.

By defining the device hot carrier lifetime tf as the time to reach a fixed

amount of interface trap density, we can combine equ.(3.1) and equ.(3.4) into a very
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useful lifetime equation:

tfIds

W
= C4[

Isub

Ids

]−Φit,e/Φi (3.6)

Equ.(3.6) is used in many hot carrier reliability simulation tools derived from

BERT [48]. From this equation, a very simple lifetime model for HCI can be ob-

tained:

tf = C5 exp(
θ

Vds

) (3.7)

where C5 and θ are technology related constants whose values are determined from

accelerated tests, Vds is the drain-to-source voltage. The power of equ.(3.7) is that it

relates a device’s HCI lifetime to only one operating parameter which can be directly

calibrated from SPICE simulation. The main problem for this simple relation is

that it is only valid for a small range of gate voltages near the maximum substrate

current [44], which corresponds to the stress conditions that gate voltage is close to

the middle value of drain voltage.

In order to take into account realistic hot carrier stress profiles in circuit envi-

ronment, a more general lifetime model is incorporated in MaCRO which relies on

the substrate current model. Isub has been identified as the best hot carrier reliabil-

ity monitor for nMOSFETs. According to [49], the device parameter degradation

due to HCI can be modeled as:

∆P = C6(
Isub

W
)αtβ (3.8)

where Isub/W is the normalized substrate current, α, β and C6 are technology related

constants.
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Temperature acceleration is often treated as a minor effect in most HCI mod-

els, however, in order to consider possible large temperature excursions, MaCRO

includes temperature acceleration effect based on the HCI lifetime model given in

[40]. The combination of temperature effect and equ.(3.8) produces a more compre-

hensive HCI lifetime model:

tf = AHCI(
Isub

W
)−n exp(

EaHCI

κT
) (3.9)

where EaHCI is the apparent activation energy (the typical value of EaHCI is within

−0.1eV to −0.2eV , but it can be negative or positive depending on device technol-

ogy), W is the device gate width, κ is Boltzmann’s constant (κ = 8.62×10−5eV/K),

T is temperature in Kelvin, n is a technology dependent constant, AHCI is the

model prefactor. In MaCRO, the default values for n and EaHCI are n = 1.5 and

EaHCI = −0.15eV , respectively.

There are two ways to determine Isub: one is from equ.(3.4), the other way is

from BSIM3 model equations as follows:

Isub =
α0 + α1Leff

Leff

V
′
ds exp(

−β0

V
′
ds

)
Ids0(1 + V

′
ds/VA)

1 + RdsIds0/Idseff

(3.10)

V
′
ds = Vds − Vdseff (3.11)

The meaning of the above model parameters is given in BSIM3 Model User

Manual [50]. This BSIM3 Isub model is quite similar to the Isub model proposed in

iProbe-d [51], therefore, the iProbe-d Isub model is an alternative if some SPICE

simulator does not support BSIM3 Isub calculation.
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The degradation of pMOSFETs under hot carrier stress is becoming one of

the important contributors to circuit reliability. The hot carrier induced pMOSFET

degradation effects on circuit performance is different from those of nMOSFET in

that they may lead to reverse shifts of pMOSFET parameters (in terms of direc-

tions of parameter shifts in nMOSFET) due to significant negative charge trapping

in oxide rather than excessive interface trap generation. The circuit performance

degradation can be characterized more accurately if pMOSFET HCI effect is also

considered. Even though the wearout dynamics and device parameter degradation

trends of pMOSFETs are different from those of nMOSFETs, with minor modifi-

cations, the above nMOSFET’s lifetime models can be applied to pMOSFETs and

given as.

tf = AHCI,p(
Igate

W
)−m exp(

EaHCI,p

κT
) (3.12)

where EaHCI,p is the apparent activation energy (EaHCI,p is within −0.1eV ∼

−0.2eV ), W is the device gate width. m and AHCI,p are technology related con-

stants, whose default values in MaCRO are m = 12.5 and EaHCI,p = −0.15eV ,

respectively. The Igate is given by equ.(3.5).

In developing MaCRO HCI lifetime models, a quasi-static assumption is made

which averages device dynamic operation parameters (e.g. Ids, Vds, Vgs) in terms of

simulation time, therefore, Isub and Igate in equ.(3.9) and (3.12) are average values

calculated from equ.(3.4) and equ.(3.5), respectively. The same assumption also

applies to TDDB and NBTI lifetime models. The method to improve accuracy in

estimating “average values” of these operation parameters is briefly discussed in the
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previous chapter.

3.3 Failure Equivalent Circuit Model

In order to account for the effect of device hot carrier damage on circuit func-

tionality and reliability, the device-level lifetime models have to be extended to

circuit-level applications. The bridge connecting the gap between device wearout

degree and circuit performance drift is no doubt the circuit models. The under-

lying concept of the circuit models is modeling degradation of device parameters

with some additional lumped circuit elements (resistors, transistors or dependent

current sources, etc.) to capture the behavior of a damaged MOSFET in circuit

operation environment. The values of these additional lumped elements are deter-

mined by device wearout parameters (such as ∆Nit) which are time dependent and

by device terminal voltage and current waveforms, therefore, at any time t, values

of these lumped elements can be predicted accurately and their magnitude reflects

the device wearout degree. The larger the magnitude of these values, the severer the

damage to circuit functionality. As a result, circuit designers can quickly analyze

circuit reliability behaviors at any given time with these circuit models.

Several HCI circuit models have been developed in the past years and some of

them have been built into commercial reliability simulation tools. Almost all circuit

models are based on SPICE simulation platform which is a de facto tool in circuit

design. In this section, some of these circuit models is briefly reviewed, followed by

the introduction of the HCI circuit model implemented in MaCRO.
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BERT is up to now the most successful circuit reliability simulation tool.

BERT directly models nMOSFET hot carrier damage in drain current degradation.

The drain current degradation, ∆Id, results from channel mobility degradation,

which again results from HCI-induced interface traps ∆Nit. ∆Nit is modeled in

terms of the famous Age parameter introduced in the previous chapter. In BERT,

∆Id is implemented as an asymmetrical voltage controlled current source in parallel

with the original nMOSFET. The pMOSFET HCI effect is modeled with the concept

of channel shortening and drain resistance increase [48]. The BERT ∆Id model

is shown in Fig.3.1, which captures the asymmetrical forward and reverse I − V

characteristics and allows simulation of devices undergoing bi-directional stresses

(such as devices in a transmission gate).

The detailed ∆Id model equations and parameters are defined in [53]. The

main contribution of BERT ∆Id model is the ability to characterize bi-directional

hot carrier stress effects, however it requires extraction of six process parameters

from device testing, which is a non-trivial work.

Experiments have proved that HCI-induced interface traps in nMOSFET is

localized above the channel near the drain junction. More specifically, these interface

traps are localized in the vicinity within 100nm from the drain [45]. Based on this

observation, Leblebici et al at UIUC [46, 54] developed a two-transistor HCI circuit

model which consists of an HCI damaged parasitic transistor with fixed channel

length L2 (L2 ≈ 0.1µm) in series connection with the original transistor whose

channel length is shrunk to L− L2. The primary assumption for this model is that

all generated interface traps are occupied with electrons, which equals to considering
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Figure 3.1: BERT nMOSFET HCI circuit model. (a) Bidirectional interface trap

generation near both drain and source. Lf and Lr represent forward and reverse

hot carrier damaged regions. (b) HCI drain current ∆Id circuit model [52].

only negative fixed charge. The model is illustrated in Fig.3.2.

From Fig.3.2 (a), the interface trapped charge Qit due to HCI can be readily

derived as:

when (0 ≤ x < L1)

Qit(x) = 0 (3.13)

when (L1 ≤ x < L)

Qit(x) =
QM

L2

(x− L1) (3.14)

where QM denotes the largest interface charge, L1 = L− L2, and L2 represents the
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Figure 3.2: UIUC nMOSFET HCI two-transistor series model. (a) Triangular ox-

ide charge distribution profile used in model derivation. (b) Cross-sectional view

of nMOSFET with hot carrier damage, L2 is damaged channel region. (c) Two-

transistor series circuit model. The parasitic transistor has different channel mobil-

ity and threshold voltage with the channel length L2 set to 0.1µm [46, 51, 55].

.

length of the damaged channel region. This two-transistor model characterizes the

amount of hot carrier damage with only two parameters QM and L2, therefore, the

model parameter extraction work is greatly reduced. The drawbacks of this model

are in two aspects: the triangular charge density distribution is over simplified, and

it is not easy to extrapolate QM value.

Up to now, the simplest HCI circuit model is the Hot Carrier Induced Series
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Resistance Enhancement Model (HISREM), also named ∆Rd model, which is pro-

posed by Hwang et al at Oregon State University [56]. Based on the fact that the

increase of HCI-induced series drain resistance is due to the injection of hot carriers

close to the drain edge, a series resistance ∆Rd added to the drain of the nMOSFET

can reflect the process of hot carrier induced interface trap generation and therefore

accounts for the channel mobility reduction and threshold voltage drifts. HISREM

consists of a voltage dependent drain resistor ∆Rd connected in series with the

original nMOSFET. ∆Rd is a function of the applied voltages and the hot carrier

induced interface trapped charge ∆Nit. The behavior of the damaged nMOSFET is

emulated by the original undamaged device operated with a reduced drain-to-source

voltage which is controlled by this additional drain resistor ∆Rd. Because ∆Nit is

a time dependent parameter, ∆Rd model is able to predict drain current degrada-

tion at any given time. HISREM is also capable of modeling self-limiting effects of

hot carrier damage because the increase in series drain resistance of an nMOSFET

suppresses hot carrier stress. The most advantageous feature of HISREM model is

that only one parameter, ∆Nit, needs to be extrapolated from device testing work.

Consequently, HISREM model can be easily used by circuit designers to perform an

expeditious reliability analysis.

HCI circuit model in MaCRO is based on the above ∆Rd model with some

improvements. The major improvement is that ∆Rd value is considered to be de-

termined by both interface trapped charge ∆Nit and oxide trapped charge ∆Nox.

The contribution of ∆Nox to device wearout is often neglected, but recent experi-

mental work recognizes that they can account for some of the observed enhanced
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degradation effects in nMOSFETs which could not be explained solely by ∆Nit

generation.

MaCRO HCI circuit model is illustrated in Fig.3.3. The derivation of ∆Rd is

carried out under the assumptions that (1) all interface traps are acceptor-like and

occupied by electrons, and (2) channel mobility degradation, µ, is caused by both

∆Nit and ∆Nox. The assumption (1) means the net charge in interface traps is a

fixed negative charge for nMOSFET in strong inversion operation. The assumption

(2) leads to the following equation:

µ =
µ0

1 + α∆N
(3.15)

where ∆N = ∆Nit + ∆Nox (in unit cm−2), µ0 is the original channel mobility, α is

a process dependent constant and α ≈ 2.4× 10−12cm2 [56].

V
gdx

D

G

S

nMOS

V
gs

V
ds

d
R∆ V

Rd

Figure 3.3: HCI circuit model in MaCRO. In the model: Vgdx = Vgs − Vt − Vds and

VRd = Ids∆Rd. Vt is threshold voltage and Ids is the current from node D to S.
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The charge in conducting channel, Qch(y), is modeled as:

Qch(y) = −Cox(Vgs − Vt − q∆N

Cox

− Vch(y)) (3.16)

where Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, Vch(y) is the potential along

the channel, y is the horizontal axis pointing to the drain and along the channel.

All other parameters in equ.(3.16) assume their normal meaning.

Applying Gradual Channel Approximation (GCA) and combining equ.(3.15),

the drain current, Ids, with inclusion of hot carrier induced mobility degradation

effect, is obtained as:

Ids =
µ0

1 + α∆N
Cox

W

L
(Vgs − Vt − q∆N

Cox

− Vds

2
)Vds (3.17)

Now consider the circuit model in Fig.3.3 in which nMOS is the undamaged

device with mobility µ0 and threshold voltage Vt, and in series connection with ∆Rd,

the current from node D to S can be obtained as:

Ids = µ0Cox
W

L
(Vgs − Vt − Vds − VRd

2
)(Vds − VRd) (3.18)

where VRd is voltage drop across ∆Rd. Combining equ.(3.17) and equ.(3.18), and

then solving for VRd yields:

VRd = −Vgdx +

√√√√V 2
gdx + 2Vds∆N [

α(Vgdx + Vds

2
)

1 + α∆N
+

q

Cox

] (3.19)

where Vgdx = Vgs − Vt − Vds for linear region and Vgdx = 0 for saturation region.

According to equ.(3.17), when ∆N = 0 at t = 0, we get the undamaged drain

current flowing through nMOS which is defined as Ids0:

Ids0 = µ0Cox
W

L
(Vgs − Vt − Vds

2
)Vds (3.20)
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If ∆N is small, from equ.(3.17) and equ.(3.20), we can get a simple relation

between fresh and degraded drain-to-source current:

Ids =
Ids0

1 + α∆N
(3.21)

Based on the above deduction, we finally obtain function of ∆Rd which is

determined by ∆N and terminal voltages and currents:

∆Rd =
1 + α∆N

Ids0

VRd (3.22)

where Ids0 is given by equ.(3.20) and VRd is given by equ.(3.19). In quasi-static op-

eration, ∆N is a time dependent parameter, therefore, ∆Rd is also time dependent.

At any time t, if ∆N is known, ∆Rd will be solely determined. The models for ∆Nit

and ∆Nox have been well documented in literature [45, 46]. ∆Nit can be obtained

from equ.(3.1) if technology related constant C1 is extrapolated from device testing.

The models and model parameters for ∆Nox are given in [46] (on pp.59-66). For

convenience, they are recapitulated as follows.

The modeling of ∆Nox starts from a simple injection current model, Iei, which

describes one-dimensional process of electron injection into oxide based on quasi-

elastic scattering assumption.

Iei =
1

2

Ids

WL

tox

λr

R2Pi(Eox)exp(− 1

R
) (3.23)

where L is channel length, W is channel width, Em is given by equ.(3.2), λr is re-

direction mean-free path (λr = 61.6nm), tox is oxide thickness. R = λEm/ϕb, where

λ is the scattering mean-free path of the hot electron (λ = 9.2nm), and ϕb denotes

the silicon and oxide energy barrier (ϕb ≈ 3.2eV for nMOSFET).
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The most important term in equ.(3.23) is Pi(Eox), which denotes the probabil-

ity that a hot electron can enter the gate oxide by surmounting the surface potential

barrier. An empirical expression for Pi(Eox) is given as:

Pi(Eox) =
αEox

1 + Eox/β
× 1

1 + γ
L
exp(−Eoxtox/1.5)

+ η (3.24)

where Eox = (Vgs − Vds)/tox. Other model fitting parameters are given in [46] (on

pp.62). Equ.(3.24) is for the case Eox ≥ 0, if Eox < 0, it is simplified to Pi(Eox) = η.

Based on equ.(3.23) and (3.24), for simulation purposes, a two-term kinetic

equation is given in equ.(3.25) to model the relationship between oxide trapped

charge density ∆Nox and electron injection current:

∆Nox = N1(1− e−σ1Ieit)−N2(1− e−σ2Ieit) (3.25)

A set of typical model fitting parameters for equ.(3.25) have been given in [46]

(on pp.65).

The above new ∆Rd model inherits all the merits of HISREM model and it is

physically more comprehensive in characterizing hot carrier damages. The drawback

of this improved ∆Rd model is the inclusion of one more parameter ∆Nox, which

complicates parameter extraction work.

For now, MaCRO does not provide pMOSFET HCI circuit model because HCI

physical effects on pMOSFETs are weaker than those of nMOSFETs. With further

scaling of CMOS devices, pMOSFET may suffer from more pronounced HCI damage

than ever before. In future work, MaCRO will include pMOSFET HCI circuit model

based on the channel shortening theory and SPICE macro models proposed in [57].
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3.4 Implementation in MaCRO

With the models and equations presented in this chapter, the process of device

and circuit HCI lifetime prediction and MaCRO reliability simulation with HCI cir-

cuit model are straightforward. With proper settings, SPICE simulator can predict

Ids for each nMOSFET from the fresh SPICE simulation with the original circuit

schematic or netlist. Since Ids is known, Isub can be calculated from equ.(3.4). If

AHCI is set to 1 in equ.(3.9), then device normalized HCI lifetime tf can be pre-

dicted. All these predicted lifetime values are then sorted from low to high to

help identify the most degraded devices. Finally, HCI circuit model, i.e. Fig.3.3,

is incorporated in the schematic or netlist to substitute these identified most de-

graded devices, and second round of SPICE simulation is performed to analyze the

circuit reliability behaviors. The detailed simulation algorithm is given in the pre-

vious chapter. The Matlab program for calculating ∆Rd values in terms of 0.25µm

technology parameters is shown in Appendix A.1. Because ∆Rd of each identified

nMOSFET is determined by its terminal voltage and current stresses up to the

time t, designers can investigate circuit failure behaviors at any interested time and

check circuit functionality which may be tampered by hot carrier effect. Moreover,

designers can sweep ∆Rd value in SPICE simulation and identify the critical value

at which the circuit fails to operate as expected. The magnitude of this critical

∆Rd value reflects circuit reliability margin because it is directly related to device

hot carrier damage level. As a result, SPICE simulation with the ∆Rd model pro-

vides circuit designers an expeditious way in evaluating performance and reliability
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margins. The same process is also applied to TDDB and NBTI models which are

discussed in the following two chapters.

3.5 Conclusion

The HCI lifetime model and circuit model (i.e. the new ∆Rd model) are

presented in this chapter. Substrate current and gate leakage current are major

reliability monitors in device and circuit hot carrier lifetime predictions for nMOS-

FET and pMOSFET, respectively. By lumping all common model parameters into a

prefactor, device normalized lifetimes, rather than absolute lifetimes, can be quickly

calculated and ranked to identify the most degraded transistors. The second round

SPICE simulation with the inclusion of the new ∆Rd model will reveal circuit perfor-

mance degradation and reliability behavior under HCI stress at any given time. The

new ∆Rd model is improved to include the contribution of both interface trapped

charge and oxide trapped charge, which is neglected in the original ∆Rd model.

This improvement, although complicates parameter extraction work, is physically

more comprehensive and accurate in characterizing hot carrier damages.
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Chapter 4

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown Effect and Models

4.1 Introduction

Gate oxide breakdown is one of the most important failure mechanisms in

CMOS technologies. When electric field is applied to the dielectric-isolated gate of

a MOSFET, the progressive degradation of the dielectric material will result in the

formation of conductive paths in oxide and short the anode and the cathode. When

this happens, continuous stress of electric field on gate oxide may lead to excessive

energy dissipated, or even thermal runaway, through breakdown paths. The elec-

trical aftereffects of oxide breakdown are abrupt increase in gate current and loss

of gate voltage controllability on device current flowing between drain and source.

This kind of failure mechanism is known as Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

(TDDB). The TDDB failures accelerate as the thickness of the gate oxide decreases

with continued device scaling. ITRS’03 [58] predicts the equivalent oxide physical

thickness for high-performance logic technology to be 1.2nm at 90nm technology

node, however, oxides below 2.5nm will not be able to sustain the operating volt-

age for their full expected lifetime [59]. Therefore, TDDB will become a potential

reliability showstopper for sub-100nm CMOS integrated circuits.
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4.2 Accelerated Lifetime Model

TDDB defect generation mechanism and device wearout dynamics have been

extensively investigated in the past and there are many distinct, even controversial

and contradicting, models having been proposed in literature. After many years of

development, three successful models, thermochemical model, Anode Hole Injection

(AHI) model and voltage driven model, are singled out and have gained broad

applications.

Thermochemical model, also known as E model, assumes a direct correlation

in existence between the electric field and the oxide degradation. The weak chemical

bonds (Si − Si bonds) in SiO2 associated with oxygen vacancies experience heavy

strains due to the high electric field applied across the oxide, and some bonds may

obtain enough thermal energy to break off and create defects or traps which, when

accumulated to large amount, will lead to oxide breakdown. According to ther-

mochemical model, if the logarithm of time-to-failure tf is plotted against applied

electric field E, a straight line will be observed, therefore, lifetime can be modeled

as:

tf = B1 exp(−γEox) exp(Ea/κT ) (4.1)

where Eox is externally applied electric field across the dielectric in unit MV/cm,

γ is field acceleration factor (with typical value of 1.1 decade per MV/cm [60, 61]),

Ea is the thermal activation energy (Ea = 0.6 ∼ 0.9eV [62]), and B1 is technology

constant. The E model has been proved to provide a good fit to data from long

term low field TDDB stresses.
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AHI model assumes gate oxide breakdown is triggered by the trapping of

holes at localized regions in oxide, which either enhances the cathode field or leads

to the oxide electron trap generation, and increases the local current density. This

facilitates local hole trapping and trap generation in a positive loop, and eventually

leads to sudden breakdown of oxide [63]. Lifetime tf function in an earlier version of

AHI model derived a reciprocal electric field dependence (1/E) from the functional

form of Fowler-Nordheim (FN) electron tunneling current, which is the driving force

for oxide defect generation, and impact ionization coefficient in SiO2. In this case,

tf can be approximated as:

tf = B2 exp(β/Eox) exp(Ea/κT ) (4.2)

where β is the electric field acceleration factor (with typical value of 350MV/cm),

B2 is a process-dependent prefactor (the typical value is 1× 10−11s [62]). The 1/E

model has been proved to provide a good fit to data from long term high field

TDDB stresses. It is important to note that AHI model does not predict a strict

1/E dependence [63], and there exists a model which predicts a much stronger 1/E

effect (tf ∝ exp(β/Eox)(1/E
2
ox) [64]).

Each of the two models (E and 1/E) can only fit data in a limited range of

electric field, which may lead to significant errors in lifetime extrapolation if one

exclusively uses only one of them in reliability analysis. Researchers have proposed

parallel competing models (i.e. combined models) in terms of E and 1/E models

trying to account for TDDB data in a larger electric field range [63, 65].

The applicability of E and 1/E models is mainly valid for oxides thicker than
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5nm where non-ballistic electron injection due to FN tunneling is dominant. When

gate oxide thickness is smaller than 5nm (i.e. ultrathin oxide), gate oxide lifetime

dramatically shortens with the increase in direct tunneling current. In this situation,

the validity of electric field driven models becomes problematic because the injected

electrons will travel ballistically through oxide without entering oxide conduction

band and the electron energy at the anode is controlled by the applied gate voltage

[66]. This new phenomenon of electron injection in ultrathin oxides prompts to the

generation of voltage driven breakdown models, in which the dependence of lifetime

tf on gate voltage Vgs is given by [67, 68]:

tf = B3 exp(−θVgs) exp(Ea/κT ) (4.3)

where θ is voltage acceleration factor, B3 is technology constant. The typical values

of θ and activation energy Ea are given in [67, 69].

All the TDDB lifetime models presented so far are based on exponential law for

field or voltage acceleration and Arrhenius law for temperature acceleration. Recent

work shows that these two acceleration laws may be not accurate as gate oxide

thickness scales below 5nm, and the extrapolation of ultrathin oxide lifetime with

these exponential relations may produce erroneous or even absurd results. According

to experimental data, the exponential law for time-to-breakdown voltage dependence

cannot hold over a wide range of gate voltage, otherwise, the extrapolation of lifetime

down to normal use conditions will predict (1) the lifetime of smaller-area structures

would be shorter than that of larger-area structures, and (2) the lifetime of thinner

oxide devices would ultimately exceed that of thicker oxide device, both of which
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contradict oxide degradation physics [70]. Therefore, new TDDB acceleration laws

for voltage and temperature must be explored in conjunction with CMOS technology

development.

Voltage and temperature acceleration laws of oxide breakdown and their inter-

relationship are critical factors for understanding ultrathin oxide reliability. Recent

experimental data shows oxide time-to-breakdown evolution with temperature does

not exactly follow an Arrhenius law: the activation energy increases with tempera-

ture. This behavior may be explained either by non-thermochemical origin for the

breakdown mechanism or by a competing model involving two distinct mechanisms

with different activation energies [68]. As to the oxide time-to-breakdown evolu-

tion with voltage, Wu et al at IBM [71, 72] proved with convincing data that the

voltage dependence of time-to-breakdown follows a power law behavior rather than

an exponential law as commonly assumed. The ultrathin oxide power law depen-

dence of lifetime on gate voltage is consistent with the experimental observations

that voltage exponential law acceleration factor θ (shown in equ.(4.3) and defined

as θ = −∂ ln tf/∂Vgs) is (1) temperature dependent at a fixed gate voltage, and

(2) voltage dependent at a fixed temperature. Due to these new oxide time-to-

breakdown voltage and temperature dependencies and the complicated interaction

between voltage and temperature, TDDB lifetime modeling becomes much more

difficult than ever before. In another perspective, however, the power law voltage

dependence and non-Arrhenius temperature acceleration provide possible relief in

circuit reliability margin which has quickly diminished due to the scaling of oxide

thickness [73].
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Ultrathin oxide lifetime model in MaCRO is similar to the model proposed by

Wu et al at IBM [70, 72] with some improvements including the addition of oxide

Poisson area scaling statistics and cumulative failure percentile scaling law. The

original Wu model (i.e. power law voltage acceleration and non-Arrhenius temper-

ature acceleration) has been implemented in the Reliability Aware Micro-Processor

(RAMP) model jointly developed by UIUC and IBM for long-term processor relia-

bility prediction [74, 75].

On the basis of extensive experimental investigation, ultrathin oxide lifetime

dependence on voltage (power law acceleration) can be accurately captured by two

simple empirical formulae [70, 72]:

Vgs

tf

∂tf
∂Vgs

= n(T ) (4.4)

and

d

dT
(
1

tf

∂tf
∂Vgs

)|tf (%) = 0 (4.5)

where n(T ) denotes the temperature dependent voltage acceleration factor, and

T is absolute temperature in Kelvin, tf (%) means lifetime for a fixed cumulative

percentile of failure (for example 63%).

Equ.(4.4) reflects the power law dependence of time-to-breakdown on voltage:

if tf = t0V
n(T ), then ∂tf/∂V = n(T )t0V

n(T )−1 = n(T )tf/V , so (V/tf )(∂tf/∂V ) =

n(T ). Equ.(4.4) also reflects the experimental fact that θ (θ = −∂ ln tf/∂V ) is

a voltage dependent voltage acceleration factor: θ = −n(T )/V . Equ.(4.4) shows

that voltage power law acceleration factor n(T ) is temperature dependent, and for

simplicity we assume a linear relation n(T ) = a + bT (note: n(T ) should be always
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less than 0). This leads to the first part of TDDB lifetime model equation in

MaCRO:

tf ∝ V a+bT
gs (4.6)

Equ.(4.5) reflects the experimental fact that at a fixed accumulative failure

percentile lifetime, voltage exponential law acceleration factor θ is temperature in-

dependent. In reliability test, engineers normally stress a large number of samples

to a high cumulative percentile of failure (e.g. F = 63%) and calculate lifetime at

this percentile (e.g. tf (63%)), then they extrapolate lifetime to a low cumulative

percentile of failure (e.g. F = 0.01%) at normal use condition. In order to take into

account the effect that different cumulative failure percentiles may be selected in

use conditions for different devices even though they are tested to the same high cu-

mulative failure percentile, it is necessary to incorporate Weibull statistics of oxide

breakdown in the lifetime model development.

According to Weilbull distribution, the cumulative failure probability F (t) is:

F (t) = 1− exp[−(t/α)β] (4.7)

where α is the characteristic life (i.e. lifetime at 63%) and β is the slope parameter

which represents trends of failure rate. Weibull distribution is an extreme-value

distribution in ln(t) and can model weakest-link type of failure mechanisms. TDDB

is a weakest-link mechanism because the first breakdown of any small portion in the

gate oxide of a device will lead to the failure of the device and the whole circuit [76].

Equ.(4.7) can be rearranged and modified to:

tf = α[ln
1

1− F
]
1
β (4.8)
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At normal use conditions, lifetime is often defined as the time to a very small

cumulative percentile of failure (e.g. F = 0.01%), therefore, applying logarithmic

approximation law on equ.(4.8), we obtain the second part of TDDB lifetime model

equation in MaCRO:

tf ∝ F
1
β (4.9)

Another effect needs to consider in TDDB lifetime model is that the gate oxide

areas of sampled devices in accelerated tests are normally significantly different

from those of devices in circuits. Experimental observations prove that the lifetime

of TDDB is a function of the total gate oxide surface area due to the weakest-

link character of oxide breakdown [70]. This gate oxide area scaling effect has been

modeled in [70, 73, 76], and leads to the third part of TDDB lifetime model equation

in MaCRO:

tf ∝ (
1

WL
)

1
β (4.10)

where W is the channel width and L is the channel length.

Finally, for the temperature acceleration effect, a non-Arrhenius model has

been proposed in [70, 72], which is the fourth part of TDDB lifetime model equation

in MaCRO:

tf ∝ exp(
c

T
+

d

T 2
) (4.11)

where c and d are voltage dependent constants. In equ.(4.11), the second term d/T 2

empirically inserts non-Arrhenius temperature effects in the lifetime model.
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Combining equ.(4.6), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11), we obtain a complete TDDB

lifetime model for ultrathin oxides:

tf = ATDDB(
1

A
)

1
β F

1
β V a+bT

gs exp(
c

T
+

d

T 2
) (4.12)

where A = W × L is the device gate oxide area, β is Weibull slope parameter, F is

cumulative failure percentile at use condition (assuming the same cumulative failure

percentile at test conditions), Vgs is gate-to-source voltage, T is temperature, a, b,

c, d and ATDDB are model fitting parameters determined from experimental work.

A set of typical values of these parameters are: β = 1.64, F = 0.01%, a = −78,

b = 0.081, c = 8.81× 103 and d = −7.75× 105 [74, 75].

It is important to note that equ.(4.12) is most applicable to the cases when

the gate oxide thickness is thinner than 5nm (corresponding to 0.25µm technology

and beyond). If the gate oxide thickness is larger than 5nm, in order to simplify

parameter extrapolation work, equ.(4.3) should be used instead with the default

value of θ as 32. If the gate oxide thickness is much larger than 10nm, E or 1/E

model (equ.(4.1) and (4.2), respectively) should be used depending on the magnitude

of power supply voltage.

4.3 Failure Equivalent Circuit Model

It is an onerous work to develop an effective circuit model for gate oxide

breakdown because device post-breakdown behaviors are extremely complicated,

sometimes even perplexing. Device I−V characteristics after gate oxide breakdown

relies on many parameters including breakdown location, transistor type, voltage
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polarity, device operation mode (accumulation or inversion), oxide area and even

poly-gate doping type. Nevertheless, literature review reveals an interesting phe-

nomenon that TDDB failure circuit modeling is a very active area and more than

a dozen of circuit models have been developed by various research institutes and

industrial labs. All this work attempts to develop quantitative methodologies for

predicting the response of circuits to device’s gate oxide breakdown events [77]. In

this section, first, some of the most successful TDDB failure circuit models are re-

viewed, which is necessary because of the obvious absence of papers of this kind in

literature, the introduction of the TDDB circuit model adopted in MaCRO is given

afterwards.

Starting from the observation that a CMOS inverter’s transfer curve under gate

oxide stresses can be fitted by a combination of a threshold voltage shift (caused

by charge trapping prior to breakdown) and a gate-to-drain leakage current model

which follows the form of a power-law relation as I = KV p
gd, Rodriguez et al at IBM

[78, 79, 80] developed a simple TDDB circuit model which consists of two voltage-

dependent current sources bridging gate-to-drain and gate-to-source, respectively,

allowing the oxide breakdown leakage current in a transistor to be simulated in a

circuit. This power-law leakage current model is illustrated in Fig.4.1.

The effects of gate oxide breakdown on the stability of SRAM cells and ring

oscillators have been analyzed with this power-law leakage current model. Results

show that for SRAM cells, oxide breakdown at different locations (drain, p-source

and n-source) leads to different trends in noise margin degradation, while for ring

oscillators, oxide breakdown changes the loading of neighboring inverter stages and
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Figure 4.1: Power-law leakage current model. The exponent p varies from 5 to 2 as

the degradation level increases. K reflects the “size” of the breakdown spot.

degrades the VTC [78].

Rodriguez et al [80] noted that a linear ohmic oxide breakdown resistance is

not sufficient to model the experimental data. The ohmic model only provides good

results for hard breakdown, but the power-law leakage current model predicts pro-

gressive oxide breakdown behaviors much better prior to the final hard breakdown.

In a MOSFET, the oxide breakdown changes isolations of the device’s internal

structures by forming an abnormal conduction path and this effect can be modeled

with parasitic ohmic or rectifying device elements depending on the relative doping of

the internal structures being shorted. Based on the fact that oxide post-breakdown

behavior depends on breakdown location (gate-to-channel, gate-to-drain and gate-

to-source), transistor type (nMOSFET and pMOSFET) and poly-gate doping type

(n+ poly-gate and p+ poly-gate), Segura et al [81, 82] developed a complete set of

Gate Oxide Short (GOS) electrical models (altogether 12 different GOS models)
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to account for all combinations of these location and doping effects. Among these

models, the most important one is the model for gate-to-channel breakdown of

nMOSFET with n+ poly-gate. For this kind device, the gate-to-channel breakdown

path between n+ poly-gate and n type inversion channel can be modeled as a gate-to-

channel resistance RGOS. The formation of this resistance-like breakdown path splits

the whole channel into two parts, which is physically equivalent to two transistors

connected in series. This model is illustrated in Fig.4.2.

R
GOS

D

G

S

nMOS
1

nMOS
2

L
1

L
2

Figure 4.2: TDDB GOS model for gate-to-channel breakdown of nMOSFET with

n+-poly gate. The channel lengths of nMOS1 and nMOS2 follow the relation: L1 +

L2 = L where L is the undamaged nMOSFET channel length. The parameter RGOS

is related to the size and location of the breakdown path. A value of RGOS as low

as 3KΩ was used in the simulation in [82].

For other combinations of location and doping effects, the models can be read-

ily deduced with the similar principle. For example, when the breakdown path ap-

peared between the gate and the drain (or the source) terminals of the nMOSFET,
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an n++ − n+ barrier (i.e. n+ poly-gate to n+ drain/source diffusion) will form. In

this case the breakdown is modeled with a resistance between gate-to-drain/source.

With these GOS electrical models, Segura et al [81] explored testing consider-

ations at circuit level to sensitize GOS under various logic fault situations (stuck-at,

stuck-open and stuck-on faults) and concluded that GOS does not behave as a bridge

in normal cases and stuck-at based Automatic Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) may

not detect GOS depending on the gate topology.

Gate oxide breakdown equivalent circuit models for analog circuits and RF

circuits are also developed in an attempt to expand model applicability and explore

oxide breakdown effect beyond digital circuits. For typical analog circuits, oxide

breakdown changes parameters of transistors in differential pairs in an asynchronous

way and therefore leads to mismatches, which accelerates the offset generation and

compromises circuit functionality [83]. As for RF circuits, they are very sensitive to

device parameter’s drift, therefore, oxide breakdown is expected to have more severe

impact on their functionality and performance [84].

Yang et al [84, 85] developed an RF failure circuit model for gate oxide break-

down and investigated the effect of TDDB on a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) circuit.

This RF equivalent model is shown in Fig.4.3 which consists of the original nMOS-

FET, the terminal series resistances (RG, RD, RS), the substrate parasitic resis-

tances (RDB, RSB, RDSB), gate overlap parasitic capacitances (CGDO, CGSO), the

junction capacitances (CjDB, CjSB), and the two inter-terminal resistances (RGD,

RGS). RG and the “H” type substrate RC network are included for more accurate

RF modeling. The two resistances RGD and RGS vary in opposite directions rep-
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resenting different breakdown locations along the channel from source to drain. If

one of them is significantly smaller than the other, breakdown is gate-to-source or

gate-to-drain depending on which resistance is dominant.
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Figure 4.3: TDDB RF equivalent circuit model. Model parameters for simulation

in [84] are set as: RG = 85.4Ω, RD = RS = 12.14Ω, RGD = 6.88KΩ, RGS = 23KΩ,

CGDO = CGSO = 15.3fF , CjDB = CjSB = 7fF , RDSB = 80KΩ, RDB = RSB =

49.37Ω.

Based on this TDDB RF circuit model, the performance degradation of 0.16µm

nMOSFET devices and a 1.8GHz LNA circuit is analyzed [84]. For the device S-

parameters, the inclusion of RGD and RGS changes device input impedance S11,

provides an additional connection between gate and drain and therefore degrades

reverse transmission coefficient S12, changes the output impedance S22 at the drain,

and also decreases transconductance gm which is equivalent to forward transmission
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coefficient S21. For the LNA circuit, oxide breakdown has significant impact on its

performance: most S-parameters drift dramatically and fail to meet usual perfor-

mance requirements, input impedance matching is disturbed due to increased gate

leakage current, and noise figure obviously deteriorates with the breakdown path

forming across the gate oxide, which adds another noise source to the transistor.

Up to now, the most frequently discussed TDDB circuit model is the one

proposed by Kaczer et al at IMEC [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. In this model, the break-

down path is assumed to be formed by n-type silicon and a microscopic structure of

the device is explored to investigate the exact configuration and connection of de-

vice internal parts after gate oxide breakdown. For an nMOSFET (n+ poly-gate/p

substrate/n+ drain and source diffusion) with an oxide breakdown path formed be-

tween gate and substrate, if the gate voltage is negative (VG < 0), the device is in

accumulation state and no inversion layer is developed below the Si−Si2 interface.

The contact region of the breakdown path (n-type) and the substrate (p-type) is a

forward biased pn junction. Electrons emit from n+ poly-gate, flow through n-type

breakdown path, diffuse along the substrate and are collected by the source and the

drain junctions. This mechanism is exactly that of a bipolar transistor with emitter

at the breakdown path, base at the substrate and collector at the source and the

drain. Therefore, nMOSFET with oxide breakdown and operated at negative gate

voltage can be modeled with a gate resistor, two bipolar transistors and the original

nMOSFET [86, 88]. Because nMOSFETs rarely operate in negative gate voltage

bias situation, this complicated two-bipolar-transistor model for (VG < 0) is not of

primary interest.
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When gate voltage is positive enough such that nMOSFET is in strong inver-

sion state, an n-type conduction channel will form under the gate oxide connecting

the source and the drain. Now the contact region of the breakdown path (n-type)

and the channel (n-type) is an ohmic connection. The positive gate voltage forces

electric field penetrate through the breakdown path and deplete the contact region

of breakdown path and substrate. This contact region serves as electron sink and

therefore it can be treated as an additional drain in the middle of the channel. Based

on this microscopic picture, an equivalent electrical circuit for nMOSFET with hard

gate oxide breakdown and operated in positive gate voltage is constructed and il-

lustrated in the Fig.4.4.

Apart from the original nMOSFET (nMOS), the model contains a constant

resistance (RG) corresponding to breakdown path, two adjacent parasitic nMOS-

FETs (MS and MD, characterized by level-1 SPICE models), and two resistors (RS

and RD) characterizing the resistance in the source and the drain extensions, re-

spectively. The effects of breakdown location are represented by varying the gate

lengths of MS and MD. Gate-to-channel breakdowns in the vicinity of the drain or

the source are represented by logarithmically varying extension resistances RS or RD

[86]. For gate-to-source (or gate-to-drain) breakdowns, the model can be simplified

to a circuit containing only RG, RS (or RD) and the original nMOS transistor.

This model has been used in a CMOS ring oscillator oxide breakdown analysis

[87]. The simulation shows that gate-to-channel breakdowns have minor effect on

circuit operation but breakdowns at the very edges of the gate significantly damage

the circuit performance. This observation reveals that progressive breakdown (i.e.
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Figure 4.4: TDDB circuit model for nMOSFET with hard gate oxide breakdown and

operated in positive gate voltage. (a) Cross-sectional view of breakdown structure.

(b) Equivalent circuit model. Model parameters for simulation in [86] are set as:

RG = 1KΩ, LMS
+ LMS

= 0.09µm, WMS
= WMS

= 0.25µm, RD and RS vary from

2.5KΩ (at source and drain) to 12.5KΩ (at the middle of the channel).

soft breakdown) occurs mainly in the transistor channel, while hardest circuit-killing

breakdowns occur above the source and the drain extension regions [89]. This con-

clusion can be explain with the help of the Kaczer model: in the extension regions

where contact resistances are low, the power dissipation during the breakdown is

very high and leads to accelerated wearout of the breakdown path, this corresponds

to hard breakdown behaviors; if breakdown happens in the transistor channel re-

gion, where resistance (i.e. channel resistance) of the discharge path is higher, soft
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breakdown will be triggered.

Even though a lot of work has been done to maturate this model, careful

evaluations in [84] and our critical examinations have identified several limitations

of this Kaczer model: (1) The level-1 MS and MD models are obsolete. (2) The

model only applies to linear operation situation, if breakdown path forms above the

saturation region where channel has “pinched-off”, the inclusion of the two parasitic

transistors i.e. MS and MD, is not valid. (3) MS and MD bring two more drain

diffusion regions, which do not physically exist. (4) Simulator cannot handle the

breakdown position from zero to the whole channel length. (5) It is problematic to

preserve the original nMOSFET in the model if MS and MD are included because

they already represent all device internal structures after oxide breakdown. Specif-

ically, the whole conducting channel has been physically characterized by MS and

MD, therefore, it is erroneous to keep the original nMOSFET in the post-breakdown

TDDB circuit model. (6) The prime assumption that the breakdown path is n-type

silicon is arbitrary and not physically justified. The last two points are the most

important ones and they prompted to develop a physically justifiable circuit model

for gate oxide breakdown.

Besides what have been briefly reviewed above, there are many other success-

ful models worth mentioning [92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97]. A pMOSFET gate-to-channel

breakdown model is proposed in [92] and used to investigate its effect on logic

gate failures. A pair of breakdown models for nMOSFET and pMOSFET (only

gate-to-diffusion breakdowns) is proposed and used to transform the effect of oxide

breakdown into a delay fault or a logic fault [93]. Yeoh et al [94, 95] conducted a
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thorough investigation of oxide breakdown modes and developed a set of complex

models by combining resistors, diodes and transistors in different ways to model de-

vice internal connections after oxide breakdown path formed at different locations.

Based on the work of linear non-split MOS model and non-linear two-dimensional

channel split MOS model [96], a non-linear non-split MOS oxide breakdown model

is developed in [97] in an attempt to enable circuit simulation of gate-to-channel

effect on minimum length transistors. Even though these models do not accurately

model all aspects of breakdown, the development of fundamental concepts, physical

principles and modeling techniques in these models is the foundation work for con-

structing any advanced oxide breakdown circuit models. Following this conclusion,

a new TDDB circuit model adopted in MaCRO is developed below.

From semiconductor materials point of view, it is improper to assume the

breakdown path as n-type silicon diffusion because this is not physically substanti-

ated, and the oxide breakdown path is actually defect-assisted electron conduction

rather than a reliable physical connection. Therefore the resistance cannot be solely

used to model gate-to-channel and gate-to-diffusion breakdowns. The correct mod-

eling method should base on the channel potential re-distribution concept. Oxide

breakdown path disturbs device channel surface potential in the vicinity below the

breakdown path, where GCA assumption is broken, so new three-dimensional chan-

nel potential model has to be developed for this purpose. According to [82], if

defining a three-dimensional coordinate system in terms of the gate oxide surface

with x along the channel length L direction from source to drain, y perpendicular to

the gate oxide, and z along the channel width W direction, then the contact point
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of the breakdown path to channel surface can be defined as: x = L1, y = 0 and

z = W1 (refer to Fig. 10 in [82]). The drain current ID of a defect-free MOSFET

can be obtained from:

ID =
W

L
[f(Ψ(x = L))− f(Ψ(x = 0))] (4.13)

where Ψ(x) is the channel surface potential at x, f is a function of channel mobility,

oxide capacitance, threshold voltage and device terminal voltages.

If the breakdown defect located at (x = L1, y = 0 and z = W1) is consid-

ered, the two-dimensional channel can be divided into two regions, and similar to

equ.(4.13), the drain and source currents of the damaged MOSFET can be written

as [82]:

ID =
W

L− L1

[f(Ψ(x = L))− f(Ψ(x = L1))] (4.14)

and

ID =
W

L1

[f(Ψ(x = L1))− f(Ψ(x = 0))] (4.15)

where Ψ(x = L1) is the surface potential under the breakdown path. Equ.(4.14)

and (4.15) show that an nMOSFET with gate oxide breakdown is equivalent to the

series connection of two devices with gate geometries of (W,L1) and (W,L− L1).

No matter what the breakdown path is made of, its electrical effect is that

it provides a conduction path to inject electrons from channel into gate, therefore

a voltage dependent current source IOX connecting between gate and channel can

be used to model this effect. Based on the above discussion, a new TDDB circuit

model is obtained and illustrated in Fig.4.5.
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Figure 4.5: MaCRO TDDB circuit model for nMOSFET with hard gate oxide break-

down. IOX = IS− ID is a voltage dependent current source representing breakdown

path current injection effect. RD and RS characterize the resistance in the source

and the drain extensions, respectively. L1 represents breakdown location away from

the source edge.

It seems this model requires two model parameters (L1 and Vi, which is voltage

at the connection point of M1 and M2), but with some practical simplifications,

Vi can be reduced to a function dependent on L1. Therefore, there is only one

independent model parameter left and requiring characterization, which facilitates

the application of this model.

Suppose the original drain-to-source current of a fresh nMOSFET is IDS0,

and neglect effect of RD, RS and short-channel effect (in order to simplify equation

derivation), we can write IDS0 as:

IDS0 = µnCox
W

L
[(VGS − Vt)VDS − 1

2
V 2

DS] (4.16)
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Apply Kirchhoff’s Current Law (KCL) to Fig.4.5 (for simplicity, neglect RD

and RS), we can get the following equations:

IOX = IS − ID (4.17)

ID = µnCox
W

L2

[(V
′
G − Vi)(VD − Vi)− 1

2
(VD − Vi)

2] (4.18)

IS = µnCox
W

L1

[(VGS − Vt)(Vi − VS)− 1

2
(Vi − VS)2] (4.19)

where L2 = L − L1 is the channel length of M2, V
′
G = VG − Vt2, Vt2 is the original

threshold voltage Vt plus body bias (Vsb = Vi) induced enhancement effect. Vi

represents the channel potential at the breakdown location.

The main effects of gate oxide breakdown on device characteristics are abrupt

gate current and substrate current generation, and gate voltage cannot control and

sustain channel current as strong as before, which leads to degradation of drain

current. Therefore, a good assumption in Fig.4.5 is the source current IS maintains

its value as before, whereas injection of IOX degrades ID current at the drain. This

means IS = IDS0. So from equ.(4.16) and equ.(4.19), we can solve for Vi:

Vi = VGon −
√

V
′2
Gon

− (V 2
S + 2VovVS +

2IDS0L1

µnCoxW
) (4.20)

where VGon = VG− Vt, Vov = VGon − Vs is the gate overdrive voltage. If VS is tied to

ground, equ.(4.20) is reduced to:

Vi = (VG − Vt)−
√

(VG − Vt)2 − 2IDS0L1

µnCoxW
(4.21)

Equ.(4.21) (or equ.(4.20) if VS 6= 0) shows that Vi is solely determined by L1.

Therefore, the number of model parameters is reduced from two to only one. If the
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breakdown location parameter L1 is characterized from experimental work, from

equ.(4.16) ∼ (4.21), the voltage dependent current source IOX can be obtained.

The above nMOSFET TDDB circuit model can be easily extended to pMOS-

FET by properly changing current flowing directions in Fig.4.5 and voltage/current

signs in model equations.

4.4 Implementation in MaCRO

Circuit designers may be baffled when they first come across L1 parameter and

try to characterize it, but the systematic work conducted in [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91]

provides insight on how to deal with L1 in circuit reliability simulation. If effective

gate resistance after gate breakdown is defined as RG (RG = VG/IG), according

to [87], the relation between RG and breakdown location L1 can be illustrated as

Fig.4.6. It is clearly shown that effect of oxide breakdown is rather insensitive to

breakdown locations if L1 is far away from the drain and source edges. This prompts

to a practical simplification that for gate-to-channel breakdown, it is unnecessary

to accurately determine L1 and this will not incur intolerable errors in simulation.

The reason for this insensitivity is as follows: if L1 increases, then Vi also increases

(by equ.(4.21)), but in the middle range of the channel (0 ¿ L1 ¿ L), ID and

IS do not change monotonically with Vi, their combined effect maintains a roughly

constant IOX level. This effective gate resistance insensitivity is valid for L1 in the

wide middle part of the channel. When L1 is very close to the ends of channel,

ID and IS will change dramatically which corresponds to the abrupt decreases in
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effective gate resistance RG at both ends of the channel as indicated in Fig.4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Relationship between effective gate resistance RG and oxide breakdown

location L1. The bias condition is VG = 1.5V , VD = VS = 0 . (a) Reproduce from

[87] with illustrative data. (b) Cross-sectional view of breakdown location.

Based on the above discussion, in MaCRO simulation aiming at a quick in-

vestigation of gate-to-channel breakdown on circuit functionality, designers can ar-

bitrarily select an L1 value (for example L1 = 1/2L) and calculate IOX by device

terminal voltage and current waveforms. RD and RS can be included to account for

series resistance effects due to source/drain extensions. Their typical values for gate-

to-channel breakdown are RD = RS = 12.5KΩ. The Matlab program for calculating

IOX values in terms of 0.25µm technology parameters is attached in Appendix A.2.

It is worth emphasizing again that body effect of M2 in Fig.4.5 must be considered,
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otherwise calculations would produce erroneous results.

The model shown in Fig.4.5 is not valid if L1 approaches to upper or lower

boundaries. When L1 approaches 0 or L, IOX will bypass or sustain all current

flowing through the transistor M2 or M1, this is not physically correct, and SPICE

circuit simulator also cannot handle the situation where a transistor’s channel length

is approaching 0. Therefore, in the case of gate-to-diffusion breakdowns, the two-

transistor model collapses into one-resistor-shortening model (gate-to-source resistor

RGS or gate-to-drain resistor RGD). In MaCRO, the typical values of these resis-

tances are set to: RGD = RGS = 2.5KΩ. Even though gate-to-diffusion breakdown

has much severe impact on circuit functionality, from statistics point of view, these

events should rarely happen (they only occupy very limited portion of the horizontal

axis in Fig.4.6 and most breakdown data crowd in the middle region). Therefore,

in typical circuit reliability simulation and analysis, designers only need to focus on

gate-to-channel breakdown effects, which is in contrast to most other work whose

main concern is on gate-to-diffusion breakdown effect. Since gate-to-channel break-

down has less damage effect on device operation than gate-to-diffusion breakdown,

MaCRO reliability simulation generally predicts relaxed TDDB effects on circuit

functionality. This point and the resultant benefits are proved in Chapter 8 during

SRAM reliability simulation and analysis.
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4.5 Conclusion

A set of new TDDB lifetime model and circuit model are presented in this

chapter. The lifetime model unifies many important experimental observations of

oxide breakdown behaviors including power law voltage acceleration, non-Arrhenius

temperature acceleration, Poisson area scaling statistics and cumulative failure per-

centile scaling effect. A thorough overview of existing TDDB circuit models is

presented to compensate for the obvious absence of review papers of this kind in

this area. Some limitations and an error in the most frequently discussed TDDB

circuit model proposed by IMEC are identified. Finally, a new TDDB circuit model

is developed and the number of model parameters is reduced to only one, which

significantly simplifies the application process of this new failure model in circuit

reliability simulation and analysis.
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Chapter 5

Negative Bias Temperature Instability Effect and Models

5.1 Introduction

Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) is a relatively new MOSFET

intrinsic wearout mechanism which mainly occurs in pMOSFETs when they are

stressed with negative gate voltage at elevated temperature. The typical stress

conditions for NBTI effects are temperatures in the range of 100 ∼ 250◦C and oxide

electric fields below 6MV/cm which are smaller than those capable of initiating

HCI effects. Therefore, NBTI is more severe than HCI for ultrathin oxides at low

electric fields. Either negative gate voltages or elevated temperatures can induce

NBTI, but a much severe degradation effect will be produced by their combination

and interaction. The exact physical mechanism for NBTI damage is not clear but

often hypothesized to be relevant to the dissociation of Si−H bonds at the interface

and subsequent diffusion of hydrogen in oxide [98]. The up-to-date concept and a

reaction-diffusion process (R − D model [99]) based physical model [100, 101] are

discussed in this chapter, upon which a set of new NBTI lifetime model and circuit

model are developed.
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5.2 Accelerated Lifetime Model

From the perspective of process technology, gate oxides are much thinner than

before in deep submicron generations and experience increased oxide electric field

which is one of the major incentives for NBTI effects. Nitrogen is commonly intro-

duced in pMOSFET’s oxide to prevent boron diffusion, increase dielectric constant,

suppress gate leakage current and improve hot carrier immunity. However, the in-

clusion of nitrogen in processes exacerbates NBTI effects [98, 102].

From the perspective of device physics, NBTI becomes a more important re-

liability concern as device feature sizes shrink below 0.13µm. Interface traps and

oxide traps generated from the dissociation of interface Si−H bonds increase carrier

surface-related scattering and disturb local electric field in oxide, leading to channel

mobility degradation and threshold voltage shift. The electrical effects of NBTI

influence on pMOSFETs manifest in decreasing drain saturation current Idsat and

transconductance gm, increasing threshold voltage Vt, and temporarily decreasing

off-state current [98, 103].

From the perspective of circuit operation, NBTI is different from HCI in that

HCI stresses devices only during the dynamic switching periods when current flows

through the device, whereas NBTI stresses devices even when they are in static

state operation [104, 105]. The different stress time windows of HCI and NBTI in

inverter VTC plot and input-output waveform plot are illustrated in Fig.5.1, which

shows that the pMOSFET suffers from NBTI stress when the inverter input voltage

is low and output voltage is high, in contrast, the pMOSFET only experiences HCI
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stress during the inverter output pulling-up period when Co is charging up, while

the nMOSFET suffers from HCI stress during the opposite dynamic stage when the

inverter output is discharged to low voltage level [106]. The fact that NBTI has a

much larger stress time window which even extends to device steady state operation

periods leads to the obvious result that duty cycle has much more severe effects on

NBTI mechanism, this complicates circuit NBTI behaviors and compels designers

to address NBTI effects before circuit fabrication stages.
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Figure 5.1: The different stress time windows of HCI and NBTI for an inverter

in (a) VTC plot and (b) input-output waveform plot. HCI stresses devices only

during the dynamic switching periods when both gate voltage and drain voltage are

high enough and there is current flowing through the device. NBTI stresses pMOS

devices mainly during the period when they are in one of the two static operation

states when gate voltage is negative with respect to drain and source voltages.
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The most obvious NBTI-induced device degradation phenomenon is the thresh-

old voltage shift ∆Vt(t), therefore, in developing NBTI lifetime models, ∆Vt(t) is

unanimously used as NBTI degradation monitor to characterize device wearout de-

gree, and accordingly, time to a fixed ∆Vt(t) value (e.g. 50mV or 100mV ) is often

defined as the NBTI lifetime. As a result of electrochemical reaction-diffusion pro-

cesses in NBTI, the time dependence of ∆Vt(t) is both mathematically derived and

experimentally observed to follow a fractional power law relation ∆Vt(t) ∝ tn, where

the exponent n ranges from 0.15 ∼ 0.3 with the typical value of 0.25 [104, 107]. The

fractional value of n predicts a saturation behavior at long time t which is observed

in most NBTI experimental work. The voltage dependence of ∆Vt(t) is phenomeno-

logically modeled with an exponential law ∆Vt(t) ∝ exp(βVG) [108, 109, 110]. The

temperature dependence of ∆Vt(t) is empirically modeled with the well-know Ar-

rhenius law ∆Vt(t) ∝ exp(−Ea/κT ) [109, 110]. Taking into account all the above

relations, ∆Vt(t) is often modeled as [107, 111]:

∆Vt(t) ∝ exp(βVG) exp(−Ea/κT )tn (5.1)

NBTI lifetime tf is defined as the time to a fixed ∆Vt(t) value, therefore, by

rearranging equ.(5.1) we obtain a frequently used NBTI lifetime model:

tf = A0 exp(−β
′
VG) exp(E

′
a/κT ) (5.2)

where β
′
= β/n, E

′
a = Ea/n, and A0 is a process constant.

In deriving equ.(5.2), the assumption of exponential law for voltage dependence

is not justified and it does not fit recent experimental data very well. Therefore, it is

necessary to develop a more suitable acceleration law for NBTI voltage dependency.
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A power law voltage acceleration model is developed in the previous work [112]. A

phenomenological DC model suggests that shifts in threshold voltage result from the

increase in positive fixed charge 4Nf (t) and the generation of donor type interface

traps 4Nit(t) in the lower half of silicon bandgap [113]:

4Vt(t) ∝ q

Cox

(4Nf (t) +4Nit(t)) (5.3)

where Cox is the oxide capacitance. For ultrathin oxide, 4Nf (t) and 4Nit(t) are

determined by temperature T , oxide electric field Eox, oxide thickness tox and stress

time t:

4Nit(t) ∝ Em
oxt

n1
1

tox

exp(−Ea1

κT
) (5.4)

and

4Nf (t) ∝ Em
oxt

n2 exp(−Ea2

κT
) (5.5)

where n1 = 0.25, Ea1 = 0.2eV for4Nit(t), and n2 = 0.14, Ea2 = 0.15eV for4Nf (t),

respectively, and m = 1.5 for both cases [98]. Equ.(5.4) shows thickness dependence

of 4Nit(t) on tox, while equ.(5.5) means 4Nf (t) is thickness independent. These

dependencies prompt an assumption that for smaller tox, 4Nit(t) will dominate over

4Nf (t) in equ.(5.3) (this assumption is supported in [114]). Substituting equ.(5.4)

into equ.(5.3) and neglecting 4Nf (t), Cox and tox will cancel each other (because

Cox = εox/tox) in equ.(5.3). If we replace the oxide electric field Eox with the gate

bias voltage Vgs (for p+ poly-Si gate pMOSFETs, Eox = (Vgs − 0.2V )/tox ≈ Vgs/tox

according to equ. (22) in [98]), then we get a new NBTI lifetime model:

tf = A1(
1

Vgs

)γ exp(
Ea

κT
) (5.6)
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where Ea is activation energy, A1 is process related constant, γ is voltage acceleration

factor. This voltage power law relation is also reported in [115]. In literature, the

typical value of Ea is reported as 0.9 ∼ 1.2eV , and the γ value is about 6 ∼ 8

[115, 116].

Quick development of NBTI testing and analyzing techniques have discov-

ered some new phenomena of NBTI effects including dynamic recovery effect [107,

108, 109] and 4Vt(t) saturation effect [109]. These new phenomena require new

physics-based lifetime models to account for and predict NBTI impact on circuit

performance and functionality. Based on the model proposed by Zafar [100, 101], a

new NBTI lifetime model is developed by taking into account degradation physics

and statisticcal mechanics. This new model provides new statistical explanation

for 4Vt(t) saturation effect and physical explanation for dynamic recovery effect in

the same framework. Based on the same Zafar model, a new NBTI circuit model

is constructed which is the first circuit level model in this area for modeling NBTI

effect on circuit functionality.

According to [101], by applying statistical mechanics to calculating the de-

crease in interfacial Si−H density as a function of stress conditions, we can math-

ematically derive a new time dependence of ∆Vt(t) as:

∆Vt(t) = ∆Vmax[1− e−( t
τ
)β

] (5.7)

where ∆Vmax, τ and β are three model parameters. The parameter ∆Vmax is the

maximum ∆Vt(t) shift that would occur when all the interfacial Si−H bonds have

been depassivated. The parameter τ is the time when ∆Vt(t) increases to 63% of
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∆Vmax and therefore is a measure of the NBTI degradation rate. The parameter β

(0 < β < 1)) is a measure of dispersion in hydrogen diffusion and its value decreases

from 1 to 0 as dispersion increases. β is independent of stress oxide field Eox [101].

τ and ∆Vmax have been derived in [101] as:

τ = B1E
− 1

β
ox (5.8)

and

∆Vmax = B2[
1

1 + 2 exp(−E1

κT
)

+
1

1 + 2 exp(−E2

κT
)
] (5.9)

where B1 and B2 are model prefactors. E1 and E2 are material and oxide electric

field dependent parameter. Their values are given as:

E1 = Eit − Eg + EF (5.10)

and

E2 = Efx − EF + γE
2
3
ox (5.11)

where Eit and Efx are trap energy level at the oxide/Si interface and trap energy

in the oxide, respectively, EF is Fermi energy with respect to valence band edge

in bulk Si, Eox is the applied electric field across the oxide, γ is a constant and

γE2/3
ox represents the decrease in the electronic energy due to band bending in the

substrate. A set of typical values for these parameters are given in [101]: Eit =

0.24eV , Efx = −0.16eV , Eg = 1.12eV , EF = 0.98eV , γ = 6.64 × 10−7. Based on

these values, we obtain E1 = 0.10eV , and E2 = 0.14eV (if assume Vox = 1V and

tox = 10nm). E1 is a process determined parameter, while E2 is a circuit operation

dependent parameter due to the fact that Vox is a function of Vgs.
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If we define F (t) = ∆Vt(t)/∆Vmax, then we can rewrite equ.(5.7) in the form:

F (t) = 1− e−( t
τ
)β

(5.12)

Equ.(5.12) is exactly the same as Weibull function. If we define f(t) =

∂F (t)/∂t, then f(t) represents the rate-of-change in ∆Vt(t) (normalized to ∆Vmax).

Based on the above transformations, one can explain NBTI time dependent degrada-

tion behaviors (power law at initial period followed by a gradual saturation effect)

with Weibull statistics. When (t/τ)β is very small (corresponds to initial NBTI

stress), with the mathematical approximation e−x ≈ 1 − x, equ.(5.12) can be sim-

plified to:

F (t) = 1− e−( t
τ
)β ≈ [1− (1− (

t

τ
)β)] = (

t

τ
)β ∝ tβ (5.13)

Equ.(5.13) shows that at the initial state, NBTI-induced ∆Vt(t) follows a power

law time dependency.

According to Weilbull statistics, if the slope parameter β is smaller than 1, the

probability density function f(t) will decrease with time t. In equ.(5.12), β is always

smaller than 1 (i.e. 0 < β < 1)), which means that the rate-of-change in ∆Vt(t)

(normalized to ∆Vmax) will decrease with time. Therefore, at the very long time t,

∆Vt(t) will gradually saturate. The above Weibull equivalent explanations justifies

the validity of equ.(5.7) from statistics point of view. From equ.(5.7), we can derive

a new NBTI lifetime model which perfectly explains NBTI dynamic recovery effects.

Rearranging equ.(5.7) and solving for time t, we obtain:

t = τ [ln
1

1− ∆Vt(t)
∆Vmax

]
1
β (5.14)
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By substituting equ.(5.8) into equ.(5.14), we rewrite equ.(5.14) as:

t = B1E
− 1

β
ox [ln

1

1− ∆Vt(t)
∆Vmax

]
1
β (5.15)

The relations between Eox and gate voltage Vgs is given as (according to equ.

(21) in [98]):

Eox =
Vgs − VFB − φs

tox

≈ Vgs − 0.2V

tox

(5.16)

where VFB is flat-band voltage and φs is surface potential.

Equ.(5.16) can be written in a general form as:

Eox ∝ Vgs − α (5.17)

where α is a technology related potential constant with typical value of 0.2V for

pMOSFETs with p+ poly-gate.

Equ.(5.15) can be transformed to equ.(5.18) by substituting with equ.(5.17):

t = B1(Vgs − α)−
1
β [ln

1

1− ∆Vt(t)
∆Vmax

]
1
β (5.18)

According to the mathematical approximation that if x is very small, then

ln[1/(1 − x)] ≈ x (e.g. if x = 0.1, ln[1/(1 − x)] = 0.1054, the relative error is

only 5.4%), we can further simplify equ.(5.18). Because most device service times

at normal use conditions are much shorter than device’s end-of-life lifetimes, it is

reasonable to assume ∆Vt(t)/∆Vmax to be a very small quantity (the 1/β exponent

of it tends to further shrink the difference between ln[1/(1− x)] and x). Therefore,

equ.(5.18) is reduced to:

t = B1(Vgs − α)−
1
β [

∆Vt(t)

∆Vmax

]
1
β (5.19)
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Substituting equ.(5.9) into equ.(5.19) and neglecting the effect of α on Vgs

shift (suppose Vgs is much larger than 0.2V ), we obtain a new physics and statistics

based NBTI lifetime model:

tf = ANBTIV
− 1

β
gs [

1

1 + 2 exp(−E1

κT
)

+
1

1 + 2 exp(−E2

κT
)
]−

1
β (5.20)

where the typical value of β is 0.3 [101], E1 and E2 are given by equ.(5.10) and

equ.(5.11), respectively.

Equ.(5.20) is the mathematical transformation of equ.(5.7), therefore, it inher-

its all the merits of equ.(5.7). This means our new NBTI lifetime model inherently

accounts for NBTI ∆Vt(t) power law and saturation behaviors having been discussed

before. Another main feature of this new model is its accountability for NBTI dy-

namic recovery and AC effects. Traditional NBTI analysis neglects these important

new effects obviously observed from latest experimental work which lead to relaxed

NBTI degradation [108, 117]. If these effects are not considered, an over pessimistic

NBTI lifetime will be extrapolated, which exacerbates the already over-depredated

reliability margins. In dynamic digital circuit operations or analog circuit AC oper-

ations, NBTI effect can be roughly treated as a two-step stress process: a high stress

period and a low stress recovery period. According to this new NBTI lifetime model,

E2 is voltage dependent (from equ.(5.11)), therefore, E2 will be larger at high stress

period and smaller at low stress period. According to equ.(5.20), a higher E2 leads

to a shorter tf and a lower E2 leads to a longer tf . The final tf for the whole pro-

cess is the interposition of these two processes. Therefore, equ.(5.20) both reveals

the origins and provides a prediction method for NBTI dynamic recovery and AC
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effects. The above discussion proves that the new NBTI lifetime model outperforms

other peer models (equ.(5.2), equ.(5.6) and the model in [118]) in that it accounts

for nearly all known NBTI effects in a unified framework for reliability analysis.

5.3 Failure Equivalent Circuit Model

To date, the dominating work on NBTI has been concentrated on discrete tran-

sistor parameter drift, rather than on circuit performance degradation [105, 119].

Recently, the interest of NBTI community has been gradually elevated to charac-

terizing impacts of NBTI on digital circuit reliability [104, 105, 119, 120, 121, 122],

and on analog and RF circuit reliability [123, 124, 125]. Reddy et al [105, 119] de-

veloped an NBTI circuit degradation model to investigate the first-order impact of

NBTI-induced pMOSFET degradation on ring oscillator and SRAM circuit perfor-

mances. This model establishes a simple relationship between inverter propagation

delay and device threshold voltage shift, thereby enabling circuit frequency degra-

dation simulation due to NBTI-induced device parameter drift. Compared to HCI

reliability, it is more difficult to identify NBTI critical subcircuits because of the ob-

vious absence of effective NBTI circuit model. Furthermore, NBTI degrades device

parameters even when they are in static state, therefore, NBTI critical subcircuits

must be identified as early as possible in the design cycle [120]. This is supported by

a simple example: as we know, DC biased circuits are very important for circuit op-

eration, especially for analog and mixed-signal circuits, but they are prone to NBTI

degradation, so if the most NBTI-sensitive subcircuits in biasing networks were not
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identified and properly designed, the overall circuit could not be NBTI-robust.

It is very important to be able to simulate the impact of NBTI at circuit level

using SPICE simulation [120]. In most of the work on NBTI SPICE simulation, it is

performed in such a way that degraded circuit behaviors are simulated with SPICE

transistor model parameter Vt being arbitrarily perturbed and shifted by a fixed

value [105]. This kind of simulation method cannot physically relate circuit perfor-

mance degradation to device NBTI wearout process in dynamic operation situations

because the parameter t (NBTI stress time) is not set in. The most effective way

to build up this kind of relation is through NBTI circuit model. However, to our

best knowledge, these is no electrical model of this kind existed in literature. Based

on the previously introduced Weibull law time dependent ∆Vt(t) model (equ.(5.7)),

a new NBTI circuit model is proposed which is the first electrical model relating

the time dependent NBTI physical degradation parameter ∆Vt(t) to lumped elec-

trical model elements, thereby enabling effective and quick NBTI circuit reliability

simulation.

As mentioned before, the most severe NBTI effect is pMOSFET threshold

voltage increase ∆Vt(t), which is equivalent to pMOSFET absolute gate-to-source

voltage decrease. Therefore, if splitting the pMOSFET gate connection and adding

a gate resistance RG between the original gate biasing point G (voltage at this

point is preserved as before by biasing circuit) and the pMOSFET immediate gate

terminal G
′
, and constructing a gate leakage current flowing mechanism (voltage

controlled current sources between gate-to-drain and gate-to-source), then the gate

leakage current will flow through this gate resistance RG and increase the pMOSFET
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effective gate voltage at point G
′
. Because pMOSFET source is held at the fixed

highest potential, the inclusion of RG and gate leakage current leads to the decrease

of pMOSFET absolute gate-to-source voltage, thereby imitating the NBTI threshold

voltage degradation. Based on this concept, the NBTI circuit model is constructed

and shown in Fig.5.2.

R
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GS

I
GD

pMOS
G'
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GDGD
VKI =

( )P
GSGS
VKI =

Figure 5.2: MaCRO NBTI circuit model. NBTI-induced pMOSFET threshold volt-

age increase is modeled as absolute gate-to-source voltage decrease. Gate tunneling

current flowing through the gate resistance RG leads to the increase of voltage at

point G
′
. This corresponds to the decrease of pMOSFET absolute gate-to-source

voltage and therefore mimics the threshold voltage degradation effect. Gate tunnel-

ing current is modeled with two voltage controlled current sources which follow the

form of a power law relation as: I = KV P .

In this model, RG is a voltage dependent resistance because gate leakage cur-

rents are voltage dependent. RG is also a time dependent resistance because voltage
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drop across RG at any specific time t is equal to threshold voltage shift ∆Vt(t) which

is time dependent. According to [126], gate leakage current due to oxide breakdown

conduction can be modeled as gate-to-diffusion leakage with a power law depen-

dence of the formula I = KV p (where K and p are fitting parameters). The same

power law voltage dependency, shown in Fig.5.2, is adopted in modeling gate leakage

currents. As a result, for the gate-to-drain leakage current, IGD = K(VGD)p, and for

the gate-to-source leakage current, IGS = K(VGS)p. In MaCRO, the default value

of p is set to 5, and the default value of K is 3× 10−6 [126].

In Fig.5.2, the voltage drop across RG is:

VRG
(t) = VG′ − VG = ∆VG(t) = (IGD + IGS)RG (5.21)

Threshold voltage degradation ∆Vt(t) due to NBTI is already given by equ.(5.7),

therefore, from the relation ∆VG(t) = ∆Vt(t), we can obtain an analytical solution

for RG:

RG =
∆Vmax

KV p
GD + KV p

GS

[1− e−( t
τ
)β

] (5.22)

The typical values and extraction methods for the model parameters ∆Vmax,

K, p, τ and β have been given and discussed during the process of deriving equ.(5.22).

One of the most important points shown in Fig.5.2 is that this new model is

much better than a simple model which only inserts a voltage source between G and

G
′
representing threshold voltage shift in that it inherently incorporates both NBTI

and possible oxide breakdown effects.

For nMOS Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI) circuit model, a sim-

ilar structure as that for pMOS NBTI shown in Fig.5.2 can be constructed except
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that all current flowing directions are reversed, and the model fitting parameters

of the threshold voltage model ∆Vt (equ.(5.7)) are determined from nMOS PBTI

stress testing. For the two current sources (IGD and IGS) in nMOS PBTI circuit

model, a better gate leakage model proposed by Lee et al [127] is adopted:

IGS =
1

2
AL exp(αVGS − βt−γ

ox ) (5.23)

and

IGD =
1

2
AL exp(αVGD − βt−γ

ox ) (5.24)

where IGS and IGD are in unit µA, L is effective channel length in nanometer, tox is

oxide thickness in nanometer, A = 127.04, α = 5.61, β = 10.6 and γ = 2.5. These

typical values for nMOSFETs were obtained by fitting industrial data and found to

good for technologies across many generations up to 0.13µm. These new leakage

models are able to maintain good stability in SPICE simulation [127].

5.4 Implementation in MaCRO

In MaCRO, when applying the NBTI circuit model to SPICE circuit reliabil-

ity simulation, designers first perform SPICE simulation without considering NBTI

damage. SPICE will predict average values of VGD and VGS, and average values

of IGD and IGS. Then from equ.(5.22), they can determine the gate resistance RG

at any specified time ts. With this RG value and the voltage dependent current

sources IGD and IGS, they substitute the most NBTI damaged pMOSFETs (identi-

fied through the same procedure as those of HCI and TDDB) with the NBTI circuit
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model, then perform another round SPICE simulation. The circuit performance

and functionality at the time ts can be analyzed with this NBTI circuit model.

For PBTI damaged nMOS devices, designers can use similar models with proper

voltage/current polarities and device parameters, especially, the sign of the first ac-

tivation energy term in lifetime equ.(5.20) should be negative to account for charge

subtraction relation between interface trapped charge and oxide trapped charge. For

simplicity, PBTI on nMOSFET is often neglected in circuit reliability simulation due

to its very weak influence.

Another advantageous feature of the NBTI circuit model is its expandability.

When MOSFETs scale into ultrathin oxide regimes (i.e. tox < 5nm), electron direct

tunneling mechanism will dominate gate leakage generation. As a result, the above

voltage power law dependence of leakage current may be not valid any more. In

[128], gate leakage due to direct tunneling through ultrathin oxide (tox < 2nm)

is characterized with an explicit surface potential model with quantum-mechanical

corrections, and a compact gate leakage current model feasible for SPICE simulation

is developed. New IGD and IGS leakage models in terms of surface potential are also

proposed. Based on these new leakage current models, with minor modifications,

MaCRO can be easily expanded to model NBTI effects in future technologies.

For both NBTI circuit model (Fig.5.2) and PBTI circuit model, in real circuit

operation situations, the flowing of the current source IGD may reverse if gate volt-

age crosses over drain voltage. This current source reverse effect is not a problem

for the TDDB circuit model, because TDDB creates a physical path between gate

and drain, and the gate-to-drain current can flow in either direction depending on
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relative magnitude of gate and drain voltages. Whereas in the NBTI circuit model,

this current path is visualized and not physically exists, so the current source re-

verse problem needs to be addressed in MaCRO NBTI/PBTI reliability simulation.

As discussed before, NBTI and PBTI mainly stress devices during steady state op-

eration periods, so in device dynamic switching periods which are normally short

but may lead to current source reverse phenomenon, one can treat the device as

no NBTI/PBTI effects at the drain end during these transition periods. In another

word, he can disable the current source IGD when gate and drain voltages cross over

in dynamic periods. This countermeasure against current source reverse effect can

be easily implemented with SPICE structure control commands (e.g. if-then-else

control flow).

The Matlab program for calculating NBTI circuit model parameters in terms

of 0.25µm technology parameters is included in Appendix A.3.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, a new NBTI lifetime model is developed based on an existing

physics and statistics based model. This new lifetime model accounts for most ex-

perimental observations on NBTI-induced threshold voltage degradation behaviors

including fractional power law dependence, saturation phenomenon and dynamic

recovery effect. Weibull statistics is used in explaining this NBTI lifetime model,

which provides a new thoughtway in understanding NBTI degradation behaviors.

A new NBTI circuit model is developed based on physics-of-failure concept. This
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NBTI circuit model features simplicity and expandability, and is presumed to be

the first NBTI damaged circuit model of this kind in literature.
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Chapter 6

Electromigration Lifetime Models and Parameter Extraction

6.1 Introduction

Besides the three MOSFET-related wearout mechanisms having been dis-

cussed in the previous chapters, Electromigration (EM) is another important failure

mechanism inherent to Silicon chips. Keeping pace with the shrinking of MOSFET

physical dimensions, both interconnecting layers and geometries of on-chip metal-

lization scale very quickly. This leads to higher current density flowing through the

interconnects, exacerbating EM wearout effects on circuit performance and relia-

bility. As a result, even though some new materials with better immunity to EM

failures have been used as on-chip interconnects to replace Aluminum (Al), EM is

still a major reliability concern, and designers need accurate EM lifetime models to

correctly predict device failure rate and derate circuit for long life applications.

However, accurate lifetime model for EM wearout mechanism is not enough,

practical algorithms of model parameter extraction are also very important. The

pressure to deliver designs to market quickly and reliably fosters the development

and application of accelerated tests in electronic product design and reliability qual-

ification. Accelerated test not only serves as the most effective means in developing
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and validating lifetime models of wearout mechanisms, but also provides possibil-

ity to extrapolate model parameters in a relatively short time. In this chapter,

parameter extraction process for EM lifetime models with accelerated test method

is discussed. This process can be easily extended and applied to other wearout

mechanisms.

6.2 Electromigration Failure Physics

EM is the mass transport of a metal wire due to the momentum exchange

between the conducting electrons which move in the applied electric field, and the

metal atoms which make up of the interconnecting material. EM exists wherever

electric current flows through metal wires. With the advent of deep submicron

CMOS technologies, on-chip interconnects are stressed with increased current den-

sities. In this case, EM will lead to much shorter times to electrical failure of the

interconnects, thereby reducing circuit reliability to an unacceptable level.

EM failure kinetics for different metal structures such as long lines, vias and

contacts are different due to their different line widths and material characteristics.

Therefore, the kinetics of EM failures for each of these structures must be analyzed

separately and evaluated accordingly. The main driving forces for EM failures are

current density and temperature, but their acceleration effects follow distinct trends

for different EM failure kinetics and depend on whether the failure is nucleation-

dominated or growth-dominated. The difference of these two kinds of EM failure

kinetics is addressed in the section.
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6.2.1 Nucleation-Dominated Failure Physics

The difference between nucleation-dominated and growth-dominated failures

results from the process used to deposit the metal and the overlying dielectric.

Nucleation-dominated failure is typical for structures that do not contain a redun-

dant shunt layer of refractory materials. For example, the failure of an Al-alloy stripe

which is terminated by bonding pads and has no barrier metallization is dominated

by nucleation. Void nucleation occurs if significant mass transport takes place and

sufficient stress is generated. When stress accumulates to a critical level, a void will

come into being to reduce the stress in the materials. After the void forms, if there

is no shunt layers, an open circuit failure will develop very quickly due to the abrupt

release of strain energy. This is hard failure type and can be easily detected. Be-

sides void nucleation phenomenon, there are two other nucleation-dominated failure

mechanisms: the stress buildup following Cu depletion in Al/Cu alloys, and passi-

vation cracking induced by compressive stresses which produce extrusions.

6.2.2 Growth-Dominated Failure Physics

In contrast, when a void exists in the primary metal conductor, if there is

a redundant shunt layer, the initial rapid growth of the void will not produce an

open circuit failure because the refractory material can conduct electricity. This

structure can withstand very high current densities and temperatures for very long

time. This is a soft failure phenomenon and called growth-dominated EM failure.

For this kind of soft failure, the 10% shift in resistance of global wiring is normally
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chosen as a failure criterion. For a given metal structure, nucleation-dominated

failure will happen much sooner than growth-dominated failure, since the damage

needs to nucleate before it can grow [129].

6.3 Electromigration Lifetime Models

A practical EM lifetime model must realize two important functions. Firstly,

it must identify critical stress parameters, provide guidelines to perform accelerated

tests, and account for the relations between test results and actual use conditions.

Secondly, EM failure behaviors and physics of different metal structures must be

taken into account, so that the test results can be extended to real and complex

circuits, enabling proper estimation of product reliability. Traditionally, these two

functions have been treated separately, but new experimental and research work has

led to a general model unifying these two aspects into one framework.

The original Black model is the first accepted EM lifetime model. It is an

empirical model for grain-boundary controlled EM failures and fits field data very

well. However, the activation energy extracted from experimental data may be

inaccurate because this model has not been physically justified [131] and only applies

to thin conductor films, whose line width is many times larger than the average grain

size [130]. To overcome this activation energy inaccuracy problem, a generalized

Black model has been proposed to characterize EM failure behaviors [131]:

tf = AEMJ−nT−m exp(
EaEM

κT
) (6.1)

where AEM is process and material related constant, J is the average current den-
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sity, κ is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, and EaEM is an

experimentally determined activation energy.

The various combinations of n and m values are determined by the particular

failure physics of an interconnect and its geometry. If considering failure physics:

for nucleation-dominated failures, n = 2 and m = 0, while for growth-dominated

failures, n = 1 and m = 0. If considering interconnect’s geometry: for wide lines

whose average grain size is much smaller than their line widths, n = 2 and m = 0,

however for narrow lines, n = 1 and m = 0. When n = 2 and m = 0, it is the same

as the original Black model.

In engineering applications, it is proved that there is no significant difference

for which combination of n and m values is used, however, calculations show that

the case n = 2 and m = 2, i.e. Shatzkes and Lioyd model (S-L model), produces

very good lifetime results with the extrapolated activation energies being reasonably

accurate [131]. Nevertheless, there is a drawback in using this S-L model that the

inclusion of non-zero m parameter leads to nonlinear relationship between lifetime

and temperature after logarithmic transformation of equ.(6.1), which complicates

model parameter extraction process.

6.4 Model Parameter Extraction

The lifetime models presented above use the average current density for lifetime

projection, therefore, they are good for DC current stress conditions. However, in

a real circuit, most on-chip metal wires also experience AC current stresses [133].
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Extended EM lifetimes have been observed under bidirectional current stresses, and

experiments show that lifetime enhancement in pure AC stresses may be two orders

of magnitude larger than that in pure DC stresses [132]. Therefore, in addressing

EM effects in real applications, the lifetime model must be able to characterize

current density under bidirectional stresses.

6.4.1 Current Density

The current density J in an interconnect segment can be expressed as [134]:

J =
Cint × V

W ×H
× f × γ (6.2)

where Cint is the interconnect capacitance of a specific node in the circuit, V is the

voltage drop across the interconnect segment, W and H are interconnect width and

thickness and determined by design rules and technology, f is the current switching

frequency, and γ is the probability that the line switches in one clock cycle.

The interconnect capacitance Cint at any node contains three components:

overlap capacitance Cover, lateral capacitance Clat and fringe capacitance Cfr.

The overlap capacitance Cover is due to the overlap between two conductors

in different layers. It is modeled as follows by taking into account the overlap area:

Cover = Ca ×W × L (6.3)

where Ca is capacitance per unit area, W and L are width and length of the overlap

area, respectively.

The fringe capacitance Cfr is due to the coupling effect between two conductors
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in different layers. It is modeled as:

Cfr = 2× Cl × L (6.4)

where Cl is the capacitance per unit length of the edge of the top wire, L is the

perimeter of this wire.

The lateral capacitance Clat is the capacitance between two conductors in

the same layer. The continuous shrinking interconnect dimensions and increasing

metallization layers in deep submicron technologies render the overlap and fringe

capacitances much larger than the lateral capacitance, therefore, the contribution

of Clat can be neglected. With this assumption, the interconnect capacitance Cint

is only governed by Cover, Cfr and wire geometries:

Cint = (Ca ×W + 2× Cl)× L (6.5)

Ca and Cl are technology and material dependent constants, they can be ex-

trapolated from technology files. W and L are design parameters, they can be

obtained from the layout design files. With the availability of these parameters,

Cint is easy to be predicted with equ.(6.5) [135]. For instance, in a typical 0.25µm

technology, Ca of the first layer Al is about 30aF/µm2, and Cl is about 40aF/µm,

for an Al wire of 10cm long and 1µm wide and routed on the first Al layer, Cint is

predicted to be 11pF [136].

In equ.(6.2), γ is the signal activity which associates with the average number

of transitions occurring at any particular node of a circuit. It is a measure of the

stress that can cause failures in digital circuits. In real applications, how to de-

termine when and how often transitions occur at a node is a difficult work because
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signal transitions at circuit internal nodes depend on the kind and sequence of input

vectors. In normal operations, both input vectors’ kind and sequence vary widely,

they may not follow regular patterns. Therefore, an accurate estimation of signal

activity has to take into account many factors including signal correlations, simul-

taneous switching, and probabilistic techniques [137]. Because of this complexity,

recently, SPICE simulator starts to be used in EM analyses to “probe” the current

waveforms on interconnect segments. While the accuracy of γ from SPICE simu-

lation may be limited by the finite combinations of input stimuli, the deviation is

expected to be insignificant.

Until now, all the parameters in equ.(6.2) have been discussed and they can

be extracted either from SPICE simulation or from technology files. What follows

is the way to determine the model parameters, i.e. current acceleration factor n and

activation energy EaEM , in equ.(6.1). The detailed process, guidelines and examples

on extraction of these parameters have been documented in JESD63 [138], even so,

it is necessary to recapitulate the most important aspects in this section and discuss

some missing points.

6.4.2 Current Acceleration Factor and Activation Energy

1) Overview

The EM model parameter extrapolation methods proposed in JESD63 pro-

vide procedures to use linear regression analysis in calculating model parameters for

thin-film metal interconnects used in modern integrated circuits. These methods
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are based on the fact that MTTF data from accelerated tests of sample wires can be

satisfactorily approximated by equ.(6.1), assuming m = 0. The two model parame-

ters need to extrapolate are the exponent n for current density J , and the activation

energy EaEM for temperature. The linear regression analysis predicts n and EaEM

directly from testing data of sample wires by plotting the data in logarithmic scales

and measuring the slopes of fitting lines.

The extrapolation process requires existing failure-time data or MTTF data.

In testing this lifetime data, sample wires must be tested at no less than three

different EM stress levels if varying only the current density or only the temperature.

However, if both current density and temperature are varied during the tests, the

lifetime data must come from at least four different combinations of these two stress

factors and constitute four corners of a quadrangle when plotting the result. This

is named Matrix Stressing Method (MSM). If within the temperature range used to

test EaEM , significant migration occurs in the lattice, then the assumption m = 0 is

not valid, and a plot of ln MTTF vs. 1/T may demonstrate obvious nonlinearity.

This usually applies to the metal interconnect lines whose median grain size is

comparable with or larger than the line width. For this kind of lines, it is necessary to

perform more complicated accelerated tests to extrapolate m parameter, or evaluate

if tests can be conducted at different temperature ranges to separate competing

mechanisms.

2) Current Acceleration Factor n

If during the tests, the current density is varied while the temperature is kept
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Figure 6.1: Plot of ln MTTF vs. ln J to illustrate the fitting method in extracting

n and judge the linearity of the dependence [138].

constant, then MTTF will be proportional to J−n and hence:

ln MTTF = −n ln J + B (6.6)

or

ln MTTF = S ln J + B (6.7)

where B is a constant, and S is the slop of the fitting line. A plot of ln MTTF vs.

lnJ will display data points closely aligned along a straight line. This is illustrated

in Fig.6.1. A linear regression analysis of the ln MTTF vs. ln J data pairs will yield

a least square fitting line to the data with slop S. The sample estimate for n is

obtained from the relation n = −S.

3) Activation Energy EaEM

If the temperature of the test lines is changed while the current density is kept
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Figure 6.2: Plot of ln MTTF vs. 1/T to illustrate the fitting method in extracting

EaEM and judge the linearity of the dependence [138].

constant, then MTTF will be proportional to exp(EaEM/κT ) and hence:

ln MTTF =
EaEM

κ
× 1

T
+ C (6.8)

where C is a constant. A plot of ln MTTF vs. 1/T will display data points closely

aligned along a straight line. This is illustrated in Fig.6.2. Similarly, a linear

regression analysis of the ln MTTF vs. 1/T data will yield a least square fitting

line to the data as well as the confidence interval for the slope, which is EaEM/κ.

The method depends critically on the assumption of linearity, i.e. m = 0. A very

simple way in assessing the validity of this assumption is visual inspection of the

plotted data.

6.4.3 Temperature Effects

EM is very sensitive to temperature. The maximum current allowed in a thin

film conductor is a function of temperature. The higher the temperature, the less
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current stress can be tolerated without leading to EM failures. The EM margin in

terms of temperature depends on the failure physics, i.e. nucleation-dominated or

growth-dominated, and the dominant diffusion mechanism.

In conducting EM stress tests, it is necessary to understand that the real tem-

perature of a sample wire is the sum of (a) the ambient temperature provided by an

oven or a hot chuck if for wafer-level tests, (b) the temperature increase due to power

dissipation within the sample wire caused by the stress current, and (c) the temper-

ature increase due to power dissipation elsewhere on the wafer or chip, which also

elevates the sample wire’s temperature. Therefore, during the tests, temperature of

sample wires is expected to change with time. Furthermore, resistance of sample

wires may fluctuate during the tests, and values of some other wire-associated com-

ponents can vary with the changing temperature. These variations often lead to the

deviation of extracted temperature from its real value. Therefore, in EM lifetime

tests, temperature as a stress parameter must be properly controlled and accurately

extrapolated.

One simple method to account for the temperature deviations during EM stress

tests is adding the observed average temperature rise to the actual oven temperature.

The oven temperature is set by measuring the resistance of another resistor (identical

to those under stress test in each package) at low current conditions in which Joule

heating is negligible [132].
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6.4.4 Example of Typical Values

In [133], a piece of on-chip metal wire is tested which connects the two drains

in a comparator circuit. The metal wire has geometry of 1.8 × 0.85 × 250mm3.

The current flowing through each interconnect in the circuit is estimated from the

Cadence-extracted netlists. The calculated current density values are on the order

of 1× 1010A/m2. For the specific metal wire being examined, its current density is

5.2 × 1010A/m2. The activation energy for Al wires at 300K is extrapolated to be

0.95eV and the current density acceleration factor is selected as n = 2. With the

above information, the MTTF of this metal wire is predicted to be 1.16×1010×A (in

unit Second), where A is the scaling factor. This simple simulation and calculation

procedure can replace the actual yield analysis which requires physical test circuits

and chips, thereby saving both development cost and time.

6.5 Electromigration of Copper Wires

Copper (Cu) has lower sheet resistivity and much lower EM failure rate than

the traditional metallization material Al, therefore, Cu and low-K intermetal di-

electrics begin to replace Al and SiO2 dielectrics in deep sub-micron CMOS technolo-

gies. Although Cu/Low-K materials enable further improvement in circuit speed

and EM lifetime, the reliability and yield issues associated with integration of these

materials by dual-damascene Cu processing have proven to be more challenging than

predicted [139], and the previous EM lifetime parameters for Al material cannot be

directly applied to Cu interconnects.
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EM effects of on-chip Cu wires plated with dual-damascene processes have

been investigated by Hu et al [140]. The widths of these Cu wires vary from 0.24µm

to 1.3µm. Void growth at the cathode and protrusions at the anode of the wires

are found to be the main cause of EM failure. The failure lifetime is observed to

decrease linearly with reduction of the cross-sectional area of the wires. The factor

n for current density J in 0.28µm wide wires is found to increase from 1 to 2 as J

increases beyond 25mA/µm2. The measured activation energy EaEM for Cu wires

varies widely from 0.7eV to 1.0eV [140].
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Chapter 7

Derating Voltage and Temperature for Reliability

7.1 Introduction

CMOS technology evolution in the past several decades has been driven by

Moore’s Law to continuously challenge the scaling limits for higher speed, density

and yield. Many distinct scaling theories have been proposed to improve device

performance, in which constant-field scaling is the most important one and provides

fundamental guidelines to properly scale device physical and geometrical parame-

ters without introducing deleterious high field effects. However, the industry has not

followed an exact constant-field scaling because some unshrinkable parameters have

prevented the power supply voltage from proportionately scaling with the physical

geometries. This leads to the result that the electric fields and current densities

in MOSFETs have increased over the generations instead of being maintained con-

stantly. Higher electric fields can cause many reliability problems including HCI,

TDDB, Gate-Induced Drain Leakage (GIDL), to name a few [141], while the in-

creased current density will exacerbate EM-related failure mechanisms. As internal

stresses of modern semiconductor devices continue to increase, the likelihood of their

time dependent wearout and failure also increases. This trend imposes much more
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pressure on both designers and manufacturers to deliver qualified products for long

life applications.

Technology is mainly driven by a few fast-moving markets such as wireless

communication systems and entertainment electronics, in which devices are cus-

tomized and fabricated to explore their performance to the limits, sometimes by

sacrficing reliability. As a result, most Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) devices

currently populated in the market have high performance but short lifetimes, which

may limit the lifetimes of the systems in long life applications if these COTS devices

are incorporated. The lifetime models developed in the previous chapters prompt a

way to address this problem: operating devices at reduced voltage, frequency and

temperature than their original ratings (i.e. derating). In CMOS circuits, power dis-

sipation is determined by frequency, voltage and temperature. Reduction in voltage

will significantly reduce the power dissipation; similarly, reduction in frequency and

temperature will also lead to appropriate reduction in power dissipation. There is a

positive relation between the peak power dissipation of CMOS digital circuits and

many wearout mechanisms, consequently, even though derating voltage, frequency

and temperature does degrade the performance of a device, it also reduces the phys-

ical stresses on the device, thereby increasing its expected useful life [142, 143].

This chapter addresses one kind of MaCRO applications, which is derating

voltage and temperature for reliability improvement. The lifetime models for HCI,

TDDB, NBTI and EM have been presented in the previous chapters. From these

lifetime models, if all model parameters are calibrated from testing work, MaCRO

can accurately predict device and circuit failure rate, and characterize circuit de-
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rating behaviors under different voltage and temperature stresses through SPICE

simulation. By introducing a unified derating factor, MaCRO simulation is capable

of formulating practical derating design guidelines for improving product lifetime

and reliability in long life applications.

7.2 Circuit Design and Simulation

A 17-stage ring oscillator consisting of CMOS inverters and interconnecting ca-

pacitors is simulated as an example to investigate voltage and temperature derating

effects. CMOS ring oscillator has been widely used as test circuit for monitor-

ing process variations and characterizing reliability behaviors because its oscillating

frequency is sensitive to SPICE model parameters. Fig.7.1 shows the schematic

diagram of the 17-stage ring oscillator. BSIM3v3 model is used to characterize the

MOSFETs Qn and Qp, and the model parameters are taken from TSMC 0.18µm

CMOS process. TSMC 0.18µm CMOS process supports 1.8V and 3.3V applications.

1.8V technology is widely used in general purpose and low power design, while 3.3V

is used for high-quality mixed-signal or RF devices. In the following simulation,

the rated value of power supply voltage VDD is chosen as 3.3V in order to set a

wider voltage derating range. To obtain symmetrical transfer characteristics, the

device gate widths (Wn of Qn and Wp of Qp) are designed to follow the well-known

relationship:

Wp

Wn

=
In

Ip

=
µn

µp

(7.1)

The extracted values of electron and hole mobilities are µn = 263.8cm2/V s
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Figure 7.1: The schematic diagram of the ring oscillator which consists of 17-stage

CMOS inverters and interconnecting capacitors.

and µp = 118.3cm2/V s, therefore the gate geometries of Qn and Qp are designed to

be: Ln = Lp = 0.35µm, Wn = 1.10µm, and Wp = 2.60µm. The overall simulation

is divided into three steps to investigate voltage scaling effects, temperature scaling

effects and DC transfer characteristics, respectively.

7.3 Simulation Results and Analysis

7.3.1 Voltage Derating Analysis

The transient analysis is performed by sweeping the power supply voltage VDD

from 1.0V to 4.0V with incremental step of 0.1V to investigate voltage derating

behaviors. The ambient temperature is set to 27◦C. When VDD is scaled, the

oscillating frequency monotonically increases from 80.91MHz to 418.5MHz.

For a CMOS inverter, if the pull-down delay τn of nMOSFET is defined as the

time for the output voltage decreasing from VDD to VDD/2, then τn can be expressed
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as:

τn =
CVDD

2INsat

=
CVDD

µneffCox(W/L)(VDD − Vtn)2
(7.2)

where Vtn is the threshold voltage, µneff is the electron effective mobility, W is

the channel width and L is the channel length, C is the output loading capaci-

tance. When VDD >> Vtn, τn is approximately proportional to the inverse of VDD.

The similar expression can be derived for the pull-up delay τp of pMOSFET. The

transition delay τ of the CMOS inverter is the arithmetic average of τn and τp (i.e.

τ = (τn+τp)/2). Therefore, when VDD is scaled down in proper range, the operating

frequency of the ring oscillator will decrease proportionally. The power consump-

tion of CMOS circuits mainly comes from switching periods in dynamic operation

because their static power dissipations are negligible, and the total average power

consumption PD can be estimated as:

PD =
1

T
CLV 2

DD = CLV 2
DDf (7.3)

where CL is the total loading capacitance on the chip, and f is the frequency at

which the circuit switches [144].

Fig.7.2 is the simulation results of frequency and power dissipation derating

trends with respect to VDD. Both equ.(7.3) and simulation results show that voltage

derating significantly affects power dissipation. When voltage increases 4 times, the

frequency increases about 5 times, whereas the power dissipation increases up to

100 times. The net result of the dependence of the power dissipation on the voltage

is thus much stronger than a simple quadratic relationship.
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Figure 7.2: The derating relationship of frequency and power dissipation vs. VDD.

When voltage increases 4 times, the frequency increases about 5 times, whereas the

power dissipation increases near to 100 times.

The above voltage derating analysis is based on a quasistatic assumption that

the device response is quick enough compared with the switching speed of its termi-

nal voltage. This assumption is valid only when the input signal’s rise and fall times

are much longer than the carrier transit time across the channel. For very short

channel devices, the carrier transit time τtran is determined by the carrier saturation

transit time τsat = L/υsat or average transit time τavg = L2/(µeffVDD), whichever

is larger [141]. For the 0.18µm nMOSFET SPICE parameters, τsat = 3.9ps. When

VDD is greater than 1.2V , the electron average transit time across the channel τavg is

smaller than τsat, therefore, approximately during the whole range of voltage derat-

ing (from 4.0V down to 1.0V ), the device response time, i.e. τtran, is determined by

τsat and therefore keeps constant. The simulated minimum switching delay of termi-

nal voltage for CMOS inverter is much larger than τtran. This means the quasi-static

assumption is held for the above simulation and the voltage derating behaviors in
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light of frequency and power dissipation, given by Fig.7.2, are valid.

The above voltage derating and timing response analyses formulate a guide-

line for setting proper lower-bounds of VDD in some special applications. For high

frequency, where switching delay is comparable to τtran, and some mixed-signal ap-

plications, where long channel devices coexist with short channel devices, if VDD

is derated below some critical value, τtran will be greater than switching delay of

device terminal voltage. Thus, the quasi-static assumption would not be valid any

more. In these situations, a non-quasistatic model should be incorporated in the

simulation to account for possible new voltage derating behaviors.

7.3.2 Temperature Derating Analysis

Temperature is another controllable and reliability-sensitive design parame-

ter because a number of important device parameters such as mobility, threshold

voltage and saturation velocity are temperature dependent. In order to determine

the temperature derating behaviors of frequency and power dissipation, the tem-

perature transient analysis of the same ring oscillator is performed by sweeping the

temperature from 0◦C to 150◦C with step of 10◦C. VDD is set to 3.3V during the

process.

Carrier mobility is a well-known temperature dependent parameter. Phonon

scattering, surface scattering and impurity scattering are major scattering mech-

anisms governing the characteristics of carrier mobility and they follow different

temperature dependencies. At low temperature, impurity scattering dominates and
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the mobility increases with rising temperature, while at high temperature, phonon

scattering starts to prevail and the mobility will decrease and follow the trend

µeff ∝ T−3/2. These competing temperature effects result in a non-monotonic

dependence of the mobility on temperature and lead to the existence of a maximum

carrier mobility value [145]. According to the discussion in the above section, for

long-channel devices operated at very low VDD, the carrier transit time τtran sets

device switching speed and is determined by τavg = L2/(µeffVDD), in which carrier

mobility µeff is the only temperature dependent factor. Therefore, derating relation

between temperature and frequency of long channel devices operated at low voltage

is mainly governed by µeff . Due to the aforementioned non-monotonic dependence

of the mobility on temperature, in the derating curve of frequency vs. temperature,

there should exist a maximum frequency value at which the mobility is maximal

and has relatively weak temperature sensitivity.

If the device channel length is very short and VDD is high, device operat-

ing speed is determined by the interconnecting and parasitic capacitances (refer to

equ.(7.2)). In BSIM3v3 model, parasitic capacitances are temperature dependent

but not in linear relation, therefore, device operation frequency will demonstrate

nonlinear behavior when temperature is derated. The relations of frequency and

power dissipation vs. temperature in this case are plotted in Fig.7.3, which shows

a minimum frequency value at temperature 120◦C and therefore demonstrates a

different behavior from that of long channel devices.

Temperature derating behavior around these maximum or minimum frequency

values has interesting implication in the process of derating temperature for reliabil-
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ity. Simulation identifies relatively flat regions around these extreme value points,

so temperature derating within these flat regions will cause little variations in circuit

speed and power consumption, which simplifies performance and reliability tradeoffs.
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Figure 7.3: The derating curves of frequency and power dissipation vs. temperature.

Operation frequency and power dissipation follow nonlinear trends when tempera-

ture is derated and simulation shows a minimum frequency value at temperature

around 120◦C

.

The above analysis formulates a guideline for effectively derating temperature

for the sake of reliability improvement. The flat region of temperature derating

curves must be properly identified, otherwise, short channel devices may not obtain

lifetime enhancement even though temperature is derated, or long channel devices

may lose the potential to gain lifetime extension by scaling temperature without

sacrificing performance.

Threshold voltage, saturation velocity and parasitic drain and source resis-

tances are other important parameters that are sensitive to temperature. Threshold
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voltage Vt increases as temperature decreases due to the shifts of Fermi level and

bandgap energy. Saturation velocity υsat is determined by the critical field and

carrier effective mobility µeff thereby also varying with temperature. Although

µeff has complicated temperature dependency, υsat is actually a weak function of

temperature and usually demonstrates a simple dependence on temperature: υsat

decreases as temperature increases [146]. Parasitic drain/source series resistance

Rds consists of contact resistance, drain and source diffusion sheet resistance, and

spreading resistance resulting from current crowding at the edge of the inversion

layer. In the BSIM3v3 model, Vt, υsat and Rds are all modeled with linear relations

to temperature [147].

Derating temperature alone does not influence device performance as much as

derating voltage, but reducing temperature and voltage together will produce an

order of magnitude reliability improvement. This significant improvement results

from the modification of device junction temperature Tj, which is dependent on the

power dissipation PD, the ambient temperature Ta and the thermal impedance θja:

Tj = θjaPD + Ta (7.4)

The dependence of Tj on VDD is given by:

Tj = Ta −
VDD(VDD − Vt)

2(Ta − T 0
j )

V 0
DD(V 0

DD − Vt)2
(7.5)

where V 0
DD and T 0

j denote normal operating values for voltage and junction temper-

ature, VDD and Tj represent derated values for voltage and junction temperature,

Vt is threshold voltage, and Ta is the ambient temperature. Each of these param-

eters can be controlled in circuit design [148]. Temperature derating does provide
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an alterative to improve device reliability, however, the above temperature derating

behaviors are only valid within the temperature range of −50◦C to 150◦C due to

the SPICE model limitation. Beyond this range, complicated scattering mechanisms

start to dominate and significantly change the temperature behaviors of low VDD

devices, consequently, additional temperature derating model will be required to

characterize any new temperature behaviors [147].

7.3.3 Voltage Transfer Analysis

Digital integrated circuits consist of various kinds of interconnected logic gates,

and the voltage signals are always contaminated by noise. In order to characterize

the noise tolerance or immunity of a circuit to undesired external perturbations,

designers normally need to explore and properly set the noise margin parameter

which is the difference of equivalent voltage levels between output and input of

consecutive gates. Noise magnitude must be within noise margin to make logic

gates work at correct input and output voltage levels. There are two noise margin

parameters: NML = VIL − VOL for low signal levels, and NMH = VOH − VIH for

high signal levels, where VIL is input low voltage, VIH is input high voltage, VOL is

output low voltage and VOH is output high voltage. These parameters characterize

the DC input-output voltage behaviors and determine the circuit noise tolerance

to external signal perturbations. Setting proper values for these noise margins is

a basic design consideration for realizing intended functions and enabling correct

voltage derating.
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The simulation results for the two noise margin parameters NML and NMH

vs. VDD are plotted in Fig.7.4, which shows that over the voltage derating range of

4.0V to 1.2V , NML and NMH approximately decrease linearly with VDD. Therefore,

derating does not change the ratios of noise margin to voltage.
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Figure 7.4: The simulation results for NML and NMH vs. VDD. Over the voltage

derating range of 4.0V to 1.2V , NML and NMH approximately decrease linearly

with VDD.

Sufficient noise margin is very important for a circuit in severe environments

where noise can corrupt the circuit signals. Fig.7.4 shows that when VDD is very

small, noise margins will decrease to very low levels. Therefore, in low power appli-

cations where noise is ubiquitous, noise margin may impose lower limits on voltage

derating. Nevertheless, the frequency can be decreased more than what is required

only by voltage reduction to reduce the noise sensitivity, and a derated device can

have greater noise tolerance than its full performance specification. Fig.7.5 is the

plot of DC VTC under different input voltage dynamic range (from 0.5V to 4.5V ).

For an ideal CMOS inverter, the output dynamic range is from 0 to VDD. When
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VDD scales down, it is obvious that the width of uncertain region, i.e. transition

region, of VTC reduces proportionally. Reducing the width of uncertain region is

one of the most important design objectives for lowering power and boosting speed,

however, there exists a limit for excessively reducing the width of this transition

region due to the MOSFET threshold voltage requirements.
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Figure 7.5: DC VTC curves at different power supply voltage (from 0.5V to 4.5V ).

When VDD scales down, the transition region of VTC reduces proportionally. When

VDD is lower than 0.8V , the transition region disappears, and the VTC exhibits a

hysteresis behavior.

Fig.7.5 shows when VDD is lower than 0.8V , the transition region disappears,

and VIL quickly approaches to VIH . In this case, the inverter will operate with

a region in which none of the transistors is conducting. This means the inverter

cannot function correctly any longer. In theory, the lower limit for VDD is bounded

by the summation of nMOSFET and pMOSFET threshold voltages:

VDD(min) = Vtn + |Vtp| (7.6)
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For the 0.18µm technology being considered, Vtn = 0.368V and Vtp = 0.435V ,

and their summation is about 0.8V , so the simulation result conforms to the theory.

When VDD is lower than VDD(min), the VTC will contain a cut-off region. The

output voltage within this region will maintain its previous state due to the charge

preservation at the output node. Thus, the inverter VTC exhibits a hysteresis

behavior at very low supply voltages [143].

7.4 Derating Model and Derating Factor

Careless designers may draw a conclusion from above simulation that the mar-

gin is very large to effectively derate voltage and temperature without excessively

damaging circuit performance. In fact, designers do not have that much flexibility

because they are tied to the published device specifications. When MOS devices go

down to deep submicron dimensions, the nominated supply voltages are also lowered

to subdue electric fields, e.g. in 0.13µm technology, the supply voltage VDD is as

low as 1.2V . According to ITRS 2002 Update, for 90nm technology, VDD will be

even lower than 1.0V . However, threshold voltages have not been scaled down in

proportional over the generations, and some aforementioned mechanisms also im-

pose lower limits on VDD. Consequently, how to properly derate VDD in valid ranges

is not a trivial work. With technology advancement, in-depth understanding of de-

rating behaviors, accurate derating models and practical design guidelines become

more and more important for circuit designers.

The idea of derating for reliability finds origin in the principles of Accelerated
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Stress Tests (AST) in which devices are over-stressed to precipitate failures within

a reasonable short time span and then their reliability parameters are extrapolated

back to normal operation conditions. Derating can be treated as a reverse applica-

tion of AST, and similarly, designers need simple rules to derate devices for desired

lifetime improvement without tampering functionality. A new factor, derating fac-

tor Df , as a counterpart to the acceleration factor in AST is introduced, which

is defined as the ratio of the MTTF of a device operating at derated conditions

(MTTFd) to its MTTF at rated operation conditions (MTTF0):

Df =
MTTFd

MTTF0

(7.7)

Df can represent the total effect of various wearout mechanisms at circuit

level. From the lifetime models presented in the previous chapters, it is easy to

obtain the expressions of Df for the four wearout mechanisms: HCI, TDDB, NBTI

and EM, respectively.

DfHCI
= (

I0
sub

Isub

)n exp[
EaHCI

κ
(

1

Tj

− 1

T 0
j

)] (7.8)

DfTDDB
=

(Vgs)
a+bTj

(V 0
gs)

a+bT 0
j

exp[c(
1

Tj

− 1

T 0
j

) + d(
1

(Tj)2
− 1

(T 0
j )2

)] (7.9)

DfNBTI
= (

V 0
gs

Vgs

)
1
β [

(1 + 2 exp(− E1

κT 0
j
))−1 + (1 + 2 exp(− E0

2

κT 0
j
))−1

(1 + 2 exp(− E1

κTj
))−1 + (1 + 2 exp(− E2

κTj
))−1

]
1
β (7.10)

DfEM
= (

J0

J
)n(

T 0
j

Tj

)m exp[
EaEM

κ
(

1

Tj

− 1

T 0
j

)] (7.11)

where I0
sub, V 0

gs, J0, E0
2 and T 0

j denote rated operating values for nominated use

conditions, while Isub, Vgs, J , E2 and Tj represent expected derated values. The
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above four individual derating factors are related to the total derating factor Df

with a function fd:

Df = fd(DfHCI
, DfTDDB

, DfNBTI
, DfEM

) (7.12)

The most important part of a derating model is to determine the function

fd. Derivation of explicit expression for fd is complicated and requires detailed

information of circuit architecture and stress conditions. But for a simple analysis,

designers can assume that DfHCI
, DfTDDB

, DfNBTI
and DfEM

are independent with

each other, therefore, within small derating scales, fd can be approximated with a

linear relation:

fd = CHCIDfHCI
+ CTDDBDfTDDB

+ CNBTIDfNBTI
+ CEMDfEM

(7.13)

where CHCI , CTDDB, CNBTI and CEM are constants and their values can be deter-

mined from experiment or simulation. When the derated condition is the same as

the rated condition, there is no derating and the total derating factor Df equals to

unity:

Df = fd(1, 1, 1, 1) = 1 (7.14)

Equ.(7.14) indicates that the summation of CHCI , CTDDB, CNBTI and CEM

always equals to unity for any derating process:

CHCI + CTDDB + CNBTI + CEM = 1 (7.15)

From equ.(7.8) ∼ (7.11), designers can determine DfHCI
, DfTDDB

, DfNBTI
and

DfEM
under any derated voltage and temperature conditions. If CHCI , CTDDB,
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CNBTI and CEM are calibrated from simulation or testing work, the overall circuit

derating factor Df can be predicted from equ.(7.12) and (7.13).

7.5 Derating Factor and Simulation

For the purpose of obtaining some knowledge on derating factor and under-

standing its influence on circuit reliability improvement, the dependence of Df on

VDD is simulated and a derating graph is generated within a reasonable scale.

Currently, there is no universally accepted lifetime distribution model for all

device wearout mechanisms, but failure information extracted from the customer’s

maintenance database has been researched and statistical analysis has been per-

formed to obtain information relating to how circuits fail [149]. Overwhelming

evidence points to an exponentially distributed failure pattern for aerospace circuits

[148]. This prompts an assumption that circuit lifetime distribution is approxi-

mately exponential no matter what the lifetime distribution is for each of the device

wearout mechanisms.

A simple method to calculate CHCI , CTDDB, CNBTI and CEM starts from an

assumption that each wearout mechanism contributes equally to the total derating

effect. This is a plausible assumption, otherwise, if any wearout mechanism is

more significant than others, designers and manufacturers will develop techniques

to attenuate its effect. A good example is the development of LDD structure for

suppressing HCI effect. Upon this assumption, CHCI , CTDDB, CNBTI and CEM will
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conform to the following ratios:

CHCI : CTDDB : CNBTI : CEM =
1

DfHCI

:
1

DfTDDB

:
1

DfNBTI

:
1

DfEM

(7.16)

Combining equ.(7.15) and (7.16), we can easily find the expressions for CHCI ,

CTDDB, CNBTI and CEM as follows:

CHCI =

1
DfHCI

1
DfHCI

+ 1
DfTDDB

+ 1
DfNBTI

+ 1
DfEM

(7.17)

CTDDB =

1
DfTDDB

1
DfHCI

+ 1
DfTDDB

+ 1
DfNBTI

+ 1
DfEM

(7.18)

CNBTI =

1
DfNBTI

1
DfHCI

+ 1
DfTDDB

+ 1
DfNBTI

+ 1
DfEM

(7.19)

CEM =

1
DfEM

1
DfHCI

+ 1
DfTDDB

+ 1
DfNBTI

+ 1
DfEM

(7.20)

Subbing equ.(7.17) ∼ (7.20) into (7.12) and (7.13), we end up with a very

simple Df model:

Df =
4

1
DfHCI

+ 1
DfTDDB

+ 1
DfNBTI

+ 1
DfEM

(7.21)

The voltage derating trends governed by this simple Df model is simulated

with typical model parameters from the 0.18µm technology. VDD is derated within

the range [100% ∼ 80%] of its rated value, i.e. V 0
DD = 3.3V . Fig.7.6 is the plotting

of the relation between Df and VDD/V 0
DD, which shows that within the derating

range, the dependency of Df on VDD, after normalized to V 0
DD, is in exponential

relation. Fig.7.6 also indicates that the variations of individual derating factors are
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quite different, up to 3 orders of magnitude in difference. Another derating factor

for the lower rated voltage V 0
DD = 1.8V is also plotted in Fig.7.6. These two derating

factors at different rated voltages almost follow the same trend, which reveals that

no matter what the rated voltage is, if voltage is derated to the same ratio, the

reliability gain is nearly the same. This is a very important derating guideline. The

above derating analyses have been verified by the experimental work in [150].
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Figure 7.6: Trends of Df vs. VDD/V 0
DD with typical model parameters from the

0.18µm technology. VDD is derated within the range [100% ∼ 80%] of its rated value

V 0
DD = 3.3V . The trend of Df when V 0

DD = 1.8V is also plotted for comparison.

7.6 Conclusion

With the lifetime and circuit models of various wearout mechanisms developed

in the previous chapters, MaCRO is capable of performing many distinct reliability
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analysis functions including failure rate calculation, reliability trend prediction, der-

ating modeling and circuit SPICE reliability simulation. The MaCRO flows for fail-

ure rate calculation and reliability trend prediction are straightforward and they are

illustrated in Appendix B. The application of MaCRO models in circuit SPICE reli-

ability simulation is presented in the next chapter. This chapter focuses on MaCRO

derating modeling for reliability improvement. From the simulation work of a 17-

stage 0.18µm CMOS ring oscillator, the voltage and temperature derating behaviors

are systematically investigated, and a simple derating factor model is developed. A

series of derating design guidelines are formulated during the development of this

derating factor model. Circuit designers, as well as system developers, can use these

guidelines, or even explore new rules with this simple model, to properly derate

devices for reliability improvement for long life applications.
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Chapter 8

SRAM Reliability Simulation and Analysis

8.1 Introduction

The lifetime models and circuit models for HCI/TDDB/NBTI failure mecha-

nisms as well as the overall reliability simulation algorithms in MaCRO have been

presented in the previous chapters. This chapter is an illustrative case study for the

purpose of demonstrating how to apply MaCRO models and algorithms to circuit

reliability simulation, analysis and improvement.

The most common circuit structures used in exemplary reliability simulations

are ring oscillator, differential amplifier and SRAM. Compared with the other two

circuits, SRAM includes many typical subcircuits such as cross-connected 6-T mem-

ory cell, precharge, peripheral control logic and sense amplifier. The magnitude of

MOSFET’s wearout mechanisms and their effects on circuit performance and func-

tionality depend on the types of circuits involved [151]. Moreover, for a typical SoC

circuit, SRAM occupies more than 40% of the chip area [152]. The ever-increasing

integration of SRAM in embedded SoC indicates that the reliability of modern VLSI

systems depends on the reliability of on-chip memories [154]. Therefore, SRAM is

selected in this case study as a vehicle to show the applicability of MaCRO models
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and algorithms in circuit reliability simulation and analysis.

8.2 SRAM Circuit Design and Simulation

In order to simplify the circuit structure, reduce reliability simulation complex-

ity and magnify the effects of each failure mechanism on circuit operation, only one

bit SRAM cell and its operation control functions are implemented. The address de-

coder and complex timing control subcircuits are intentionally omitted. The SRAM

circuit chosen for this consideration includes one 6-T cell, precharge, read/write con-

trol and sense amplifier. The SRAM structural block diagram is shown in Fig.8.1.

The detailed structure and function of each block are introduced in this section.

The overall circuit is implemented with a commercial 0.25µm technology with gate

oxide thickness 5.7nm and power supply voltage 2.5V .

DATA

WORD

WRITE

BIT BITn

Precharge

6-T Cell

Read/Write

Control

Sense

Amplifier

Figure 8.1: The one bit SRAM structural block diagram. The circuit consists of one

bit 6-T cell, read/write control logic and output sense amplifier.
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The most important functional block in Fig.8.1 is the one bit 6-T SRAM

cell which consists of a pair of cross-connected inverters and two nMOSFET pass

transistors. The schematic of the SRAM cell is shown in Fig.8.2. Transistors

M1 ∼ M4 form a regenerative structure for storing a single bit “1” or “0” at

the node “Store” depending on the differential voltages of BIT/BITn lines during

write cycles. The WORD line controls the two pass transistors M5 and M6 and

enables charging/discharging paths between the nodes Store/Storen and BIT/BITn

lines during read/write cycles. The cell transfer ratio of pass transistor to pull-down

nMOSFET widths (i.e. width ratio of M5 to M1, and M6 to M2) is designed to 1.

The proper value of this ratio is important for cell stability during read operation

[152]. The two transmission gates (consisting of M41 ∼ M44) provide bidirectional

paths and connect BIT/BITn lines to write control circuit during write operation,

and to sense amplifier during read operation.

The function of precharge circuit is pre-charging BIT and BITn lines to the

same level before each read and write operation. The schematic of precharge circuit

is shown in Fig.8.3. When PRE signal is high, M21 ∼ M25 turn on, equalizing

and charging up BIT/BITn lines to the same voltage level VDD − 2Vt. Because

nMOSFET threshold voltage Vt = 0.65V , the pre-charge voltage level is approxi-

mately set to the middle of VDD, which avoids full rail-to-rail signal transitions in

subsequent read/write operation, thereby improving circuit operation speed. The

high speed transition of PRE on M21 ∼ M25 may introduce charge injection effects

on BIT/BITn lines. These transient charges will increase voltage overshooting and

reduce cell stability. For high-speed high-volume SRAM circuits in which node ca-
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Figure 8.2: Schematic of the one bit 6-T SRAM cell. Store/Storen represent cell

state. WORD line enables the two pass transistors M5 and M6 during memory

read and write cycles.

pacitances on BIT/BITn lines are very large and the swings of BIT/BITn signals are

very small, transient charge injection has more deleterious effect. The inclusion of

transistors M26 ∼ M29 is for suppressing these transient charge effects and smooth-

ing BIT/BITn signals during switching. Simulation shows for this simplified SRAM

circuit which exhibits large BIT/BITn swings (because of small node capacitances

associated with the one bit cell), failures of these transistors have minor effects on

circuit functionality, therefore, M26 ∼ M29 are neglected in the following MaCRO

reliability analysis.

The write control logic circuit is very simple and shown in Fig.8.4. WRITE

signal controls the operation of the sandwiched nMOSFET and pMOSFET in the

two stacked inverters, thereby gate-keeping the connection between DATA line and

the SRAM cell.
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Figure 8.3: Schematic of the precharge circuit. BIT/BITn lines are pre-charged

to the same voltage level before each read and write operation. M26 ∼ M29 are

included for reducing transient charge injection effects.

Latch type sense amplifier rather than current mirror amplifier is selected due

to the small node capacitances and large voltage swings of BIT/BITn lines. READ

signal applies to M55 and M60 and controls the read operation. If READ signal is

high, the latch amplifier, consisting of M51 ∼ M55, quickly pulls BIT/BITn apart

in reverse directions to the full digital levels. M56 ∼ M59 form the output buffer

and help to generate smooth rail-to-rail output signals. The overall schematic of the

sense amplifier circuit is illustrated in Fig.8.5.

The function of the SRAM is simulated in SPICE to perform a set of sequential

“write 0, read 0, write 1, read 1” operations. The duration of each operation cycle

is 2ns, and the circuit is simulated for 8ns with operation speed of 500MHz. The

timing of input signals is given in Fig.8.6.
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Figure 8.4: Schematic of the write control circuit. WRITE signal controls the con-

nections of DATA line and BITio/BITnio lines. BITio/BITnio lines are connected

to BIT/BITn by the two transmission gates (M41 ∼ M44).

The SPICE simulation results are shown in Fig.8.7 in which (a) demonstrates

precharging states and swings of BIT/BITn signals during read/write operations,

(b) indicates SRAM cell state stored at Store/Storen nodes, (c) shows results of

the two write operations, and (d) shows results of the two read operations. These

simulation waveforms illustrate the SRAM operation process: within 1 ∼ 2ns, “0”

on the DATA line is written into the SRAM cell, within 3 ∼ 4ns, “0” state stored

in the SRAM cell is read out to the output data line DATAO, within 5 ∼ 6ns,

“1” on the DATA line is written into the SRAM cell, and in 7 ∼ 8ns, “1” state

stored in the SRAM cell is read out to DATAO. These timing relations will be

compared later with MaCRO reliability simulation results after SRAM experiencing

HCI/TDDB/NBTI stresses.
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Figure 8.5: Schematic of the sense amplifier. READ signal controls the operation

of the latch amplifier and the connection between BIT/BITn and the output. The

latch amplifier magnifies BIT/BITn line swings to full digital levels.

8.3 Preview of SRAM Failure Behaviors

For the sake of facilitating the understanding of MaCRO reliability simulation

results, a brief overview of SRAM reliability behaviors and failure effects presented

in literature is given in this section.

The main effects of HCI on device electrical characteristics are threshold volt-

age drift and transconductance (gm) degradation. Pass transistors in an SRAM cell

receive more severe damages because of bidirectional HCI stresses. This is proved

by the following MaCRO simulation. The gm degradation of these pass transistors

gradually reduces the driving capability and cell transfer ratio [151] and increases

access time after long term operation [155, 156]. The physical origin of this enhanced

HCI damage on pass transistors is explained in [157]. Sense amplifier also suffers

from significant HCI stress, which results in increased input offset voltage [158] and
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Figure 8.6: SRAM SPICE simulation stimuli. PRE exerts before each read/write

operation. CD signal enables the transmission gates M41 ∼ M42 and WORD signal

enables the pass transistors M5 ∼ M6 during each read/write operation. The “0”

or “1” is available on DATA line during each write operation.

decreased drain output resistance and small-signal voltage gain [159].

TDDB has the most deleterious effects on SRAM cell stability. There are only

four topologically distinct oxide breakdown locations in the SRAM cell shown in

Fig.8.2: Store-to-Storen, Store-to-VDD, Store-to-gnd, and gate-to-diffusion of pass

transistors. Any other possible oxide breakdown location is completely equivalent to

one of these categories [152]. Store-to-Storen breakdown and gate-to-diffusion break-

down of pass transistors reduce BIT/BITn differential voltage and output swing,

whereas breakdowns at Store-to-VDD and Store-to-gnd increase leakage current at

the opposite transistors and degrade cell stability and Static Noise Margin (SNM)

[160]. The leakage currents of 20 ∼ 50µA at the nMOSFET source can result in a
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Figure 8.7: SRAM SPICE simulation results. (a) shows waveforms of BIT/BITn

signals, (b) shows SRAM cell state signals Store/Storen, (c) is write operation result,

and (d) is read operation result.

50% reduction in SNM [161, 162]. Most SRAM cells become unstable without suffi-

cient SNM [163]. A through investigation of different gate oxide breakdown effects

on SRAM subcircuits is presented in [164, 165].

NBTI leads to device mismatches in the SRAM cell and input offset volt-

ages in the sense amplifier. The SNM degradation due to NBTI increases as VDD

decreases [166]. Experimental work of an operational amplifier to end-of-life degra-

dation indicates little change in output characteristics, suggesting that pMOSFET

NBTI-induced device mismatch is not the fundamental reason for circuit failures

[167]. This conclusion is also supported by the following MaCRO reliability simula-

tion results.
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8.4 Device Lifetime Calculation

The lifetime model for each failure mechanism (HCI/TDDB/NBTI) is intro-

duced in the previous chapters. These lifetime equations are recapitulated here for

convenience:

tf (HCI) = AHCI(
Isub

W
)−n exp(

EaHCI

κT
) (8.1)

tf (TDDB) = ATDDB(
1

A
)

1
β F

1
β V a+bT

gs exp(
c

T
+

d

T 2
) (8.2)

tf (NBTI) = ANBTIV
− 1

β
gs [

1

1 + 2 exp(−E1

κT
)

+
1

1 + 2 exp(−E2

κT
)
]−

1
β (8.3)

If all the model parameters are determined from device testing work, based

on SPICE simulation results, designers can calculate device lifetime for each failure

mechanism at any use conditions. However, from the perspective of circuit function-

ality, absolute value of device lifetime is not of primary interest. The main purpose

of lifetime calculation is for identification of most weakest and damaged devices, so

it is only required to calculate relative lifetime (i.e. normalized lifetime) for each

device by lumping all common model parameters into a single factor. Based on this

concept, equ.(8.1) ∼ (8.3) can be rewritten to the following simplified forms:

tf (HCI) = τ1(
Isub

W
)−n (8.4)

tf (TDDB) = τ2(
1

W
)

1
β V a+bT

gs (8.5)

tf (NBTI) = τ3V
− 1

β
gs [E

′
1 +

1

1 + 2 exp(−E2/κT )
]−

1
β (8.6)
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where τ1 ∼ τ3 are the lumped factors and defined as benchmarks for normalized

lifetimes, W is the channel width, E
′
1 is a process dependent constant. In deriving

equ.(8.4) ∼ (8.6), device junction temperature and the ambient temperature are not

differentiated. The temperature effects of various failure mechanisms are discussed

in [153] and the method to model device junction temperature with respect to device

power dissipation and ambient temperature is given in [154].

In normalized lifetime calculation process, it is unnecessary to characterize

τ1 ∼ τ3 factors because they are common to all devices in the same circuit. This

reduces the number of model parameters and obviously simplifies parameter testing

and extraction work. In equ.(8.4) ∼ (8.6), Isub, Vgs and E2 can be predicted from

SPICE simulation. After obtaining the reduced set of model parameters necessary to

equ.(8.4) ∼ (8.6), designers can easily calculate device normalized lifetimes for each

failure mechanism. The lifetime results are shown in Fig.8.8, in which horizontal

axis denotes transistor’s index (e.g. “1” represents “M1”), and vertical axis denotes

lifetime value normalized to τ1 ∼ τ3, respectively (e.g. for HCI: tf (M1) = 4.2893τ1).

Compared with other devices, M33,M34, M37,M41,M43 have very large NBTI

lifetimes. In order to show details of other devices’ relatively smaller lifetime values,

normalized lifetime values of these transistors are not drawn in scale in (c) of Fig.8.8.

The following trends can be easily observed from inspecting Fig.8.8. For

HCI effect, pass transistors generally experience more damage due to bidirectional

stresses and more frequent switching operations, shown by M5,M6,M21,M42,M44;

nMOSFETs in inverters suffer from less HCI stress, shown by M35,M56,M63; in

stacked inverters, nMOSFETs on the top receives more HCI damage, shown by
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Figure 8.8: Device lifetime calculation results for the three failure mechanisms: (a)

HCI, (b) TDDB, and (c) NBTI. The horizontal axis denotes device’s index, and

vertical axis denotes lifetime value normalized to τ1 ∼ τ3, respectively.

comparisons of M31 to M32 and M35 to M36, respectively; sense amplifier is sen-

sitive to HCI because distinct HCI damages on M51 and M52 lead to increased

device mismatches and input offset voltages. For TDDB effect, pMOSFET is easier

to suffer from TDDB due to its relatively larger channel area, and area scaling has

significant effect on device lifetimes, shown by M62,M64 whose channel widths are

very large: 12µm. For NBTI effect, pMOSFETs in latch structure receive more

imbalanced NBTI damages, which also leads to increased device mismatches and

input offset voltages, shown by M3,M4 and M53,M54.
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It is easy to identify the most damaged transistors for each failure mechanism

from Fig.8.8. For HCI, M5,M6,M52,M58 are the most damaged transistors. M58

has the shortest lifetime, however, it can be excluded after a careful analysis. In the

initial schematic, the two stages of inverters after sense amplifier were designed with

the sizing ratio of 1. If scaling up the channel widths of M58 and M59 and increasing

the sizing ratio to 3, the lifetime of M58 increases from 0.84τ1 to 7.79τ1. The reason

for this significant improvement is the reduction in inverter transition delay after

proper sizing of inverter chain as shown in Fig.8.9. Proper inverter sizing improves

both transition speed and device lifetime with the penalties of larger chip area and

loading to neighboring gates, therefore, circuit designers need to perform detailed

lifetime calculation and functional simulation to make appropriate tradeoffs.

Figure 8.9: Comparison of transition delay of M58 before and after inverter sizing.

Proper sizing significantly reduces dynamic switching delay, thereby suppressing

HCI effect. Wn = 0.6µm before sizing, and Wn = 1.8µm after sizing.
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For TDDB, M3,M31,M38,M53,M62,M64 are the most damaged transis-

tors. M62,M64 are pMOSFETs in write control logic subcircuit, their channel

widths are designed very large to quickly generate inverse signals of WRITE and

DATA. Their widths can be properly scaled down to improve lifetime, therefore, it

is unnecessary to include them in the weakest device list. M3 is included because it

is within the SRAM cell and its oxide breakdown has significant effect on SRAM op-

eration. All transistors in precharge circuit (M21 ∼ M29) are not selected because

during all operation periods, their gate-to-source/drain voltages are very small.

For NBTI, M3, M38,M53 are selected as the most damaged transistors. Al-

though lifetimes of M62,M64,M57, M59 are comparable to those of being selected,

based on the same reason given above, they are not included in the weakest device

list.

In summary, the selected most damaged devices for each failure mechanism are:

HCI—M5,M6, M52, TDDB—M3,M31,M38,M53, and NBTI—M3,M38, M53.

These transistors will be substituted with corresponding circuit models in the fol-

lowing SPICE simulation.

8.5 SPICE Reliability Simulation with Circuit Models

The model equations and methods to determine circuit model parameters have

been presented in the precious chapters. Most of these model parameters are time

dependent, therefore, SPICE simulation with these circuit models has to be per-

formed several times to pinpoint the time at which the circuit function fails. The
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most effective way to find this failure time is by a three-step progressive process:

first, only consider HCI failure electrical models and find the circuit HCI lifetime

Ta; then, add on TDDB electrical models, simulation circuit operation at times

shorter than Ta and find the corresponding circuit HCI+TDDB failure lifetime Tb

(Tb ≤ Ta); finally, include all failure electrical models and find the circuit failure

lifetime Tc (Tc ≤ Tb) at which the circuit cannot maintain correct operations. In

this step-by-step process, circuit failure behaviors and response due to each failure

mechanism can be efficiently characterized. The detailed algorithm of this process

is given in Chapter 2. The SRAM reliability simulation and analysis are performed

according to this three-step process.

8.5.1 HCI

There is only one parameter in HCI circuit model: ∆Rd, which characterizes

drain current reduction due to mobility degradation resulting from HCI-induced

interface charge and oxide charge. ∆Rd values of M5,M6,M52 at different stress

times are plotted in Fig.8.10. These HCI-induced series parasitic resistances are not

in simple logarithmic relation to stress time t because horizontal axis is not drawn in

linear scale. M5,M6 receive bidirectional HCI stresses, consequently, each of them

has two resistances ∆Rd1 and ∆Rd2 associated with drain and source, respectively.

The SRAM circuit with these HCI-induced ∆Rd elements is simulated at dif-

ferent stress times to check its functionality. Fig.8.11 shows the waveforms of the

SRAM cell state (i.e. Store signal) and output state (i.e. DATAO signal) after
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Figure 8.10: ∆Rd values of M5,M6,M52 at different stress times. The unit of

horizontal axis is time in years, the vertical axis is in logarithmic scale and in unit

Ohm.

different stress times. It indicates that the SRAM circuit operates correctly until

0.8 year, and fails at 1 year, at which the Store signal does not switch as expected

during the “write 1” cycle. The gradual degradation of Store signal is clearly shown

in Fig.8.11. The quicker corruption of Store signal than that of DATAO implies

that malfunction of this SRAM circuit mainly results from HCI damage of M5,M6,

rather than M52, which verifies other researchers’ work on the relation between pass

transistor’s HCI degradation and SRAM cell stability.

A closer look at BIT/BITn and Store/Storen waveforms before and after

SRAM cell failure reveals more reliability information. Fig.8.12 compares and shows

how these signals corrupt. It is clearly shown that the addition and increasing of
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Figure 8.11: The simulated waveforms of the SRAM cell Store signal and output

DATAO signal after different stress times. At t = 1 year, Store signal does not jump

to high as expected during the “write 1” cycle indicating failure of SRAM cell.

HCI-induced series resistances in M5 and M6 degrade BIT/BITn signals and reduce

cell transfer ratio. As a result, the high BIT line signal at “write 1” cycle cannot

be effectively written into SRAM cell. Store/Storen signals cannot switch when a

reverse value is being written to the SRAM cell.

From the above SPICE simulation with HCI circuit models, the HCI lifetime

of the SRAM circuit is predicted to be 0.9 year. If considering the effect of duty cycle

and assuming that the average access frequency of the SRAM is one full operation

per 1µs at normal use condition, the predicted 0.9 year corresponds to a circuit HCI

lifetime of 112.5 years.
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Figure 8.12: The waveforms of SRAM Store/Storen signals and BIT/BITn signals

before and after circuit failure. Store/Storen signals do not flip due to the degra-

dation in BIT/BITn signals when a reverse value is being written to the SRAM

cell.

8.5.2 HCI+TDDB

The second step in the SRAM circuit reliability simulation is the inclusion of

both TDDB and HCI circuit models. Only gate-to-channel breakdown is consid-

ered and breakdown location is intentionally set to the middle point of the channel.

As a result, only one parameter Iox needs to be characterized for each identified

TDDB damaged transistor. The values of Iox have been calculated as: Iox(M3) =

−50.719µA, Iox(M31) = 25.642µA, Iox(M38) = −18.07µA, and Iox(M53) = −101.05µA.

The SPICE simulation results when taking into account both HCI and TDDB
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effects are illustrated in Fig.8.13. The SRAM circuit survives until 0.4 year but fails

to function at 0.6 year.

Figure 8.13: The simulated waveforms of the SRAM cell Store signal and output

DATAO signal at different HCI+TDDB stress times. At t = 0.6 year, Store signal

does not jump to high during the “write 1” cycle indicating failure of SRAM cell.

The addition of TDDB failure electrical models significantly reduces circuit

lifetime. Fig.8.14 shows the interaction between HCI effect and TDDB effect, in

which the BIT/BITn and Store/Storen waveforms before and after circuit failure

(at 0.4 year and 0.6 year, respectively) are plotted. At 0.6 year, the corruption

of Store/Storen signals and the degradation of BIT/BITn signals during the final

“write 1, read 1” cycles are very similar to those at 1 year in Fig.8.12, in which

only HCI effect is considered. Moreover, if TDDB effect on M3 is disabled at 0.6

year, the circuit function restores and the waveforms without TDDB at 0.6 year are

quite similar to the waveforms with TDDB at 0.4 year. These similarities imply
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that gate-to-channel breakdown of TDDB accelerates SRAM cell instability but it

does not introduce new failure behavior at circuit level. This result is not observed

by other researchers because most work on SRAM cell instability analysis does not

combine HCI and TDDB effects together and worst case gate-to-diffusion breakdown

mode rather than more frequent and less severe gate-to-channel breakdown mode of

TDDB is included in those simulation work.

Figure 8.14: The waveforms of the SRAM Store/Store signals and BIT/BITn signals

before and after circuit failure.

Besides TDDB of M3 on circuit operation, it is also necessary to investi-

gate TDDB effects of M31,M38, M53 on circuit performance. Simulation proves

breakdowns of M31 and M38 (both belong to inverters in write control subcircuit)
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have minor effects on SRAM operation, but breakdown of M53 has significant ef-

fect. Fig.8.15 shows the TDDB effect of M53 on sense amplifier input signals. The

breakdown in M53 provides additional current path between sense amplifier input

and VDD and tends to pull up this input signal. The erratic jumps in the amplifier

input signal shown in Fig.8.15 reduce amplifier output stability.

Figure 8.15: The TDDB effect of M53 on sense amplifier output stability. The

breakdown in M53 provides additional current path between BITnio and VDD and

tends to pull up BITnio when it is at low level in “read 0” and “write 1” cycles.

8.5.3 HCI+TDDB+NBTI

The last step is the inclusion of NBTI circuit models. M3, M38,M53, being

identified for suffering most NBTI damage, also receive most TDDB damage, there-

fore, designers need to properly combine NBTI and TDDB electrical models together
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for these pMOSFETs. If they simply add all NBTI failure circuit model elements

into TDDB model, the oxide breakdown effect will be overestimated, which results

in suppressing or overshooting of SRAM cell state signals (i.e. Sote/Storen), and

unexpected jumps of sense amplifier input signals. These negative phenomena are

observed in simulation results. The correct TDDB+NBTI failure electrical model

for a pMOSFET is illustrated in Fig.8.16.
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Figure 8.16: The TDDB+NBTI circuit model for a pMOSFET. RG and Iox account

for threshold voltage degradation due to NBTI. Iox and the two split pMOSFETs

represent TDDB damage. RD and RS characterize the resistances in drain and

source extensions. They are excluded in this SRAM case study in order to simplify

simulation work.

With the previous HCI+TDDB simulation results, it is only required to cal-

culate RG for each of M3,M38,M53 at time 0.4 year. Their values are: RG(M3) =

6.6KΩ, RG(M38) = 965.4Ω, and RG(M53) = 3.3KΩ. Simulation indicates that
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NBTI has relatively weak effects on SRAM cell stability and functionality. Its most

obvious influence observed from simulation is that NBTI degrades SRAM cell tran-

sition speed. This effect is shown in Fig.8.17 where switching of Store/Storen signals

slows down when NBTI model is set in.

Figure 8.17: The NBTI effects on SRAM cell transition speed. The switching speed

of SRAM cell Store/Storen signals degrades when NBTI damage on M3 is consid-

ered.

Simulation also shows NBTI has minor effects on functionality of the latch

type sense amplifier. The degradation in input signals is very small.

SPICE DC voltage transfer function simulation along the path from BITn line

to Storen line encompasses all of the three failure mechanisms (HCI of M6, TDDB

and NBTI of M3), therefore, degradation in VTC for BITn-to-Storen at different

combinations of these failure mechanisms can reflect their individual influence on

SRAM cell stability. These VTC curves, plotted in Fig.8.18, indicate that HCI and

TDDB have reverse effects on VTC drift, while NBTI has no observable effects.

SNM is the most important factor in SRAM circuit reliability analysis. Based
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Figure 8.18: Voltage transfer curves of BITn-to-Storen for different combinations

of failure mechanisms. From left to right, the curves represent effects of TDDB,

no damage, HCI+TDDB+NBTI, HCI, and HCI+NBTI, respectively. NBTI has

negligible effect on SRAM cell stability.

on SPICE DC transfer analysis, the SNM butterfly plots for various combinations of

the failure mechanisms are generated in Fig.8.19. The size of the two maximized em-

bedded squares in the butterfly plots represents the magnitude of SNM. In Fig.8.19,

(a) represents failure free operation, (b) shows SNM degradation due to TDDB

effect, (c) shows the combined effect of TDDB+NBTI on SNM, and (d) is the com-

bination of plots (a) ∼ (c) for the sake of easy comparison. These curves are obtained

by setting failure circuit model parameters at stress time 0.4 years. It is indicated

from these butterfly plots that SRAM cell noise margin shrinks due to TDDB and

NBTI stresses, and TDDB has the dominant effect. The gate-to-channel breakdown

of M3 leads to symmetrical shrinkage of the two embedded squares, which is distinct
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and in contrast to the case of gate-to-diffusion breakdowns presented in [161, 162]

where asymmetrical scales of the sizes of the two embedded squares resulted from p-

source breakdown. It is expected that gate-to-diffusion breakdown model of TDDB

would accelerate SNM degradation. At 0.4 year, even though SNM is significantly

reduced, the two transfer curves still cross and form two stable states, therefore,

SRAM cell function is maintained.
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Figure 8.19: Butterfly plots for various failure mechanisms. (a) denotes the no-

damage operation, (b) shows SNM degradation due to TDDB, (c) shows the com-

bined effect of TDDB+NBTI, and (d) is the combination of the previous three plots.

The difference in (b) and (c) is very small indicating that NBTI is not a dominant

effect.

The SRAM circuit survives to 0.4 year but fails at 0.6 year. If the same duty

cycle and usage profile are assumed as before, the HCI+TDDB+NBTI lifetime of

this SRAM circuit under normal use condition is about 62.5 years.
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8.6 Reliability Design Techniques

After exploring circuit degradation effects and reliability behaviors with MaCRO

models, designers need to make design iterations to improve circuit lifetime if the

initial design falls short of reliability specifications. Traditionally, this is an arduous

work due to the lack of systematic and convenient reliability analysis method to help

pinpoint reliability weak spots and characterize circuit degradation in performance

and functionality. With MaCRO models and simulation algorithms, designers can

perform a quick reliability analysis and gain knowledge on circuit failure behaviors.

Equipped with this reliability knowledge, they can develop their own expertise on

reliability improvement through proper design iterations.

In literature, there are some reliability design techniques available for suppress-

ing different failure mechanisms. Reliability design techniques for HCI including

transistor sizing, gate topology transform and input signal scheduling are presented

in [168]. Some design improvement concept for TDDB is introduced in [169]. A

design technique to reduce gate-to-source voltage during static state operation and

improve NBTI reliability is introduced in [170]. Even though some progresses have

been achieved from individual work, design techniques for TDDB and NBTI have

not been thoroughly investigated. With better understanding of circuit reliability

behaviors from MaCRO simulation, circuit designer can develop their own guidelines

and expertise in this area.
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8.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, a simple SRAM circuit is designed and simulated with MaCRO

models and algorithms to illustrate how to apply this new method to circuit reliabil-

ity simulation and analysis. Simulation shows HCI and TDDB have significant ef-

fects on SRAM cell stability and voltage transfer characteristics, while NBTI mainly

degrades cell transition speed when the cell state flips. This case study of SRAM reli-

ability simulation work proves that with MaCRO lifetime models and circuit models,

circuit designers will obtain in-depth understanding of circuit failure behaviors and

the damage effects of HCI/TDDB/NBTI on circuit operations. Equipped with this

knowledge, they can quickly estimate circuit lifetime, make appropriate performance

and reliability tradeoffs, and formulate practical design guidelines to improve circuit

reliability.
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Chapter 9

Summary

9.1 Results

Advances in technology have raised many new issues related to both circuit

performance and reliability. Today’s extremely complex VLSI chips have been de-

signed to gain maximum performance by stretching the limits of available technolo-

gies. These limits are often imposed by reliability concerns. As Computer Aided

Design (CAD) techniques become more mature and sophisticated, most aspects of

modern CMOS VLSI design have been modeled and simulated before committing

circuits to silicon. In the CAD tool set, there is obviously a niche for circuit relia-

bility simulation, which will help designers predict device lifetime and failure rate

and characterize circuit failure behaviors. Thus designers can make appropriate

performance and reliability tradeoffs in the initial design phases.

Even though many advanced DFR tools have been developed, most of them

require a large number of simulation iterations and tedious parameter testing work,

which limit their real-world applications. One way to effectively overcome these

drawbacks is to elevate the focus of reliability analysis from the device wearout pro-

cess to circuit functionality. Essentially, circuit functional simulation is no more than
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solving a group of individual device equivalent circuit model equations to predict the

interactions of all these devices upon external stimuli. Therefore, circuit functional-

ity is solely determined by individual device models. From this perspective, circuit

degradation or failures can be viewed as the results that device-level wearout effects

express themselves at circuit-level by changing their model structures. If the change

of device model structures due to wearout effects can be correctly modeled with the

inclusion of additional circuit elements, and the relations between these additional

elements and the time-dependent wearout parameters can be built and calibrated

with simple testing work, then it is foreseeable that circuit reliability simulation will

become a natural and simple step of the overall circuit functional simulation.

Starting from this concept, a new SPICE reliability simulation method has

been developed, which includes a set of accelerated lifetime models and failure

equivalent circuit models for the most common wearout mechanisms including HCI,

TDDB and NBTI, respectively. The accelerated lifetime models help to identify the

most degraded transistors in a circuit based on their time-variant terminal voltage

and current waveforms. Then, failure equivalent circuit models are used to substi-

tute those identified transistors in SPICE simulation to investigate the impact of

device wearout on circuit functionality. Device wearout effects are lumped into a

limited number of failure equivalent circuit model parameters, and circuit function-

ality and performance degradation are determined by the magnitude of these model

parameters. In this new method, it is unnecessary to perform a large number of iter-

ative SPICE simulation processes. Therefore, simulation time is obviously reduced.

Moreover, the model parameters that must be extrapolated have been reduced to
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only a small set of failure equivalent circuit elements. So, the reliability testing work

becomes less intensive.

This new reliability simulation method can be used for many different appli-

cation purposes. If all lifetime model parameters are obtained from experimental

work, it can accurately calculate circuit lifetime and failure rate. If process pa-

rameters of future technologies are projected, it can predict reliability trends over

generations and identify critical failure mechanisms. Based on the previous two

applications, it can be further used in derating device voltage and temperature for

circuit reliability enhancement. If circuit functionality is of primary interest, it can

quickly identify more damaged transistors in circuit in terms of the device’s terminal

voltage and current stress profiles. Then it can include corresponding circuit mod-

els in the second-round SPICE simulation, which will reveal whether or not circuit

functionality is maintained.

A 17-stage CMOS ring oscillator was simulated with this new method to ex-

plore general derating behaviors. It was proven that reduced voltage, frequency and

temperature reduces devices’s internal stresses, leading to an improvement of device

reliability. Since all these variations for a single device are proportional, the ratios

can be applied to a full circuit with the help of a simple derating model. Simulation

shows that derating factors at different rated voltages nearly follow the same trend.

So no matter what the rated voltage is, if voltage is derated to the same ratio, the

reliability gain is about the same.

A simple SRAM circuit was designed and simulated to demonstrate how to

apply this new method to circuit reliability simulation and analysis. Simulation
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showed that for the 0.25µm technology, HCI and TDDB have significant effects on

SRAM cell stability and VTC while NBTI mainly degrades cell transition speed

when the cell state flips.

Properly applying this new method to other typical circuit structures should

yield results that either corroborate other researchers’ experimental and theoretical

work or reveal new phenomena yet to be explored.

9.2 Main Contributions

The main contributions of this work in the area of reliability modeling can be

summarized as follows: (1) HCI, TDDB and NBTI are treated in a unified frame-

work. Therefore, their relations and interactions can be accounted for in a simple

SPICE simulation process. This is not realized in other reliability simulation tools.

(2) An existing HCI ∆Rd model is improved to include the contribution of both

interface trapped charge and oxide trapped charge, the latter one being neglected

in the original ∆Rd model. This improvement, although complicating parameter

extraction work, is physically more comprehensive and accurate in characterizing

hot carrier damages. (3) The IBM TDDB lifetime model is improved to cover many

important experimental observations of oxide breakdown behaviors, including power

law voltage acceleration, non-Arrhenius temperature acceleration, Poisson area scal-

ing statistics and cumulative failure percentile scaling effect. This gives rise to a

more comprehensive TDDB lifetime model than the original one. (4) A thorough

discussion of available TDDB circuit models is presented, which compensates for
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the obvious absence of review papers in this area. (5) Some limitations and an

error in the most frequently discussed TDDB circuit model proposed by IMEC are

identified. (6) A new TDDB circuit model is proposed and the number of model

parameters is reduced to only one, which significantly simplifies TDDB reliability

simulation. (7) Weibull statistics is included in explaining the existing IBM NBTI

degradation model, which provides a new perspective from which to understand

the IBM model and NBTI behaviors. (8) Starting from this IBM NBTI model, a

physics and statistics based NBTI lifetime model is developed that is capable of ex-

plaining nearly all known NBTI effects, including power law dependence, saturation

behaviors and recovery effects. (9) A new NBTI failure equivalent circuit model

is developed, which is simple, physics-of-failure based, and expandabe. This is the

first NBTI failure equivalent circuit model of its kind in literature.

9.3 Future Work

As CMOS VLSI technology rapidly advances, this work is far from completion.

Even though most of the essential models and algorithms of MaCRO have been

developed, we have only taken a first step toward a practical DFR tool. Generating

a robust computer program from these models and algorithms is not a trivial work.

At the model level, much work needs to be done, including dynamic stress

modeling of each wearout mechanism. Now quasi-static assumption is made to

simplify calculation of device operating parameters, which is not accurate and does

not reflect device stress profiles in real applications. Another modeling problem is
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related to TDDB effects. Currently, there is no TDDB circuit model capable of

relating stress time t to model elements. In this respect, MaCRO is unexceptional.

As a result, it is difficult to characterize time evolution of gate oxide breakdown

evens at circuit level, and clearly predict when breakdown happens and interferes

with circuit operation. Much more experimental and modeling work is required to

set the time factor in TDDB circuit models.

Currently, a 6-bit floating-gate high-speed Flash Analog-to-Digital Converter

(ADC) is under development. This ADC circuit consists of sample and hold, com-

parator, and ROM-based digital encoder subcircuits. It is being implemented with

a commercial 0.35µm technology. Floating-gate MOSFETs explore the potentials of

channel carrier injection and oxide tunneling mechanisms to realize charge storage

and offset programming functions. However, their special structures and operation

configurations arouse many new reliability issues. The reliability behaviors of this

floating-gate ADC will be simulated with MaCRO models and algorithms. This will

expand MaCRO applications to analog and mixed-signal circuits.

Scientific discovery is the underlying driving force for technology evolution.

To make any scientific breakthroughs, research investment must keep pace with

technology advancement. As more intellectual and physical resources are devoted

to IC reliability simulation, it is foreseeable that DFR will become an indispensable

tool sustaining the development of CMOS VLSI technologies.
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Appendix A

MATLAB Programs for Circuit Model Calculation

A.1 Hot Carrier Injection

HCI circuit model parameter calculation in terms of 0.25µm technology

% Parameters obtained from SPICE simulation

Vds= ; Vgd= ; Vgs= ;

% Device geometry parameters

W= ; % Channel width in µm

L = 0.25× 10−6; % Channel length in µm

t= ; % Set the stress time

% Physical constants

q = 1.6× 10−19; % Electron charge

λ = 9.2; % Hot-electron scattering mean-free path in nm

λr = 61.6; % Re-direction mean-free path in nm

% Technology parameters

Vt = 0.65; % Threshold voltage in V

tox = 5.7; % Oxide thickness in nm

α = 2.4× 10−12; kn = 2× 124.3× 10−6; Cox = 6.0579× 10−7;
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% Current and voltage calculation

% Ids = kn ×W/L× ((Vgs − Vt)× Vds − 1/2× V 2
ds); % Linear operation

Ids = 1/2× kn ×W/L× (Vgs − Vt)
2; % Saturation operation

Vdsat = (Vgs − Vt)× 12.5/((Vgs − Vt) + 12.5);

Vdff = Vds − Vdsat;

% Interface trap calculation

∆Nit = 2× (Ids/W × exp(−5.5224/Vdff )× t)0.65 × 104;

% Oxide trap calculation

Eox = Vgd/tox; λEm = λ× Vdff/10;

Φb = 3.2− 2.59× 10−4 × (107)1/2 × (Eox)
1/2 − 4× 10−5 × (107)2/3 × (Eox)

2/3;

Iei = 1/2× tox/λr × (λEm/Φb)
2 × exp(−Φb/λEm)× Ids;

∆Nox = 1.58× 1012 × (1− e(−4.5×10−4×Iei×t) − 1.36× 1012 × (1− e(−1×10−4×Iei×t)));

% ∆Rd calculation

∆N = ∆Nit + ∆Nox; Vgdx = Vgd − 0.65;

VRd = −Vgdx +
√

(Vgdx)2 + 2Vds(α∆N(Vgdx + 0.5Vds)/(1 + α∆N) + q∆N/Cox);

∆Rd = (1 + α×∆N)/Ids × VRd

A.2 Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

TDDB circuit model parameter calculation in terms of 0.25µm technology

% Parameters from SPICE simulation

Vg= ; Vd= ; Vs= ;
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% Device geometry parameters

W= ; % Channel width in µm

L = 0.25× 10−6; % Channel length in µm

L1 = L/2; % Breakdown location

% Process parameters

tox = 5.7; % Oxide thickness in nm

Cox = 6.0579× 10−7;

Φb = 0.026× log(Nch/(1.5× 1010));

% nMOS parameters

% Vt = 0.45; % k = 2× 124.3× 10−6; % Nch = 2.3549× 1017; % γ = 0.43;

% pMOS parameters

Vt = −0.54; k = −2× 24.5× 10−6; Nch = 4.1589× 1017; γ = −0.61;

% Model parameter calculation

Ids = k×W/L× ((Vg −Vs−Vt)× (Vd−Vs)− 1/2× (Vd−Vs)
2); % Linear operation

% Ids = 1/2× k ×W/L× (Vg − Vs − Vt)
2; % Saturation operation

Vi = (Vg − Vt)−
√

(Vg − Vt)2 − (V 2
s + 2(Vg − Vs − Vt)× Vs + 2IdsL1/(kW ));

% Vtb = Vt + γ × (
√
|2× Φb + Vi| −

√
|2× Φb|); % nMOS

Vtb = Vt + γ × (
√
| − 2× Φb − Vi| −

√
| − 2× Φb|); %pMOS

Id = k ×W/(L− L1)× ((Vg − Vi − Vtb)× (Vd − Vi)− 1/2× (Vd − Vi)
2)

Is = k ×W/L1 × ((Vg − Vs − Vt)× (Vi − Vs)− 1/2× (Vi − Vs)
2)

Iox = Is − Id
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A.3 Negative Bias Temperature Instability

NBTI circuit model parameter calculation in terms of 0.25µm technology

% Parameters from SPICE simulation

Vgd= ; Vgs= ;

% Physical constants

q = 1.6× 10−19; κ = 8.62× 10−5; % Boltzmann’s constant in eV/Kelvin

t= ; % Stress time

% Process parameters

tox = 5.7× 10−7; % Oxide thickness in cm

toxn = tox × 107; % Oxide thickness in nm

kox = 3.5× 10−13; % SiO2 permittivity in F/cm2

% Model fitting parameters

τ = 8× 10
7
; β = 0.3;

n = 5; K = 3× 10−6; % Leakage model parameter

H0 = 1.5× 1012; % in unit /cm2

T = 300; % Temperature in Kelvin

Efx = −0.16; Ef = 0.98; E1 = 0.1; % in unit eV

E2 = Efx − Ef + 5.9412× ((Vgs − 0.2)/toxn)2/3; % in unit eV

% Model elements calculation

∆Vmax = q ×H0 × (1/(1 + 2e−E1/κT ) + 1/(1 + 2e−E2/κT ))× tox/kox;

RG = ∆Vmax/(K × V n
gd + K × V n

gs)× (1− exp(−(t/τ)β))

IGS = K × V n
gs; IGD = K × V n

gd
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Appendix B

Flowchart of Lifetime and Reliability Trend Prediction
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Figure B.1: MaCRO Flow of lifetime, failure rate and reliability trend prediction.
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Appendix C

Terms and Abbreviations

ADC Analog-to-Digital Converter

AHI Anode Hole Injection

ALT Accelerated Life Testing

AST Accelerated Stress Tests

ATPG Automatic Test Pattern Generation

BERT Berkeley Reliability Tools

BIR Built-In-Reliability

BTI Biased Temperature Instability

CAD Computer Aided Design

CHC Channel Hot Carrier

COTS Commercial-Off-The-Shelf

DFR Design For Reliability

EM Electromigration

FIT Failure in time

FN Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling

GCA Gradual Channel Approximation

GIDL Gate-Induced Drain Leakage

GOS Gate Oxide Short
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HCI Hot Carrier Injection

HISREM Hot Carrier Induced Series Resistance Enhancement Model

ITRS International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor

KCL Kirchhoff’s Current Law

LNA Low Noise Amplifier

MaCRO Maryland Circuit Reliability-Oriented SPICE simulation method

MSM Matrix Stressing Method

MTTF Mean Time To Failure

NBTI Negative Bias Temperature Instability

PBTI Positive Bias Temperature Instability

RAMP Reliability Aware Micro-Processor

SNM Static Noise Margin

SoC System-on-Chip

SOFR Sum-of-failure-rates

S-L Shatzkes and Lioyd model

TCAD Technology Computer Aided Design

TDDB Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

VTC Voltage Transfer Characteristics
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